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ASSEMBLY, No. 504 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

PRI<J-I<'IL.ED I•'OR INTRODUCTION IN THE 1978 SESSION 

By Assemblymen BAER, JACKMAN, SCHUCK, HOLLENBECK, 

BURNS, CONTILLO, MARTIN, BURSTEIN, GEWERTZ, 

PELLECCHIA, DOYLE, VAN WAGNER, FLYNN and 

SHAPIRO 

AN AcT concerning rate of return on residential rental property 

and supplementing Title 2A of the New Jersey Statutes. 

1 BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the State 

2 of New Jersey: 

1 1. This.act shall be known and may be cited as the "New Jersey 

2 Just and Reasonable Rate of Return on Residential Property Act 

3 of 1978." 

1 2. As used in this act : 

2 a. "Fair net operating income" means gross maximized annual 

3 income less reasonable and necessary operating expenses, such ex-

4 penses not to exceed 60% of gross ma.xin:U.ood annual income. 

5 b. ''Gross maximized annual income'' means all income resulting 

6 directly or indirectly from the operation of a property or building 

7 including, but not limited to, all rent received or collectable includ-

8 ing any rent from a less than arms length transaction, the land-

9 lord's share of interest on security deposits, all earnings from com-

10 missions, vending machines, deductions from security deposits, late 

11 fees, pet fees, parking fees, pool fees, key charges, finder's fees, 

12 amounts received from successful tax appeals, income from re-

13 bates, tax surcharges, capital improvement surcharges, rent sur-

14 charges, and hardship surcharges, computed in accordance with the 

15 provisions and limitations of this act. 

16 c. ''Reasonable and necessary operating expenses'' means all 

17 valid expenses incurred and paid by a landlord for a residential 

18 rental property during the period reflected in income computed in 

19 accordance with the provisions and limitations of this act. 

20 d. "Landlord" means the owner or operator of any residential 

21 rental property in this State who is subject to the provisions of a 

22 local rent control or rent leveling ordinance regulating increases in 

23 the rental of such property. 
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24 e. "RPsith'ntial n•ntal propedy '' means any houso, buihling, 

2i'i mobile lloliH' or land in a mobile homo park or tcncuwnt leased for 

26 residential purposes subject to a local rent control or rent leveling 

27 ordinance regulating increases in the rental of such property. 

1 3. Notwithstanding the provisions of any local ordinance to the 

2 contrary, no landlord shall increase the rental in any residential 

3 rental property, nor shall any local rent control board permit a 

4 landlord to increase any rental in any residential rental property 

5 except in accordance with the provisions of this act. 

1 4. Whenever a landlord shall determine that the reasonable and 

2 necessary operating expenses computed in accordance with the pro-

3 visions of this act arc greater than 60o/o of the gross maximized 

4 auuual iiH'Ollll' of a I'Psi<l<'IJ!ial n'ntal propcrt~·. he may make 

5 application to the local rent control or rent leveling board for a 

6 hardship increase of rent. 

1 3. In any such application the landlord shall specifically allege 

2 that: 

3 a. He is au efficient operator of the residential rental property; 

4 h. The residential rental propmty is in a safe and sanitary con-

5 dition, freP of any local Hta1~> health violations which would cause 

ti a unit or ~tru('tun• to bt~l'Olll<' !P~~ liveahh~; 

7 c. The ownrr iH in full compliance with all State and local laws 

8 pertaining to tenant's rig-hts; and 

9 d. All rentals collected and charges, including those arising out 

10 of any nonresidential uRe, result from arms length transactions. 

11 If at any time during th() course of consideration of a hardship 

12 increase pursuant to the provisions of this act, tho rent control or 

13 rent leveling board shall determine that the landlord is not in sub-

14 stantial compliance with any or all of the above, the board may 

15 temporarily withhold further consideration of the application for a 

16 hardship increase until such time as the landlord has corrected any 

17 such deficiency. 

6. ]n computing gro~s maximized nmmal incomtl under this act 

2 the following limitations shall apply in all cases: 

:! a. No allowance shall be prrmitted for a vacancy, except as may 

4 be adefjuately demonstrated as the result of market conditions; 

5 b. Income and expenses arising out of a nonresidential use, in-

6 eluding that for professional or commercial space shall result from 

7 arms lenl-(th transactions; 

8 c. No loss causPd hy a nonn•sidcntial use may be considered. 

1 7. In computing reasonable and necessary operating expenses 

2 under this act the following limitations shall apply in all cases: 
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3 a. Taxes shall be limited to amounts actually paid, including 

4 those in escrow for appeal and the landlord shall further demon-

5 strate that taxes assessed against the property were reasonable 

6 and, if not, have been appealed; 

7 b. Repairs and maintenance shall be limited to arm& length 

H transactions and shall he reasonable and necessary so as not to 

9 cause over-maintenance of the premises. Cost of service contracts 

10 shall be prorated over the period covered. Painting costs shall be 

11 prorated over tho number of years of actual painting cycle in the 

12 building·, but in no event shall painting be prorated at a period of 

13 more than il years for the interior of dwelling units or 5 years for 

14 the exterior and common areas; 

15 c. Purchase of new equipment shall be reflected and prorated 

16 over the useful life of the item; 

17 d. Legal and auditing expenses shall be limited to reasonable and 

1H necessary costs of the operation of the property. No legal expenses 

19 or audit expenses shall be allowed as a deduction that does not 

20 directly result from the landlord tenant relationship. A landlord 

:!1 may not deduct expem;e:s incurred in litigating any declaratory 

22 or injunctive relief as to his rights under any State, local or Federal 

23 law except for actions in the nature of a writ of mandamus. All 

24 costs shall be itemized on the application; 

25 e. Management fees shall be limited to actual services performed, 

26 including the resident manager's salary, telephone expenses, post-

27 age, office supplies, stationary, and the value of the apartment 

2H provided if included in income. In no event shall management fees 

29 exceed 5% of the first $50,000.00 of gross maximized income, in-

30 eluding commercial and professional space income, 4¥2% of the 

31 next $25,000.00 4% of the next $100,000.00 illh;Yo of the next 

32 $100,000.00, antl3% of any amount over $250,000.00; 

33 f. Salaries not included in management fees shall be limited to 

il4 actual ~erviceH perfonnetl, and umounts for similar positions in 

35 the area, including rental value, if included in income and expenses 

il6 and wages and benefits paid; 

37 g. Advertising shall be limited to actual costs that are reasonable 

38 to ensure occupancy only. Where waiting lists exist, advertising 

39 · expenses shall not be allowed; 

40 h. Utilities including, but not limited to, gas, electric, water, oil, 

41 shall derive from arms length transactions and the landlord shall 

42 demonstrate tlmt all reasonable efforts to conserve energy and 

4il fuels have been used. A certificationi from the Department of 
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4-l J•:ntH·gy thnt states nil rPnsmtnhlt• l'ITtn•ts hnvt~ bt•l'n made to con

-I-f> Hl'l'\'<' mul l'Pthtt'l' usng-t• shn\1 hP l'PtJllirud; 

41i i. htsm·mwl' !lhnll dl't'i\'1' front n 11 lll'lllS i<'Hg't.h t.runsnetionH pt•o-

47 mtcd over policies mul shall not include landlord's life, medical, or 

48 other personal policies; 

49 j. No penalties, fines, or interest for any reason shall be allowed; 

50 k. The history of the income and expenses shall be consistent 

51 with the application or fully documented as to any changes. Where 

52 an owner has, for at least 2 years, spent more than 60% for reason-

53 able and necessary operating expenses the rent board may allow 

54 the increase over the same number of years. 

1 8. The landlord shall make application to the local rent control 

2 or rent leveling board, together with all necessary certifications in-

3 eluding an application by the owner and his agent to demonstrate 

4 that they are not earning a fair net operating income. The applica-

5 tion shall iuclmle the amount of increase and percentage of increase 

6 requested, together with all facts and figures of at least 5 years of 

7 income and expenses, if available. At the time of application the 

8 landlord shall notify all tenants affected in writing that an applica-

9 tion is being made and is available to any tenants requesting the 

10 same. The owner shall also make available to the tenants and the 

11 rent control or rent leveling board all records and books supporting 

12 the application. Any interested tenants or group of tenants or 

13 association of tenants who wish to be heard at the public meeting 

14 may notify the rent control or rent leveling board of their intention 

15 and the rent leveling board shall pe·rmit that tenant, group of 

16 tenants or association of tenants to be parties to the hearing. This 

17 provision shall he liberally construed as to afford ample oppor

]H t.unity f'or nll intoreRtod Jllll'1.ios to prt,sent t:hoir viewR oofore th11 

l!l rl'nt control or l'nnt l<'veling honrcl. 

1 !J. Within 4!l days of receipt of the completed application, or 30 

2 days, in the event of Federal or State involved housing, the local 

3 rent control or rent leveling hoard shall hold a public hearing and 

4 make a transcript of that hearing. If, due to no fault of the owner, 

5 the rent control or rent leveling board shall not hear the application 

6 within 45 days and reach a determination 30 days thereafter, the 

7 owner shall be entitled, upon notice to the tenants affected, to collect 

8 the amount requested providing the amount does not exceed 10% 

9 above the cunent rent. If the amount exceeds 10% above the 

10 current rent, the owner shall be limited to only 10% until the 

11 detennination has been rC'ached by the rent control or rent leveling 

13 hoard. 'l'he hoanl may proceed to stay the increase by resolution, 

13 if in fact, the delay has to stay Uw increase by resolution, if in fact, 

14 the delay has been contributed to by the landlord. Any increase 
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15 paid by the tenant shall be without prejudice and after a determina-

16 tion, that a lesser amount of increase or of no increase should be 

17 allowed, the tenant paying the increase shall be permitted an im-

18 mediate deduction or oJ!'set against rents becoming due and owing 

HI of all exceHs rents paid after written notice to the owner of the 

20 amount involved. In no event shall any increase be greater than 

21 10% per year over the base rent and automatic increase allowed. 

1 10. The rent control or rent leveling board shall appoint a com-

2 mittee within 15 days, after the application is received, for the 

:3 purpoHe of setting up a prehcuring conference which shall include 

4 the landlords and affected tenants for the purpose of ascertaining 

5 facts specifying issues in dispute and establishing stipulated facts 

6 and determining whether the application is complete. Within 10 

7 days prior to prehearing any party in interest may submit inter

S rogatories to a landlord or to any other party in inte-rest to be 

9 answered prior to the prehearing conference. Should any matters 

10 set forth in interrogatories be disputed as to their applicaibility, 

11 said iAKues shall be resolved at the prehearing conference and be 

12 considered ns part of the application. If answers ar() not provided 

13 by Landlord according to a preconference ruling, then the applica-

14 tion shall be considered incomplete and if not completed in a 

Hi reasonable period of time, the application shall be dismissed. If 

16 answers are not provided by any tenant, group of tenants or asso-

17 ciation of tenants or any other party other than landlord according 

18 to a preconference ruling, and if not provided in a reasonable period 

19 of time, any issues whether factual or legal specifically relating to 

20 such interrogations shall be resolved in favor of landlord. 

1 11. If after a full hearing the rent control or rent leveling board 

2 shall determine that the landlord is in full compliance with the pro

:i visionH of this net, it Hlmll permit a r<mtnl increase sufficient to 

4 n1eHiahlit~h tlw (i()j'r, r·p]ution of fn.ir· net opemting income and any 

5 increase granted under a fait· net operating income formula shall 

6 be prorated to all of the units within the structure or on the prop-

7 erty; provided, however, that where a lease is in effect for a 

8 property, or for any portion thereof, no increase for that property 

9 or portion thereof shall be permitted until the expiration of such 

10 lease. 

1 1Z. If any provision of this act or the application thereof to any 

2 person or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity shall not 

3 affect any other provision or application of the act, which can be 

4 given effect without such invalid provision or application, and to 

5 this end, the provisions of this act are declared to be serveable. 

1 13. This act shall take effect immediately . 
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STATEMENT 

Over 110 munieipaliti.:s in this State have enncted some form 

of rent control over the past 5 years. Three communities define 

"Just and Reasonable Return." Since December, 1975, all rent 

ordinances must include and provide for an owner to apply for a 

"Just and Reasonable Return" based upon our Supreme Court's 

d{lcision upholding the rig-ht of the municipality to enact a local rent 

ordinance with or without any automatic increases or surcharges. 

A uniform standard to define "Just and Reasonable Return" is 

needed. 

The purpose of this bill is to allow an efficient own€r of resl

dential property inN ew Jersey, whose property is under local rent 

control to receive a uniform rate of return as a just and reasonable 

profit known as a fair net operating income. Whenever, the reason

able and necesHary operating expenses exceerl 607'o of the gross 

maximized income a hardship increase should be permitted to 

maintain the 60% relationship, this increase once permitted by the 

local rent control and leveling board shall be passed on to the 

tenant in occupancy, providing however, that where there is a lease 

in effect, no increase shall be permitted until the expiration of the 

lease. 



ASSEMBLYMAN BYRON M. BAER, Chairman: The hearing of the Commerce, Industry 

and Professions Committee on Assembly 504 will come to order. I am Assemblyman 

Byron Baer, Chairman of the Committee. Assemblyman Girgenti is on my left, and 

Assemblyman Edwards is on my right - not by prearrangement - and Mr. Davis, on my 

far right, is the Staff Director of the Committee. 

This bill concerns rate of return for residential rental property. It 

establishes procedure and standards for settling disputes in so-called hardship cases 

in municipalities where rent control or rent leveling ordinances are in effect. The 

major purpose of this legislation has been to create some degree of standardization, 

particularly because there have been conflicting interpretations, and also because the 

technical nature of dealing with these matters has been a very heavy burden for many 

rent leveling boards without standards having been provided for them, and, lastly, 

because recent litigation has indicated a need for legislative definition in this area. 

I want to emphasize that this bill does not deal with the subject matter of 

whether to have rent control or not have rent control in this State. It does not 

propose to create rent control or rent leveling or eliminate it. That is not its 

function. I know there are very strong feelings on the part of many people 

present for or against that proposition, but that is not the purpose of this 

hearing, and I hope that we will not have our purpose diverted with attempts to 

open up that question • 

. This legislation does not propose to provide an entire standardized 

mechanism for rent leveling that every municipality would have to follow prior 

to appeals. It deals specifically with the appeal procedure standards, specifically 

with the standards, and that is the purpose of this hearing, to hear views for or 

against the proposals here, or alternative means of dealing with this problem. 

Just a word with regard to the history of this legislation - this legislation 

was first introduced in 1977. It was on the agenda of this Committee a couple of 

times late in 1977. We heard appeals on the part of some parties, particularly 

the builders, to delay consideration, so there would be further opportunity for 

preparation and research. We conducted an all-day meeting on this legislation that 

had some similarities to a hearing prior to the budget recess. I believe March lst 

was the date of that meeting. At that point we heard more requests for additional 

time for preparation, and also requests for a full-dress hearing. Because this 

legislation is legislation that has such serious economic effects,and because it is 

very important to see to it that it provides fairness and is workable, we are having 

this hearing at this time. There has been approximately one month notice. We are 

looking forward with great interest to the testimony of those coming before the Committee. 

I want to emphasize, to be helpful to the Committee in guiding it in its 

action, it is very important to be specific. To be constructive, it is very important 

to propose specific features. To merely testify to the effect that one is supportive 

of the legislation or in opposition to the legislation is interesting, but it doesn't 

help us greatly. If there are persons present who have objections to the legislation 

and do not want us to proceed with it as it is, please be specific as to what changes 

you want in the legislation. If the opposition, for instance, has no constructive 

elements or no specifics in terms of alternatives, that certainly will be taken 

into account in our evaluation. 

l 



I would like to discuss a little bit the procedure for today. We are very 

fortunate in that there has been a combination and a cooperation of effort on the 

part of many witnesses. This does not happen too often, and I think it is the kind 

of thing that can be of great value to the Committee. There are seven witnesses 

who are appearing on behalf of the New Jersey Builder's Association, the New Jersey 

Association of Realtors, and the Apartment House Counc~l of the New Jersey Builder's 

Association, each dealing with different aspects. This type of coordination in 

presenting an overall picture can be very valuable to the Committee, and I want to 

in advance commend the different organizations for having gotten together and coordinated 

your testimony in this way. Likewise, the New Jersey Tenants Organziation 

has four witnesses who are appearing before us who will be dealing with different 

aspects of this. This is very helpful. 

I do want to ask the forebearance on the part of some of the other witnesses, 

because in order to get this testimony in a coherent and whole manner, I would like 

to have these two coalitions or organizations present their witnesses in sequence, and 

unless the time taken becomes excessive, I will try to do it that way. So, I would 

like to ask the forebearance of the rest of you who will be wi~nesses today. 

I know it is very frustrating to wait through a long period for one's testimony. 

But, this procedure, I think, in the longrun will be most beneficial to the Committee. 

I just want to state that Mr. Davis is receiving--- If there are people present 

who have not yet signed up to testify, there are forms that Mr. Davis has left on 

the desk right in front of you. Please fill out the form and give it to Mr. Davis. 

I would like to ask your assistance, if someone joins the hearing, and sits down near 

you, who may not be aware of that procedure, would you quietly inform them of it. We 

expect that we will be taking a short recess approximately around noon; I am not sure 

of the precise time. That will coordinate with a break for a number of people who 

are present to participate in something that is happening elsewhere in the State 

House. At that time, I will be able to announce whether that will be a brief recess 

or whether we will have our lunch break at the same time. 

The first witness is Herb Klein. I want to welcome you Assemblyman Klein. It 

is nice to see you in the legislative chamber again, since you served so well in the 

Legislature. 

Do any other members of the Committee want to make an introductory statement? 

If not, please proceed, Mr. Klein. 

H E R B E R T C. K L E I N: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, 

members of the Committee. But particularly I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your kind 

words. For the record, my name is Herbert c. Klein. I am an attorney and I am 

spokesman today for the New Jersey Builders Association---

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Herb, would you excuse me, there was one other thing 

that I meant to include in my opening statement. I wanted to state that the 

legislation before us I consider, as a starting point. It is not cast in stone, 

and there are, for instance, a couple of specific corrections that I wanted to 

bring to everybody's attention right now in the hope that a lot of time won't be 

spent dealing with these deficiencies. One of them deals with Section 3. The 

effect of Section 3 presently is to require,or it certainly can be interpreted as to 

requir~ every landlord that wants to have an increase to go through a hardship 

procedure. That was not the intention of the legislation, and that will be changed 
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with language that would read as follows, substituting for Section 3, "No landlord 

shall increase the rental in any residentia~ ~ental property covered by any local rent control 

or rent leveling ordinance for hardship and just reasonable return except as provided 

herein." Obviously that makes a very major difference. 

On page 3, line 13, there is an error. Where the first word "more" is, it 

should read "less." 

Please excuse the interruption. You may proceed. 

MR. KLEIN: Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, Assemblyman Edwards, Assemblyman 

Girgenti, as I started to state for the recrod, my name is Herbert c. Klein, and 

I am attorney and principal spokesman for the New Jersey Builder's Association, the 

Apartment House Council of New Jersey, the New Jersey Association of Realtors, and the 

New Jersey Assembly of Property OWners. 

I am sure it comes as no surprise to the members of the Committee that we are 

flatly opposed to A-504. But, before getting into our specific complaints about the 

matter before us -and those complaints will be directed toward the bill as submitted, 

rather than any revisions, because obviously it is impossible to evaluate the impact 

of the revisions that have just been briefly announced~and before getting into our specific 

comments, I offer the following very brief comments about our position very generally. 

We oppose rent control or rent leveling in any form based upon demonstrable 

evidence that such measures have never worked anywhere or to anyone's ultimate benefit. 

Conversely, rent controls have universally contributed to the detriment of all concerned, 

whether it be the apartment house resident, the apartrne~owner, the horne owner, or tax 

paying public, or the effective or cost conscious government administrator. 

We believe that the basic economic concept of supply and demand in a free market 

is the cornerstone of a healthy housing environment. It is only through a free market 

that incentives for builders and investors will encourage the private sector to once again 

pl'ime the pump for multi-family housing production. Such a process will guarantee 

fair rents by creating a substantial surplus of apartments from which tenants are 

free to pick and choose, and I might say that if the advocates of rent control would 

really wish to do a service to the cause of tenants and to insure that there would 

be a fair and reasonable rental structure, they would best serve such a cause by 

working to insure that there be legislation adopted that would guarantee that there 

would be an ample supply of housing available. Unfortunately, this legislation, rather 

than serving such an end,achieves exactly the opposite purpose. 

Now, I am realistic enough not to expect you to take our word on the subject. 

After all, I speak for a special interest group, but I also suggest to you that you 

keep in mind that the proponents of rent control are also a special interest group. 

Obviously, I am speaking of the tenants. Because we believe that the problem at 

hand is vital to this State, and because of the crucial timing of this situation, 

we have assembled from around the country experts, economists, urbanologists, 

tax experts, financiers, and others, to present to you the facts upon which you may 

make an informed decision. 

The heart of the issue before us is not a question of the rights of one group 

or another, but rather the future of housing in New Jersey. Today we will demonstrate 

the indisputable fact that rent control in New Jersey is the architect of a housing 

wasteland. A-504 provides the mechanism that will spell the end of conventionally 

financed housing in our State. Advocates of rent control as a device to help those 

with low incorne,or those living on fixed incomes, say that rent control would achieve 

such a purpose. Certainly the ideal in theory is a good one. These people should be 

protected, but that is not the way the rent control system truly operates. Rent 

3 



control in effect and in reality is an enormous subsidy for the middle and upper class. 

And that statement is a direct quote from the New York Times Magazine. We will 

demonstrate throughout this proceeding that the New Jersey home owner will be the 

victim who will be in the end forced to support this subsidy through an increased 

property tax burden. 

I ask you, why should the President of the American Stock Exchange live 

in a rent controlled apartment which costs $600 a month, when its fair rental value 

is $1200 a month? The Daily News recently did an article about the affluent who 

drive Rolls Royces but have apartments with artificially reduced rents subject to 

New York rent control regulations. But you don't have to go to New York. This is 

a New Jersey issue. Let's take a look at Fort Lee or some of the other luxury rent 

control buildings in this State. You will find hundreds, perhaps even thousands, 

of professional and high income business persons earning six figure incomes who are 

residing in rent controlled apartments. A final thought before getting on with the 

specifics of the deficiencies of A-504, New Jersey is still a home owner state. 

It is this large population of home owners who represent the vast majority of the 

citizens of this state who are going to be forced to carry the burden of rent control 

until it eventually impacts on the whole state through massive tax measures. 

Historically, the housing industry has quoted what opponents on the issue 

have called hollow statistics about New York. They said the New York experience is 

not relevant, that it can't happen here. Well, we will clearly demonstrate to you 

today that it can happen here, and it is already happening. Rent control causes 

abandonment and physical deterioration of buildings which effectively erodes the 

municipal tax base. As an example of this, New York City has lost some ~00,000 

units to abandonment during the past decade, and has another 300,000 units on the 

verge of abandonment. That is enough units to house the population of two cities 

the size of Boston, Massachusetts. Rent control prevents the production of new 

rateables, bc,caul'lc no investor in his right mind wi. 11 put capital into a project in 

a rent controlled town. 

Fort Lee, for example, where developers once competed vigorously for residential 

building opportunities has not seen a new multi-family building since rent controls 

were introduced six years ago. That means no new multi-family construction in Fort 

Lee in the last six years. Now, that is not fantasy. It is fundamental. Apartment 

buildings whose incomes are restricted are less valuable, and accordingly they 

are taxed less. New York City's assessed valuation dropped by a mind boggling 

$3 billion in the last three years which converts to a tax burden of $260 million 

that must be assumed by the tax paying public. In New York, the commercial real 

estate owner may be able to carry a part of that burden. In New Jersey it falls 

squarely on the home owner. 

My statement, formal statement, says that I have two newspaper clippings here. 

Actually I have three, and I am going to talk to you about the third in a moment. One 

is from the Hudson Dispatch in 1972. It is attached to my statement, and it quotes 

the late Martin Aranow, who was then the Tenant Association leader, as saying that 

there would be no shift in real estate taxes to the home owner, and that,in effect, 

taxes would stabilize. 

A second clipping is from the Bergen Record of a few days ago. I have a 

report which states that Fort Lee has been ordered to re-value its tax structure 

which will mean tax reductions of millions of dollars on apartment buildings and 

a gigantic dent in the homeowner's pocketbook all due to rent control, because 

of the dramatic effect of now non-income- producing-rental properties in that 

borough. 
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And, finally, perhaps most dramatically, and this one was just handed to me 

this morning, is a clipping from tre Bergen Record of May 5th - that is this 

past Thursday or Friday, I believe--- I am sorry, I will have that in a moment 

along with copies to be distributed to members of the Committee, but what the clipping 

says is that there was--- Here is the headline, "Four Fort Lee Landiords Win 

$2.2 million Tax Refund." Now, that is this past Friday. Now, who is going to pay 

that $2.2 million to support the government of Fort Lee? Well, you know who it is 

going to be: it is the home owners of Fort Lee. 

Now, this follows the slash of apartment house assessments last year by some 

$100 million in assessment. That translates - and this is the most important thing -

to the average home owner in Fort Lee into an additional $250 annually on his 

tax bill. You are shortly going to hear about a report by Dr. James Hughes, an 

Urbanologist at Rutgers, which depicts and predicts that there will be a further 

increase in the individual home owner's bill of $500 annually, when the full 

impact of the Fort Lee apartment house reductions is finally felt. So, for the 

first time, like our neighbors on the other side of the Hudson River, we unfortunately 

have to say it is happening here. 

We stressed Fort Lee because it is the municipality where rent control 

was first actively supported in New Jersey. As such, it serves more or less as the 

model for some 120 municipalities with local rent control. Hence, the full impact 

of the disasterous effect of rent control can first be seen in this borough. But 

another graphic example is already emerging in Par-Troy which has a mix of single 

family homes and garden apartment complexes in Morris County. Here a similar picture 

is taking place, although it is just beginning. In 1972, there were reduced 

assessments of $734,000 which translated into a $32,000 shift in taxes to the home 

owner. Now, you may say, that is not a lot of money, but let's see what's just 

over the hill. in Par-Troy. There are $20 million worth of appeals on apartment 

house tax assessments in Par-Troy, and they are soundly conceived, and if they are 

successful, it will mean a $1 million shift in property taxes to the one family home 

owner, but this insidious system which attacks the very fiscal fabric of the municipality, 

its tax base, will eventually take its toll elsewhere. It will impact the entire 

tax structure. 

I know there are those in this room, including the Chairman, who fought for 

and income tax in this State to provide property tax relief to the home owner. Rent 

control is already eating up the benefits of that fine program of property tax relief, 

and it is going to get worse. We are especially opposed to Assembly Bill 504 because 

it embodies the most damaging recommendations that we have seen in the six-year history 

of rent control in New ~ersey. It will create a fiscal holocaust which will impact 

upon every citizen of this State. The results are predictable if A-504 is adopted. 

It will insure that the housing industry will find it near impossible to build 

conventionally financed multi-family housing again, and that means no rateables. It 

will destroy the municipal tax base by forcing deterioration and ultimate bankruptcy 

and abandonment of existing properties. It will unleash an avalanche of successful 

tax appeals by owners of non-income producing rental properties. We have already 

seen this, but it is only the tip of the iceberg, and we have already spelled out what 

the impact has already meant in Fort Lee and is meaning in other municipalities as well. 

It will cause interminable administrative hearings on hardship applications, 

plus many thousands of legal actions that will require a significant drain on the 
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municipal treasuries, and again on the individual taxpayer. It will mandate an 

exodus of working class families, who, according to demonstrable statistics have 

already begun to flee New Jersey for the Sun Belt States, because they cannot cope 

with the rising prices of single family homes, or the non-production of suitable 

apartment dwellings that would normally accommodate them. In the end, and 

unfortunately, I fear the end may come sooner rather than later, it will deny the 

tenant the adequate housing his leadership has fought so militantly to protect. 

Unquestionably, these results will occur because A-504 first of all relies 

solely on a political mechanism, the local rent board, to deal with highly technical 

problems involving financing of multi-million dollar structures, problems which 

board members for the most part are no more equipped to confront than they are to 

regulate a medical-surgical procedure. The emphasis on this type of administration 

flies directly in the face of the latest thinking by both the Federal Government 

and the Judiciary in ruling on this very issue in New Jersey. 

Secondly, A-504 picks a formula out of the air to attempt to standardize 

all apartment expenses. Fort Lee's 2.5% rental increase formula was recently held by 

Judge Harvey Smith to have no basis in fact. That is contained in his report to the 

State Supreme Court. A-504 in addition to that totally ignores the idea that debt 

service is a major element of the expense of rental housing. The illogic of the 

entire formula in A-504 is akin to the Fort Lee formula, and is even worse in 

its reality and effect. 

Let me add a personal aside. As a former Assemblyman, I am, of course, aware 

that it is the role of this legislature rather than the courts to formulate the laws 

of our State. But I refer to Judge Smith's findings because they represent the most 

far reaching fact gathering proceedings on the subject of rent control, and also because 

they relate directly to the area in which the rent control movement has had its 

greatest impact. I would also like to note for the record that we have submitted to 

this Committee 2,220 pages of testimony from the proceedings before Judge Smith. 

Now, A-504 is further deficient in that it attempts to quantify a general 

concept of fair rate of return for all buildings. That is a task equivalent to 

a tailor designing a suit of clothes to fit every person. The standard set 

forth is impossible to justify, to justly administer, because no two buildings 

are alike. There are scores of variables that work, for example, age, size of the 

building, type of construction, mortgage financing, just to name a few. A-504 

creates a monstrous bureaucracy by making every single request for a rental increase 

for every individual apartment subject to rev~ew by the local rent board. This 

will multiply such cases by the thousands and pad the municipal payroll with professional 

thieves of a small army of lawyers, accountants, and experts of all kinds, and who 

will fund this bureaucracy? The taxpayer. 

The United States Department of Housing and Urban Development, HUD, in the 

last two years has stepped in to supersede local rent control authority in New Jersey 

in order to protect FHA mortgages on the properties which it finances in the State. 

Obviously, the Federal Government knew what it was talking about. It recognized 

that it couldn't live with local rent control administration in New Jersey. It 

recognized that local rent control boards were unable to act intelligently and 

equitably on the problem. This bill relegates every request to a hardship basis, 

subject to months, or perhaps year~ of proceedings at great cost to all segments 

of the population. 
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Now, I understand from the Chairman that the proposed revision would some

what modify that. It is impossible to determine the extent of that modification, 

but it would seem quite clear to me that,if not all, certainly most applications 

would be subject to the procedures of A-504. 

It predestines every application for a rental increase to litigation in the 

law. It sets up stringent pre-conditions even for getting to appear before the 

Board, and then leaves no other course of appeal but the courts. For example 

a tenant complaint as trivial as a leaky faucet or a burned out light bulb in a 

hallway would disqualify the apartment owner from receiving even a hearing on 

his application for a rent increase. Would such a proviso encourage unjust tenant 

complaints, or vandalism, already considerable, in an effort to halt any rent 

increase? 

Finally, A-504 creates an impossible tightrope or catch 22 situation with 

regard to maintenance. OWners are warned to keep their buildings in perfect shape, 

because if they don't, they can't have a hearing, but they are also warned to keep 

equally vigilent about overdoing maintenance, and the poor apartment house owner 

who can't strike a proper balance is caught in the middle and gets no relief 

whatsoever. Where is the razor's edge line, and how do you find it? 

The next comments that I am about to make are offered specifically on 

behalf of the New Jersey Builder's Association, its Apartment House Council, and 

the New Jersey Assembly of Property OWners. As we have previously mentioned, 

we are totally opposed to rent control in any form. But we are also realists, and 

we must deal with the political realities and the fact that the courts have seen 

fit to grant local police powers to municipalities on this subject. Unfortunately, 

local regulation has resulted in an impossible situation, which is a crazy quilt 

network of some 130 different forms of local controls. Therefore, in order to make 

the best of what is a terrible situation, and hopefully to design an interim 

solution that will begin to counteract the willful consequences which have already 

been felt, we will speak to the shortcomings of A-504 and·make fundamental 

recommendations that are sorely lacking in this legislation. 

First of all, A-504 is a perfect example of legislation in a vacuum. It 

deals with a slice of the_pie, or one segment of the issue, namely, the hardship 

appeal, but not the issue, and that is, local rent control ordinances. The 

measure dwells on the appeal procedure without defining the law it is designed to 

appeal. In other words, A-504, to use an analogy,is concerned about painting the 

house without first giving thought to building it. If this narrow systematic 

approach is taken, the problems woven into the c~rrent fabric of rent control in 

our State will not be alleviated. Following this standard, each problem will then 

demand separate attention. Legislation will react to problems rather than 

eliminate them. 

Based upon the experience, the collective £~xperience of the industry, plus 

the reinforcement of the findings contained in Judge Smith's decision, we believe 

that if this Legislature is to act, what is really needed is State enabling rent 

control that will set the needed standards for local rent control ordinances. It 

is our opinion that· only through such legislation covering the following points 

can there be a real chance to create and maintain a healthy housing environment in 

this State. 

A-504 relies on the hardship procedure exclusively to determine rent increases. 

As Judge Smith's opinion indicates, hardship applications should be the exception, not 
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the rule. 

The only fair rental increase formula designed to date has been the market 

basket items of the Consumer Price Index, the so-called CPI. In his opinion, 

Judge Smith identified the CPI as the truest yardstick available for the rental 

market. He added that municipalities that use fractions of CPI or flat percentages 

had failed to substantiate any validity for such an approach. Clearly, in our 

opinion, and in that of Judge Smith's,as that of many experts as well, the uniform 

standard for equitable rent leveling in this State, if this State is to have it, 

should be the CPI. That is the standard that the late Martin Aranow of the New 

Jersey Tenants Organization originally recognized and suggested and that is the 

standard that should be adopted, if there is to be a standard. 

Without a full CPI increase, New Jersey faces the continued stagnation of 

real estate values,with attendant reductions in apartments and enormous shifts 

in the tax burden to the home owners. Unhappily these trends are already well 

underway. It should be noted that the CPI was the original yardstick offered 

by Mr. Aranow, as I have indicated, in the tenant's organization quest for a 

perfect rent barometer. Now, of course, they find fault with that yardstick, 

but why should the owner of rental housing be limited to a 2.5% annual increase 

when wages, personal income, the price of food, clothing, cars, and just about 

everything else is rising at an annual rate of 6% or more. 

The concept of rent control has been twisted from its original purpose 

of protecting the tenant in residence from unfair and gouging increases. Any 

forward thinking legislation should establish a formula to elevate automatically 

the rent on a vacant apartment to fair market value. There is no reason for any 

rent control on vacant apartments. 

Detractors have said traditionally that vacancy decontrol - which is what 

I refer to - invites apartment owners to unjustly evict tenants so as to raise 

rents. However, under New Jersey's "Tenant's Bill of Rights" and specifically the 

"No Cause, No Eviction" provisions, it is impossible to evict a tenant without 

just cause, and no one knows that better than the Chairman of this Committee, since 

he was the author of that legislation. 

Contrary to other allegations, housing experts have maintained that vacancy 

decontrol is the only positive aspect of the rent control morass in New York City. 

In this regard, it should also be noted that vacancy decontrol provides real incentives 

for apartment owners to maintain units in hopes of earning higher rentals as each 

unit is vacant. Judge Smith dealt with this subject as well in his findings and 

said, and I quote, "When an aparatment becomes vacant, the direct need for control 

vanishes." He also said that the Tenant's Bill of Rights makes such controls 

unnecessary. He also commented, and again, a direct quote, "According to the 

evidence, vacancy decontrol would have a stimulating effect upon a stagnant Fort 

Lee type real estate market. Vacancy decontrol is now obligatory in Fort Lee." 

This kind of liberation from strict controls is already in effect in a number 

of our municipalities. It should be in effect in every municipality which has 

rent leveling. We can also cite two reports from New York's Urban Development 

Corporation which lend credence to the traditional industry arguments that vacancy 

decontrol encourages new investments, while simultaneously urging existing owners 

to retain and indeed improve their properties. 

Dr. George Sternleib, who is the Director of the Rutgers University Center 

for Urban Policy Research,was recently misquoted in published reports on the subject 
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of vacancy decontrol. It was said the Dr. Sternleib opposed vacancy decontrol. Well, 

we have a letter which is attached to the statement, which is being submitted to 

the Committee along with our other papers, in which Dr. Sternleib is a staunch 

advocate of this concept and so states in the letter. 

Now, let's talk about taxes. They are an uncontollable element on the 

apartment owner's balance sheet. Opponents of taxes past will argue that the owner 

has the right to appeal, but realistically this is not a serious right, because 

there is a four-year appeal process right now and there are more than 24,000 appeals 

backlogged on the State level. Furthermore, even if the appeal is successful, most local 

ordinances require that the proceeds of the appeal be shared with the tenant, if not 

wholly returned to him. When rent ceilings were invoked initially in New Jersey, 

apartment owners were promised by proponents of rent control that tenants would 

share the burdens of real estate tax increases. In the much heralded Fort Lee 

experience, this promise was soon repudiated as tax escalation became significaht. 

In his opinion to the high court, Judge Smith cited the repeal of the tax escalation 

provision or the tax pass through provision in 

Lee confiscatory and invalid. 

labeling the rent code of Fort 

Now, another uncontrollable and difficult item for the owner is the 

problem of fuel and utilities. During the inflationary spiral of the 1970's 

propelled by the Arab oil embargo, owners were faced with skyrocketing costs 

at the very time they were legally obliged to hold the line on rents. Statewide 

leveling enabling legislation must provide for capital improvement--- I'm sorry. 

Statewide rent leveling enabling legislation must provide for surcharges for 

utilities and for fuels. Another provision ought to be and must be included for 

capital improvement surcharges. We use the word surcharges in the plural, since 

we view the surcharges as two-fold. First, the property owner should be allowed 

to surcharge on a formula basis any capital improvement which may be mandated 

by annual inspections by the Bureau of Housing Inspection of theDepartment. of 

Community Affairs. Apartment owners would be hard pressed to survive such mandatory 

requirements without the cost being shared by the tenant who directly benefits by 

such improvements. 

Under such a provision, the local rent board as well as tenants would be 

notified of the surcharges, but they would be automatic and not subject to debate, 

since they are mandatory as we have already indicated. 

A second form of capital improvement surcharge should be incorporated to 

provide for those improvements which although not mandated are necessary. In such 

a case, prior approval of the rent board would be needed before such a surcharge 

could be imposed. The composition of the rent board is important. State 

enabling legislation must insure the independence or at least the reasonable 

objectivity of rent boards by redefining their structure. We suggest the following 

composition: Two tenants, two home owners, two apartment owners, one independent 

member. 

A principal reason why the Department of Housing and Urban Development 

stepped in to supersede local rent boards in New Jersey on FHA sponsored projects 

was the total ineffectiveness of the existing procedure in this State. Legislation 

must require the establishment of county or regional boards to deal with hardship 

applications, and they should be properly staffed with members who have the expertise 

to understand the complicated nature of large real estate transactions, and the 
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finnncial aspects of them. Furthermore, the costs of any appeal procedure should 

not be borne by the apartment owner only as has been the case in the past. I do 

not think that the cost is a significant matter, because with an equitable and 

uniform standard, the number of hardship applications would be reduced to a 

minimum. 

One of the major deficiencies in A-504, however, is that it focuses solely 

on this hardship process. Under a good law there would be few if any hardship 

situations, because the basic regulation would establish standards to insure that 

there would be available a fair and resonable return, and thereby the owner would 

avoid being pushed to the point of having a hardship situation. 

Judge Smith suggested in his opinion that the administrative process of 

hardship applications should be the exception, not the rule. We wholeheartedly 

agree with those sentiments. Still another shortcoming of A-504 is that it fails 

to recognize the need to establish a housing emergency. Experience has shown that 

when the vacancy rate is less than 2%, tenant mobility is restricted. But above that 

level there is mobility. Hence, we recommend that a 2% vacancy rate be established 

as a standard for determining when a housing emergency exists in a given county. Such 

a standard might be raised to 5% if you take into consideration the so-called turnover 

rate in measuring the vacancy rate. 

Rent control should be allowed only in municipalities where the vacancy 

rate is determined in accordance with the above standards. In the interests of home 

rule, we would further recommend that rent control be allowed only when adopted by 

ordinances which are in accordance with standards established in state enabling 

legislation. 

Finally, only municipalities in which there are apartments should adopt local 

rent leveling ordinances. We strongly recommend that any new units that are constructed 

after the effective date of the local rent ordinances be perpetually exempted from rent 

control. In thatfashion, we will provide the impetus sorely needed to spur new 

construction. Any local ordinance adopting rent control or rent leveling should be 

subject to the sunset concept. Quite simply what we mean is that the ordinance should 

self-destruct after two years. Of course, it could be renewed by a municipality at 

the end of that two year period, but it would give the municipality an opportunity 

to re-examine periodically the existence of an emergency if one does exist in the 

area, and to take action as may be appropriate. 

These then constitute the major elements of a statewide rent leveling enabling 

act which we offer to~u for your consideration. Unless rent leveling is aboslished 

in this State, or unless major reforms of the kind we now recommend are adopted, the 

economic consequences to the State will be disasterous. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: M~Klein, I know you are getting near the end. Your 

testimony has come to most of an hour. I think most of the rest is basically a 

summary. I note as you have been testifying that you have been following fairly 

close to what you have prepared. I am concerned about the scheduling of this entire 

hearing. The idea of having a number of witnesses, as I commented before, as experts 

is quite helpful. It was my understanding through Mr. Davis that the testimony 

of your coalition was cumulatively going to be in the vicinity of two hours, and 

I am becoming quite concerned, since the larger part of an hour has been consumed 

by your testimony. I do want to allow time for the coalition of other witnesses 

also to testify, and if it continues like this, I don't see that they will have 

much of an opportunity today, and some of them have planes to make. So, would 

. 
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you allow us to proceed at this point to some of the expert witnesses that you have. 

MR. KLEIN: Mr. Chairman, I appreciate that my statement has been lengthy. I 

can assure you, however, that it is very close to a conclusion, and that the additional 

material that I have to present is not a summation of what has already been said, but 

is new and significant material. I also assure you that the other speakers that have 

been assembled by our group will have much shorter statements to make, and will deal 

with specific aspects of the problem. So, if you will indulge me for five more minutes, 

I think we can solve the problem. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: We will be able to stay within or very close to the two 

hours, then? 

MR. KLEIN: I think so. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Very good, then, proceed. 

MR. KLEIN: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to deal with what 

I think is perhaps as important an aspect of this problem that may exist, and that 

is the impact of rent control on the State's economy. The statistics on multi-f~ily 

housing starts rapidly demonstrate this impact. From 1970 to 1973, a period when 

there was substantially no rent control in this State, multi-family housing starts 

averaged 23,000 units annually. From 1974 to 1977, when there was widespread rent 

control, multi-family housing starts averaged only 8,500 units annually. 

Now, we recognize that there may have been other factors involved in this 

downturn. However, it is significant that in the rent control years, virtually 

all of the multi-family housing starts were in subsidized housing or in HUD 

mortgages, neither of which is subject to local rent control. The message, gentlemen, 

is loud and clear. Builders and investors are unwilling to build multi-family 

units in this state which are subject to rent control. 

Now, let's transfer this loss of housing units into a loss of jobs and 

personal income. The rent control years resulted in some 14,500 fewer multi-family 

units annually. According to statistics available, this would result in the loss 

of approximately 14,500 jobs in the construction trades annually, and a loss of 

more than $135 million in wages. That is not a total economic loss. The total 

economic loss is much greater. But wages alone in the construction trades suffered 

a loss of $135 million each year during the rent control era. In a state that has 

placed a primary emphasis on new jobs, and on economic recovery, rent control is 

a form of regulation we simply cannot afford. 

I stated before, we have assembled for you today a battery of experts from 

around the country. These include Professor John D. Matthews of the University of 

Wisconsin, who will discuss the decline in market value of property subject to rent 

control. Dexter Karnilewicz, who will discuss---

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Why don't you introduce them one by one? 

MR.KLEIN: Fine, I would be perfectly happy to do that. Mr. Chairman, 

gentlemen, I thank you very much for your courtesy and for the indulgence you have 

given me with regard to the time, on what I think all agree is a vital subject. I 

will be happy to answer any questions which you or any members of the Committee 

may have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you very much for your testimony. Are there any 

questions from members of the Committee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I have none right now. I would like to hear the 

expert witnesses. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: You will be around, right, Herb? 
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MR. KLEIN: I will be around until the hearing closes and I will be happy 

at any time to answer any questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Very good. Thank you very much for your testimony. 

I guess the next witness will be Dr. Matthews; is that right? 

MR.KLEIN: Yes, since you had indicated that I could introduce each of 

the witnesses, our first witness is Professor John Matthews of the University of 

Wisconsin. Dr. Matthews is an economist who has studied rent control in Madison, 

Wisconsin, and who has studied particularly the impact of rent control on tax structure 

and on the value of rental property. Dr. Matthews. 

D R. J 0 H N M A T T H E W S: First of all, I would like to explain what 

I feel is my relevance to this occasion. I am a Professor of Business at the University 

of Wisconsin. I have taught at the Northwestern University, Boston University, 

in Brussels, and I have been at the University of Wisconsin for the last six years. 

Approximately two years ago the issue of rent control came up in Madison, 

Wisconsin, and I was approached by the financial community of Madison, Wisconsin, 

which included all the savings and loans and all the banks with the exception of two 

Milwaukee based organizations,to look into the possibility or impact of tax shift 

phenomenon as it might impact upon Madison were rent controls to be introduced, and 

I would like to address my testimony with respect to the issue at hand, that is, 

how sensitive the tax burden might be with respect to the decision that you people 

are facing soon, with respect to your bill. 

First of all, the tax burden shift, if there is one, is a function, certainly, 

of how the pie slices up, so to speak, with respect to the tax base of the municipality. 

And I have an extract of my report, which is in a binder, which you have a copy of 

called "Rent Control Project -And It's Impact on the Property Tax Structure in 

Madison, Wisconsin." It was written by a co-author and I in September of '76. But, 

anyway, in 1978 there is approximately $2 billion worth or property in Madison. I 

know that because I am the Statistical Analyst for the City of Sussex and have been 

that for the past three years also. Of that property, approximately 17% is represented 

by a market value of rental units. Those are duplexes up to units of several hundred 

units and more. 

Now, the question is, what is the phenonomenon here, and how does it work? 

I wish to kind of compartmentalize what I am going to say by, one, if there is a loss 

in rental property value, what will be the impact on the single family home owner, 

using Madison as a case in point; number two, why should there be a loss in vcolue: 

why is this a reasonable expectation~ and, number three, what data is there 

available which has been used by a number of studies which support the fact that, 

or indicates that, the property values do decrease. 

Number one, we have this relationship here. Single family homes represent 

50% of the tax base in Madison; 17% of the tax base is represented by rental 

units; the other part of the tax base consists of commercial, personal property, 

manufacturing, agricultural and things like that. If the assessed value drops for 

any reason with respect to rental property, the question is, who is going to be 

holding the bag? Of particular interest was the impact upon the single family home 

owner in Madison, Wisconsin. So, what I wanted to do was translate a drop in market 

value of apartment units to a direct impact upon the single family home owner. Obviously, 

if less taxes are extracted from one sector of the tax base, more dollars must be 

extracted from the remaining part of the pie. In that respect, the mill rate, our 
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net levy per $1000 of assessed value would have to increase, and this next chart 

indicates for our community what that relationship would be. 

First of all, I might indicate that the form of my analysis is very similar 

to Dr. Hughes' analysis which was done for another report which will be referenced 

later, I think. The methodology is almost---

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: May I interrupt you? Are these charts also reproduced in 

this report? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Yes, they are, right. You have a copy of all those charts. 

They are in that report. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Can you refer to them by page number as you proceed? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Okay. The first chart was, I believe,Table 3, if my memory 

serves me correctly. Yes, the first chart is Table 3 on page 9--- Two pages past 

page 9, I'm sorry. This next chart is on page 16, correct. 

All this indicates is that on the bottom line we are talking about decreasing 

market values for rental units, and as the decrease goes from zero percent down to a 

100% drop, which means essentially they would be worthless, the mill rate would have 

to rise, which would be applied to the rest of the tax base in order to keep the 

same number of dollars which equaled the net tax levy in 1975. And the reason 

it is '75 is because this report was originally done in 1976. 

But, anyway, the linear relationship applies between the mill rate, which was 

used at that time - $42 per $1000 of assessed value, would increase to 47.4: if rental 

property dropped by 50% in market value, it would increase to $52.3 per $1000 if 

rental property were for some reason to be worthless or otherwise disappear. So 

that relates in a very straightforward sense, I believe, the relationship between 

the market value of rental units and the resulting mill rate that would have to 

be applied to the rest of the tax base to extract a constant number of dollars to 

equal the net tax levy that was used or obtained in Madison, Wisconsin, for that 

particular year. It just indicates that if for one reason or another one portion 

of the tax base disappears, the other part of the base would have to pick up the 

marbles, so to speak, and there are mare marbles to pick up per dollar of assessed 

value, so that mill rate would have to increase. 

In translating what I have just said into the impact upon a single family 

home, the next chart, which is on page 18 in your bookle~ indicates what the relation

ship is. For example, for a $40,000 home - which is the right-hand vertical axis of 

this chart - when the mill rate was $43 per $1000, the $40,000 would pay approximately 

$1735 per year in taxes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Wait, excuse me. Could you go back to the other chart. 

I just want to make sure I understand this. I am not questioning you on it at 

this point, going into new areas, but I want to make sure that I understand this. 

The indication at the bottom is the percentage of the value loss of just 

rental property, right? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Yes, just rental property. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I see, that is the scale. Now, what do you have 

there that indicates what the actual loss has been? 

DR. MATTHEWS: That will come a little bit later. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: In other words, is this a hypothetical chart, or is this 

based on experience? I am not sure I understand. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Well, let's see, this is .the reflection of the tax base that 

existed in 1975 in Madison, Wisconsin, and this simply indicates the relationship 
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between--- Let's say, if there were a loss in market value,or assessed value, 

in rental property, how much would the mill rate have to increase in order to make 

up for the loss of that portion of the tax base. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Oh, I see, if there were a loss. 

DR. MATTHEWS: If there were a loss. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: But this isn't based on any--- I see, this is based 

on hypothetical figures on the loss. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Right, using the tax structure and the assessment segments 

of the tax base that were in existence in Madison at the time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: The total number of rateables in the various categories. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Exactly right, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Now, one other question, just to understand that, when 

you referred to this being made up by the rest of the tax base, does that mean that 

the way this chart is designed, if for instance there was a 50% loss in the tax 

base of rental property that you would be making up that entirely on non-rental 

property, on the rest of the property. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Commercial, agricultural, single family home, personal property, 

all the other sectors would share equally in the shift of the tax from the rental 

sector to the non-rental sector. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Then the way this chart is based, that tax increase would 

not fall as the rate increases, that tax increase would not fall in turn on the rental 

properties too, which would pay in part for the shift in that way. This hasn't been 

based that way. This is based on the rest, according to your testimony. 

DR. MATTHEWS: There are calculations that have gone on behind the scenes, 

and what we have done is this: We said, okay, let's say there is an initial drop

and I will go through this little scenario with you - of 50% in the market value of 

apartment units. The first step would be to increase the mill rate to extract the 

amount of dollars that the rental property is no longer generating in tax dollars. 

But the mill rate increased, which means that the higher mill rate has been applied 

to the rental sector now. We have taken that into account. I don't want you to leave 

with a feeling or have me leave giving you the feeling that this was not reflected 

in the figures, because it was. These are equilibrium mill rates, which takes into 

account that because the mill rate would be higher we would be getting more dollars 

from the rental sector too. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I appreciate your making that clear, because your 

initial testimony went the other way. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Thank you for asking. Now, the question is, what does the 

mill rate change, what impact does it have on the single family home owner, and 

we were particularly concerned about the single family home owner, because they 

do represent half of the tax base of Madison, Wisconsin, and as I indicated, for 

example, a home assessed at $40,000 would have their assessment go or taxes go 

from $1735 - which is the very right-hand chart or line of the chart here - up to 

perhaps almost $1900 if, let's say, rental unit value declined by 50%. So this 

just relates the mill rate to the assessed value of the property and transforms it 

into a tax bill, and therefore, for any given home of assessed value, you can 

see how the taxes would change. 

In this case, for a $40,000 home, there would be approximately a $160 
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increase in taxes in that year. That is fine--- not so much fine, but the question 

is, what might be a reasonable scenario in which to talk about rates of change of 

property. Now, it is not desirable, or let's say it is not possible, really, to 

speak in terms of just nominal rates of change of value. For example, if a home 

changed hands at $100,000 in 1970, and $100,000 again in 1978, there is no paper 

profit or loss, clearly, because both transactions were for $100,000.. But, clearly, 

since the rate of appreciation on most homes =and with respect to the cost of goods 

sold, the rate of appreciation and inflation - shows there is some real loss of 

value involved, because $100,000 today is worth less than it was seven or eight 

years ago., what we want to do is take into account the historic rates of 

appreciation of property in Madison, which we have done, and we have developed four 

scenarios which are discussed on page 20 of your booklet. 

Scenario number one hypothesized for an example market values of apartment 

units will diminish slightly in nominal dollar value, 3% per year, when the rate of 

inflation is a modest 4% per year. And you might say, so what has the rate 

of inflation got to do with it? Well, the rate of inflation is being applied 

in our analysis to all other property in the city - most importantly, single family 

homes. And the objective here is to assess or to reflect the fact that if there 

is any disparity in rates of growth between segments of the tax base --- Let me 

repeat that, if there is any disparity between the rates of growth of segments of the 

tax base, the tax burden will inexorably show. 

For example, if rental units don't appreciate or depreciate in value, in 

market value, let's say~ stay constant in nominal dollar value, it would appear 

to the nieve observer that there is no tax burden shift over time, if those rental 

propterties don't decrease in value. But, 

are appreciating at approximately the same 

which is about 15% per year, the home that 

year, will be representing a larger share 

if your single family homes in New Jersey 

rate that they are in Madison, Wisconsin, 

you own, if it is appreciating at 15% 

of the tax base as years go by unless 

every segment of the tax base appreciates at exactly the same rate. So what we 

have done is we have said, look at scenario number one, slight nominal loss in 

dollar value for the apartment units when the rate of inflation is a modest 4%. 

That doesn't reflect, I think, what we are used to. 

Scenario two might be a little bit more relevant. It is the same as one, 

but market values of apartment units diminish substantially at 9%--- Let me skip 

that. Number three is a little bit better. 

Scenario three is the same as one. What was one? Slight nominal decline 

in value of apartment units, but the rate of inflation is a substantial 8%, and 

per 

I think scenario three probably reflects what has been happening in many communities 

over the last several years, especially with the rate of appreciation of single 

family homes. So, looking at scenario three, and considering that for a minute, 

the next chart, which is on page 21 of your booklet, indicates the percentage drop 

in value of apartment units as a function of time. What does that mean? Well, 

again, for scenario number three, what it indicates is that when the rate of 

appreciation of all other property is approximately 8%, and when market value for 

apartment units, assessed value, drops only slightly, 3% per year, the percentage 

drop in terms of the tax base that the rental units represent will drop by about 

10% the first year; will decrease by a total of 19% by the end of the second 

year; will continue to decrease, for example, by the fifth year to something a 

little bit more than half their original real worth or original segment of the 

tax base. 
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Let me just give you an example. If, scenario three were in effect for five 

years, in Madison, Wisconsin, let's say, originally in Madison, Wisconsin, tlH· •. dlL:ll 

units represented 17% of our tax base. If scenario three were in effect for five 

years, the 17% of the tax base that it origipally represented would be 59% of 

17% or approximately, I would guess it would drop from 17% downto 11%. And all 

the other segments of the tax base would have to make up for the smaller share 

that rental units represent. 

What does this mean, again, for the single family home owner? For the $40,000 

horne, assessed value, again for scenario number three, if scenario number three were 

in effect for one year, we are talking about·a $29 higher tax bill for that horne owner. 

If it has been in effect for five years, we are talking about $130 increase in his 

tax bill. This is over and above the normal rates of increase in expenditures, in the 

net tax levy that the city would make. In other words, this is kind of a rent control 

tax for the single family horne owner. It represents an incremental increase in 

property taxes the single family horne owner would have to make, simply because 

the rental units are not generating as many tax dollars as they historically had 

done. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: That is a per year amount you are talking about. 

DR. MATTHEWS: That is a per year amount, yes, it is. So, for example, 

for the entire five year period, to come up with a total contribution, so to 

speak, in some of those five numbers across ~ny given line that you care to be 

interested in. 

Well, that is what it looked like in Madison, at the time, and you might 

ask me, how does rent control work out in Madison. I can't respond to that simply 

because it was a referendum issue. It went up for a popular vote, and 85% of the 

residents of Madison, Wisconsin - which is a very liberal city ~in a very progressive 

state - voted against rent control. So, with respect to what happened, well, there 

is no rent control. This analysis was done primarily for the financial community 

who were very worried about their risk pasture with respect to mortgages they had---

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Excuse me, we would like to recess now. I must 

apologize for interrupting your testimony. Would you make a point of where you 

are, and what we will do is to recess, I think, for a very brief period, as 

brief as this ceremony takes, because I thi~ we are running behind. We will come 

back. 

DR. MATTHEWS: I have a very real interest in a brief recess, because I 

have to catch a plane from Philadelphia at two o'clock if I can do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: You are not the only one. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Okay, thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: The Committee will stand in recess. 

(Whereupon a recess was taken.) 

AFTER RECESS: 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Dr. Matthews, since being interrupted in the middle 

like that creates a little break in concentration, perhaps you could go back 

a very brief amount, and start again. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Sure. As I said initially, I was going to try to 

compartmentalize my comments into basically three sections-number one, if 

property values do drop for rental units, u~ing Madison as a case in point, how 
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would the tax burden shift to primarily the single family home owner: number two, what 

would be the extent, aside from the mechanism, by which that happens, what would 

be the extent of the tax shift: and, finally, number three, address myself to 

the issue of declining market values and what kinds of empirical data have been 

used and are available which support the thesis that there is either a declining 

value in rental unit property value or a decrease in the rate of appreciation, and 

we are at the third segment right now. 

Let me briefly summarize again.These dollar increases in the 1975 tax burden 

on single family homes for any one of four scenarios that might capture your fancy 

so to espeak indicate the dollar amounts that the single family home owner would 

have to pay--- Of course, if we are talking about a $400,000 business, you could 

multiply the entries in the lower section of this table by ten, because that is 

for a $40,000 home. If we are talking about a $400,000 business, you would multiply 

by ten to find out what the shopkeepers and everyone else would pay in additional 

taxes to take up the slack, so to speak, of the tax dollars which are not being 

obtained from the rental units. 

I had originally planned simply to reference a couple of bits of data which 

were disseminated at the point in time when this report was written. This is now 

late in '76, and for example, on page 24 I have a quote from David L. Phillips, 

Lynn, Massachusetts, from the Office of the Mayor, and his quote is, "There has been 

a decrease in the number of sales of multi-family structures since '71. In addition, 

multi-family structures have begun to decrease in value. For example, the median 

sales price per unit of rental housing in 1971 was $8,750. In 1972, since the 

adoption of rent control, the median sales price for rental units was $7,791. 

Further, the median sales price for 1973 awas $7.673." That is a nominal drop 

in value of 12.3% in two years, during which inflation was averaging about 8% per 

yea~, which reflects a drop in rental unit value of between 25% and 30% in constant 

1972 dollars, and in terms of relating that to one of these scenarios, that type 

of property value drop relates to scenario two as it turns out, if it had been in 

effect for two yeara 

And, if that had happened in Madison, we would be looking at an additional 

$73 taxes for a $40,000 home. That was what I was going to terminate my presentation 

with when I was flying out here on Sunday, but in the interim I have come across a 

report which has been written by one of those people who will be giving testimony 
today, and I assume that this report will be discussed later on, and that person is 

Mr. John Gilderbloom, whom I believe is present somewhere in the assemblage. John, 

hello. 

I read the report with a great deal of interest yesterday, with nothing 

else to do, because this report was certainly a piece of cake to present. I am 

very familiar with it. I spent about twelve hours going over this report, and 

since I won't be around to ask questions of Mr. Gilderbloom later, I would simply--

Well, I would feel remiss if I did not comment on the data and the use of the data, 

particularly the use of multi-regression analysis in analyzing the data that he 

has used and I am sure will relate to you sometime later in the day. I am going 

to use his data, as a matter of fact, as an indication of the drop in the rate 

of appreciation of rental units in Massachusetts. 

When Mr. Gilderbloom presents his article, or his paper, I assume it will 

be similar to the one that I was looking at, and I have copied a table from it, 
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which is the last page of this paper that I wrote yesterday. There are a couple of 

typographical errors you will have to bear with me on, but, anyway, the title 

of this paper is "An Analysis in Declining Rates of Appreciation of Rental Property 

in Massachusetts." There should be an enclosure in that bundle of papers that you 

have been presented with. And if you could extract that eight page document, so 

you can follow basically the arguments, it would help you follow my comments. 

Basically, the topic at hand now is the final one, and that is, what have 

property values been doing? So, if you take that document out, on the very last 

page, there is a Xerox copy of page 36 of Mr. Gilderbloom's report, the title of 

which is referenced in this little document. And what it is, is sixteen pairs of 

sales. This is a technique which I referred to as paired sale analysis which can 

be used to measure rates of appreciation. I use a technique similar to this in 

Madison, Wisconsin, for• estimating rates of appreciation for single family homes. 

The correct application of this technique is a perfectly legitimate way to measure 

rates of appreciation of whatever property you care to look at. Have you found this 

page? It is the very last page of that document. 

Now, what that represents is sixteen sales--- Excuse me, it represents sixteen 

properties, all of which have sold twice. Fore example, property number one sold 

first in the year 1968. The sales price was $56,000. It sold again in 1970 for 

a sales price of $72,000. And if you look to the second column from the right, 

that column is headed by sales price, and it is further headed by annual percentage 

increase in sales price. You will see the entry 14.3%. That indicates that property 

over the two year period increased in value at an average rate of 14.3%. That is 

fine. There are sixteen sales here. Each has two sales prices and two sales 

dates, and the increase in the sales price has a percentage, which is related in 

the second column from the right. So far so good. 

Now, basically a weighted average is taken of those percentage increases, 

and we have as a result the entry 10.1% at the very bottom of that column. The 

reader is left with the impression - and I was left with the impression - that 

this is meant to imply that since the sales in the left-hand column occurred before 

rent control, the sales in the right-hand column occurred after rent control, 

the average rate of increase in apartment complex value was 10.1% per year. That is 

a very misleading and inaccurate conclusion. I would simply like to indicate why 

that is inaccurate and misleading. And I would like to use a simple analogy. 

Let's assume we have a sixty year old man who weighs 180 pounds, and I could 

calculate a rate of appreciation in terms of weight - 180 pounds divided by 60 is 

3 pounds per year. Let's assume I have a twenty year old man who weighs 180 pounds. 

The rate of appreciation in weight is 9 pounds per year. Let's assume I have 

a very healthy nine year old who weighs 180 pounds. The rate of appreciation is 

20 pounds per year. Now, I can calculate an average and call it a statistic. I 

can take the average of the rates of appreciation in weight of those three individuals 

and say the average weight gain was 3 pounds per year for one, 10 pounds per year 

for the other, 18 pounds per year for the third. What do I get? Well, I get a 

number to be sure. Now whether that is relevant for any decision I am going to 

make is quite another thing. 

So, let me show you an alternative analysis that I use in Madison, Wisconsin 

for the City of Sussex - and I have used for two years, and I am writing a research 

paper on with a co-author at the University of Wisconsin in statistics, and this is 

kind of a variant of this statistical technique. I would like you to refer to 
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page three of this document. 

take? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Excuse me, how much longer is your testimony going to 

DR. MATTHEWS: Just about five minutes. I will be done quickly. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Because we normally provide rebuttal at the later part. 

If each witness in turn makes not only his own presentation but his comments on 

any of the other witnesses, I am not sure when we are going to get out of here. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Well, I have to leave. I will leave time for any questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Normally, rebuttal in that sort of situation is submitted 

in writing within a period of time, but if you can be brief. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Sure. Okay, what is table one on page three? If you would 

look at that for a moment, you see the thing at issue here is not the average 

rate of appreciation over a seven year period. But what is at issue, really, is 

how the rate of appreciation changes. 

The thing of interest here is how the rate of appreciation changes from 

year to year. Now, you will notice this table has sixteen rows, one for each and 

every property. At the head of each column are the years 1 68, '69, '70, '71 through 

'74. Now, that first sale,you will recall, for that first home took place in 1968, 

and sold again in 1970, a two year period. The average rate of appreciation, which 

I simply extracted from that table that you just looked at,was 14.3% per year. So, 

I said, okay, fine. The home sold in '68 for the first time. It appreciated 14% for 

'69, 14% for 1970, and it sold, and that is why those two entries are in there for 

those two years, '69 and '70. 

The next property, for example, if you look back at the table, the average 

rate of appreciation was 17.6% for three years. And those are using Mr. Gilderbloom's 

figures. On down the line to the sixteenth property which sold in '67, appreciated 

for five years, I guess, and sold again in 1973. Now, what is at issue here is 

not the average appreciation over seven years, but the average appreciation for each 

year of the seven years, because what we would like to do is try to measure the 

rate of appreciation before and after rent control, or before and after it had some 

impact. 

Now, the final row in that table is simply the average of the above entries. 

For example, in the first column, 1968, you have eight entries. If you took the 

average of those eight rates of appreciation applied to the eight properties which 

sold in '67 and appreciated through '68, you get an average appreciation rate of 

9. 7%. If you average the numbers in the column 1969 - I did this last night, and 

I didn't have a good calculator- it says 8.4%. Would you change that please to 

9.6%. So the first year the rate of appreciation apparently was 9.7%, the second 

year was 9.6% and the third year was also 9.6% in that series. The fourth entry, 

3.5% is correct. The fifth entry, 3.5% should be changed to 3.9, and finally, 

we have 1973 whose average is 3.8%, not 3.6%. I apologize, but I didn't have 

my Texas Instruments calculator when I did this, and finally, the final column, 

1974, that entry should be a negative point eight percent. 

So, you see,the years 1968, 1969, and 1970, as far as this data is 

concerned, it is not my data, the data was used in Mr. Gi1derb1oom's report, 

indicate a fairly constant rate of appreciation,between 9% and 10%. In 1970, 

I theorized that home owners in 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Excuse me, I don't think you need to testify further 

describing the chart that is in front of us. 
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DR. MATTHEWS: Fine. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Do you have anything further? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Nothing, other than one short comment. I use multiple 

regression a lot. I am the Statistical Analyst for the City of Sussex and my 

degree is in quantitative methods. Classic application of linear regression 

to a situation as it is applied to rent control may or may not be appropriate. 

First of all, the situation as it is applied to the rent control study in 

New Jersey indicates that thera is a control group, which is non-rent control 

counties and cities,and an experimental group which is rent controlled cities. 

Now, in the classical statistical modeling, the assumption is if you are going 

to compare two populations - in this case rent control versus non-rent control -

there is no information crossing borders which would cause the actions of the 

controlled group to change regardless of what happens to the experimental group. 

For example, if we are talking about white mice, the white mice in the 

controlled group get fed well and everything, and they are well taken care of. The 

white mice in the experimental group are given red dye number two or whatever. Now, 

the white mice in the control group never know what happened to the white mice 

in the experimental group. There is no information crossing borders. And in that 

controlled situation, you can compare the effects of red dye number two versus 

no red dye number two, and it is quite reasonable to do so. Perspective property 

owners are not white mice. They read the paper. And they evaluate their future 

decisions or the rationality of their future decisions with respect to what they 

observe happening in the rent controlled areas. 

The entire structure of the Gilderbloom report is such that they hypothesize 

the existence of a controlled experiment like white mice. When in fact whatever 

happens in the rent control area, good,bad or indifferent, will certainly influence 

the behavior of all people in the non-rent controlled area, because of the possibility 

rent control may be brought in. 

So what I am saying is, if I am one of two brothers - and I was - and my dad 

swatted my big brother for not eating mashed potatoes, it not only changed my big 

brother's behavior, it also changed mine, because I saw what happened. Now, a 

statistical analysis when applied to the situation---

ASSEMBLYMAN fBAER: Excuse me, are you saying that where there are towns or 

cities without rent control and there are negative economic indicators,that these are 

caused by rent control in other communities, therefore, if there is abandonment in 

Philadelphia, or depreciation in the value of property, that is caused by rent 

control in New Jersey? 

DR. MATTHEWS: No, but that is a good question. What I mean to imply is 

that if building rates change in rent controlled areas because of the changing 

economic benefits that are expected from property ownership, then the behavior of 

perspective investors in non-rent control might reasonably expect it to be the 

same if they perceive a real possibility of rent control being implemented 

in the future in non-rent controlled areas. 

So, what I am saying is, under the threat of rent control, my behavior 

as an investor might be no different from someone who is in fact under rent 

control. Do you see the point? I will eat my mashed potatoes, even though I 

didn't get hit. My brother got hit and he is eating his mashed potatotes. So, 

in terms of comparing my brother with me, there is no difference, and one of 
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the major points in the Gilderbloom thesis is that there is no difference in 

behavior patterns in renT controlled areas versus non-rent controlled areas. 

And what I simply want you to think of is, if my big brother got hit for not 

eating mashed potatoes, and he starts eating them, I am going to eat mine, and 

in classical statistical applications to behavior patterns like that, the 

statistical evidence would see, well, there is no difference between the child 

that got hit and there is no difference between the child that didn't get hit, 

so,therefore, the effect of hitting had no impact, when in fact it modified the 

behavior of both populations. 

Anyway, I disagree with the statistical structure that was used in the 

entire study, more specifically the way the rates of appreciation were manipulated 

to imply that ~he underlying rate of appreciation was 10.1% in Massachusetts, when 

in fact a very simple, straightforward analysis of the same data - and this is his 

data, not mine - indicates that there is an abrupt change. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I hate to interrupt, but time is pressing. I think you 

are repeating the same point over. 

DR. MATTHEWS: I am finished. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I would like to get on to questions, because the time 

is short h0rc. I think we all understand the point you are making. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Fine, thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: First of all, I would like to ask you a fundamental 

question. What aspect of this particular legislation is all this directed towards? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Inasmuch as the decision before the people of the State 

who are for this bill, more specifically, inasmuch as it will affect the viability 

or attractiveness of investment in the rental sector, and whatever impact it has 

in diminishing property values in terms of market value, that impact will not only 

fall upon the property owner, but eventually will in fact,economically speaking 

in terms of tax shift, be felt by the entire population. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, that is the point that you have been making, but 

that doesn't answer my question, which is, what aspect of this legislation are you 

making that point for? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Well, the aspect that if the controls are too tight, or 

not flexible enough to reflect the realities of managing the property, getting 

a decent return on investment, they will obviously impact economically on the 

cornrn~nity in the manner that we have been discussing, the tax shift. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: If the controls are too tight. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I see. So, you are illustrating this principally to 

make the point that the controls should not be excessively tight, otherwise, 

these economic circumstances would result. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: And if the controls are reasonable, then the results would 

be reasonable. 

DR. MATTHEWS: I hesitate to extrapulate the hypothesis to that point. I 

wouldn't make that statement. I don't know, you know, what is the reasonable 

amount of control and what is unreasonable. I am not in a position to comment 

on that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: All right. Now, in your testimony, and in what you have 
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written, you made reference to the fact that there were other factors that affect 

these economic indices other than rent control. Have you made any effort to 

identify what they were? I think right in the beginning of your testimony you 

allowed for that. Have you identified what these other factors are? 

effect. 

DR. MATTHEWS: I would have to have that read back to me. I am not sure--

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I think Mr. Klein was the one who testified to that 

DR. MATTHEWS: Oh, perhaps Mr. Klein made mention of something like that. 

I don't think I did. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I see. Well, have you determined that there are other 

factors that affect property value, other than rent control? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Well, yes, there is a host of factors - the average income 

of the people that live in the neighborhood, the socio-economic concerns, a variety 

of issues. Rent control is not the only one - the availability of land, the 

energy situation, in terms of making it more costly to live in a suburb versus the 

central city. Certainly there is a host of those factors. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: In these particular property values that have been 

studied, have you made any effort to differentiate how much of that impact was 

caused by other factors and how much was caused by the variable of rent control. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Well, no I haven't. The underlying hypothesis is that whatever 

factors are working, they are roughly the same, and may or may not be accounted 

for or reflected in the data. It is a very difficult task, because there is a 

variety of explanations for almost any data set, as we have seen. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I note that one method in your work that you have used 

to identify changes in property value is the change in the average sale price from 

year to year. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Has there been any effort to isolate out the properties 

that are being sold in a given year,maybe of a different nature? The market may 

be shifting in terms of what people are buying or selling, and there are other 

variables that could be responsible for a change in the average per unit sale 

price from year to year other than just general changes in the value of the 

property. In other words, the sample from year to year may not be an identical 

sampling. How can you correct for that, or can't you? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Well, in many situations you simply can't because there are 

so many variables beyond your control. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: At one point you made reference to applying to the results 

what would happen,and applying the Lynn experience to Madison. And then the 

projections on the tax rate. But if the Lynn profile in terms of the percentage of 

rateables that are multi-family rental, and the percentage of rateables that are 

commercial, and the percentage that are home owners, if that profile is different 

from Madison, you can't necessarily assume that that result would be just carrying 

out what you have on the chart: isn't that correct? 

DR. MATTHEWS: That is correct. If there are more rental units that 

are in the tax base, the effects that we just talked about would be more dramatic. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: And if they are less---

DR. MATTHEWS: They would be less, right. 

unit property. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, wait a minute, if you have more rental units, 

isn't the effect less dramatic? I~s the other way around. If you have a situation 

where 80% of the units are rental, and there is a devaluation, let's say, of so 

many million, and then that is assessed across the entire spectrum, four-fifths of 

that will be picked up again by the rental units, wouldn't it, and one-fifth would 

fall on the non-rental. Whereas, if you have it the other way around, you would 

have most of it falling on the homes, but if the homes represented a total pool 

of assessed value much greater than the apartments, it would be spread thinly; 

is that incorrect? 

DR. MATTHEWS: I think not, but let me give you two extreme examples. 

Number one, let's say there is $100 million of assessed property--

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Can you speak to my question, though. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Oh, the answer is no. Yes, in response to that, the 

analogy I am going to give you, I think, will lend some light on it. Let's assume 

we have $100 million of assessed property in the city, and $1 was worth those 

apartments. If the apartment diminishes in value to zero, it is not going to 

make any change in the mill rate, because it was such a small segment of the tax 

base to begin with. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: If it diminishes to zero, did you say? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Yes, if $100 million worth of assessed value in a city is 

less than 1% rental unit, less than 1% rental unit---

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I don't think we have anything where it diminishes to 

zero. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Well, or to a small amount---

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: That is such a weird result. Then you can't put anything 

back on it. It disappears out of the town somehow. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Right, and the mill rate would be essentially unchanged, 

because you have such a small part of rental property in the tax base. If, on 

the other hand, 99% of the tax base is rental property, and 1% is single family 

homes, for an example, let's say the rental property drops in value 50%1 if you 

want to extract the same taxes, the mill rate will have to increase by 100%. It 

will have to double. Here is this 1% single family home howner, and he is 

going to see a tax bill exactly twice what it was. So you have the relationship, 

as the rental population represents a larger portion of your tax base, the single 

family home owner more and more and more will tend to be holding the bag. For 

whatever tax dollars you don't get from the rental population, you are going to 

have to get from the single family home owner. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you. One other thing I wanted to ask you, you 

made reference, for example, to situations where property values were increasing 

15% a year, and this was in the context of discussing the erosion of property value 

that could occur from just standing still. 

DR. MATTHEWS: Yes, that is exactly right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: How can one correct out for,in studies,property value 

increases that are caused by factors other than inflation - some suburban values 

go up, at quite a high rate in sales housing, because demand is increasing, or 

whatever the market conditions, at a substantially greater rate than the rate of 

inflation. It wouldn't be correct, then, to assume that if rental units failed 

to go up at the same 15%, if they only went up at, let's say, the rate of inflation, 

t h e y represented some liability, how do you correct out for that, or is it 

not possible? 
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DR. MATTHEWS: Well, since the City Assessor, and I assume it is the same 

in New Jersey as it is in Wisconsin, is charged with the burden of estimating 

market value and not explaining why it is that high or that low in value, he just 

has to estimate it, and that is his job. In terms of somehow adjusting for it, 

it is not legal, I don't think,in Wisconsin - and I assume not in New Jersey either -

in that no one really cares why a home is as valuable as it is, all we are charged 

with is finding the value. The ultimate impact, though, is when you have differential 

rates of appreciation - assuming no new building 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Yes, but I think you were suggesting that if an apartment 

didn't increase, hypothetically, 15%, if it increased at a lower rate, that that 

would be attributable to the effect of rent leveling. We are here not talking 

about the assessor's duty, which is to be blind to the reasons for increases, 

except to the extent to which that sharpens his skills, but we are trying to 

talk about what causes these changes, and you seem to have suggested that if rental 

property doesn't increase, let's say, at 15% that that represents some failure to 

keep up with inflation, and a shifting of the burden that represents an injustice. 

But I don't see where you have provided a procedure to differentiate between situations 

where there may be - due to market factors - an appreciation in the non-rental real 

estate market that is greater than inflation due to those market factors. 

DR. MATTHEWS: At that point I was speaking to comments - sometimes I see 

written articles that kind of project a comforting feeling that the market value 

of apartment units eventually stabilizes. In times of double digit inflation a 

stable assessed value, or a stable market value of any sector, if it remains at 

whatever level it would start at, and just stays there, when your home is appreciating 

at 15% per year, it is not a value. judgement. I am not indicating it is fair 

or unfair, all I meant to indicate was that eventually the tax burden will shift 

continually over time from --- If it is a rental unit that is stagnate in value, 

the tax burden will shift from them to the single family home owner, and it would 

be the exact reverse, if for some reason single family home values stagnated, and 

apartment rental units skyrocketed. Thetax burden·would then shift to the apartment 

dweller, and that~ what will happen. I am not making a value judgement or don't 

mean to imply one with respect to whether it is right or wrong, or shoul~ or should 

not, be adjusted. I am just indicating that that is what happens when there is 

differential rates of appreciation in your tax base among the various segments. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you. Are there any other question? Assemblyman 

Girgenti. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: One point. Have you read the bill that we presently 

have? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Yes, I have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: And do you have any specific input on that bill 

directly? I realize what you are saying, you oppose the concept entirely. Addressing 

yourself to that bill in particular, do you have any specific input? 

DR. MATTHEWS: When I got the bill I called a number of people in the 

city, first of all the City Assessor. And I said, look, what would a 60% expense 

to revenue ratio do to the rental unit stock in Madison, and he said, well, typically 

today - his name is Ray Waterworth - the expense to revenue ratio is between 45% 

and 50%. If it ever gets anywhere near 60%, the home owner would very likely 

be in a negative cash flow position, where their rentals don't even cover the costs 
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of debt service, principal, interest and the other expenses in owning a property. 

And he said it would be very detrimental, if Madison is at all similar to New Jersey, 

in that respect. 
As far as my own personal views, I am not a real estate person. I guess 

I am modeler in quantitative methods person, so I really don't have any personal 

input in regard to that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Can you just tell me very quickly - I think you 

mentioned it before we were going out - what is the situation in Madison? It was 

repealed? 

DR. MATTHEWS: It was a referendum situation, and it came up for a vote, 

and again, in one of the few state capitals whose mayor has gone to Cuba twice, 

we have a very liberal city and a very progressive State, and it was 85% against. 

That was the end of it, so to speak, for about a year now. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I just have one question, are you familiar with out 

county property tax structure? 

DR. MATTHEWS: No, I am not. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Assuming we do have a county property tax structure in 

New Jersey, each county strikes its own tax rate to support its county government 

that is assessed against real property, I am assuming that the same principals would 

apply if a county or the majority of the county were to adopt some kind of rent 

control, that the impact across the other assessments for other types of properties 

would be affected? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Yes, exactly the same principals. It is really a very 

simple--- It is almost like slicing up a pie. There is nothing involved about it. 

The dollars have to come from somewhere. There is a total assessed value. Calculate 

the mill rate, to get the net tax levy, and then you go back and see, where did we 

get the dollars, and if there is a slice of the pie that is shrinking relative to 

others, the others are going to pick up the tab. Whether it is agricultural property 

or manufacturing, it doesn't make any difference. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: One more question, on the referendum in Madison, 

what percentage of Madison's population are apartment dwellers versus others? 

DR" MATTHEWS: I am glad you asked. There are approximately 32,000 single 

family homes. There are approximately 28,000 apartment units~ In a city of 

200,000 people, there are approximately 40,000 university students, and also there 

is another technical school in the city. The total student population probably is 

around 44,000 voting age, 18 years and above. It might be interesting to note that 

of the seventeen districts, only 2 were even close to supporting---- Only two 

districts out of seventeen districts supported rent control, and they were 

close. Most of the students voted against rent control. Most of the students 

who voted - let me put it that way - voted against rent control. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Are there any profiles on that vote.on the makeup of 

the voters that was taken at that particular time? 

DR. MATTHEWS: In terms of house dweller versus apartment dweller? 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: In terms of apartment dweller versus students, versus 

percentages of individuals who voted out of each of those classes? 

of any? 

Are you aware 

DR. MATTHEWS: I was the analyst for pre-election queries, 800 random phone 

calls, and the apartment dwellers - about two to one - were against rent control. 
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I mean when you figure in the aggregate it was six to one, there area lot of people 

even in apartments who weren't in favor of that particular ordinance. 

MEMBER OF THE AUDIENCE: Can I ask a question? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Excuse me, I should explain the procedure here in this 

hearing. We do not have cross-questioning like that. The only people that will be 

speaking before the Committee are those who have signed up as witnesses in advance, 

and they will be testifying in turn. At this point, we are having questions from 

the Committee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Do you have any idea why the apartment dwellers 

were opposed to the rent control? 

DR. MATTHEWS: I would like to think it had something to do with the report 

that I did. I may be wrong, but we discussed the issues on television as to pro-

rent control, and con-rent control groups. They were both represented on television, 

and there was a long series of articles in both newspapers. One is very conservative, 

and the other is very liberal, and the issue was well discussed, and, I don't know. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I haven't read your report, yet, obviously, but do you 

mention in there or do you have any knowledge of the vacancy rate and the viability 

of the apartment construction industry in Madison, and how competitive the market 

is in that particular circumstance? 

DR. ~TTHEWS: Well, most of the interest in rent control centered around the 

student areas, downtown, central student areas. The University of Wisconsin is 

located very close to the State capital, which is the exact center of the city. 

And that is where most of the interest was, although there are large segments of 

the ex-urban areas which are apartment complexes. As far as the vacancy rate is 

concerned, I think it was relatively respectable, like 4% or 5%, or something like 

that. But the closer you got to downtown, the vacancy rate diminished. You know, 

there is always a demand for student housing. I don't know if that lends any light 

on anything. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Very, very briefly, and you can just give a figure here, 

roughly, do you know what percentage of the rental units are student occupied? 

DR. MATTHEWS: Well, students, whether they live in university housing or 

city housing or commercial housing can still vote. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I asked you what percentage of the rental units are student 

occupied. I didn't ask about--- If you don't know, don't spend a lot of time on it. 

DR. MATTHEWS: I sure don't know. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I want to thank you very much for your testimony and 

sharing this information with us. 

DR. MATTHEWS: My pleasure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Herb, I will not be able to put Mr. Kristof on. I am 

going to put Mr. Gilderbloom on. I will not be able to follow, having,all of your 

people going in sequence. This is stretching on to be quite late, and Mr. Gilderbloom 

also has a plane and a tight schedule. In view of the fact that what we just heard 

tied in very much subject-wise with Mr. Gilderbloom's testimony, I want to proceed 

with his testimony now. We are prepared to defer lunch. 

MR. KLEIN: May I point out that the next speaker on the agenda is 

Dr. Frank Kristof, and Dr. Kristof ·is the Vice-President of the New York Housing 

and Urban Development Corporation, and is quite an eminent expert on the subject 

of urban affairs---
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ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I have no doubt on his eminence as a witness. 

MR. KLEIN: If I may, he also, as I explained to you in my memorandum, 

does have a scheduling problem, and I would think he would be entitled to ten 

minutes. So, if you are going to continue, I would request that he be the next 

speaker. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I am sorry. I won't be able to comply with that. You 

have been getting equal treatment. So far all testimony for the last close to two 

hours has been from your organization or coalition. Mr. Gilderbloom has a scheduling 

problem too. There were no commitments made in advance of today about timing like 

this. The agenda that was available this morning was that which was tentatively 

intended to guide the Chairman. I explained at that time that changes might be 

made as necessary, and I believe that we are being more than fair, not only in the 

time that your witnesses have been allowed, but in the fact that they have carried 

all of the presentation up to this point. 

Mr. Gilderbloom also has a tight schedule, and this is topically related, and 

I do want to hear him at this time, even though it means delaying our luncheon 

break. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Mr. Chairman, if both of these gentlemen have a 

scheduling problem, I would like to see both of them,before we go to lunch,say what 

they have to say. I don't think we should be favoring one over the other and then 

take a lunch break and have one individual hanging out. I have no objections to which 

one of them goes first, but if they do, I am perfectly willing to listen to both of 

them, so that we can finish that part of it up, and they can move on. I would think 

that would be an equitable way of resolving it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, what I have proposed, I think, is perfectly equitable. 

for the reasons , I have stated, but I have no objection to staying here if it is the 

unanimous feeling of the Committee, but there is a limit to human endurance and I 

might suggestalso to attentiveness if we go way beyond the lunch break, but I am 

willing to do it. But, at any rate, I will proceed at this point. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Yes, I agree that we should hear both individuals. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Okay. Mr. John Gilderbloom, please. 
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J 0 H N G I L D E R B L 0 0 M: My name is John Gilderbloom. I am an Associate 

Fellow at the Foundation for National Progress and a consultant for the Department 

of Housing and Community Development for the State of California for the past two 

years. Having earned a Master's Degree in Sociology, I am currently working on a 

Ph.D. at the University of California in Urban Sociology on the impact of 

moderate rent controls in New Jersey over a five-year period. I also recently won 

an award for my research on rent control from Western Governmental Regional 

Association for the best policy analysis. My testimony today does not necessarily 

represent the official findings or policies of the Department of Housing and Community 

Development or the Foundation for National Progress. 

I am happy that the HCD has allowed me to come out here and provide 

for you some testimony. Just an added comment: I am extremely tired from the long 

jet ride out here - just extremely tired. 

I have been requested to testify OQ how the New Jersey rent control 

ordinances have affected the following: The construction of new housing: the 

maintenance of existing rental properties: property values, including any tax 

shift which rent control might cause: the economic effects upon tenants and land

lords; and specific administrative and procedural features of the New Jersey 

rent control ordinances. 

My testimony is quite brief. In fact, it is five pages and I think 

·I will read it out loud. I might improvise on a few statistics and stuff like 

that. 

As I have noted in my March 1978 report - which we have available -

there are two kinds of rent control: restrictive and moderate. It is the former 

that has given rent control such a bad name. It is the restrictive rent controls 

that have put a virtual freeze on all rents, which prohibited the landlord from 

meeting rising costs without allowable return on investment. In New York, for 

example, restrictive controls have generally led to a decline in the quality and 

quantity of the housing stock. We have really no dispute with Mr. Klein on his 

argument that New York rent controls have been very detrimental, at least up until 

the 1970's. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Excuse me, could you push that microphone closer? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Okay. To avoid such problems, moderate rent controls 

were developed. Moderate rent controls are designed initially to exempt all new 

construction from an initial exemption to an absolute exemption. For example, 

in Massachusetts there is an absolute exemption. As mandated by the courts, of 

course, moderate rent controls must also provide for annual rent adjustments to 

compensate for escalating costs and guarantee a "fair and reasonable return on 

investment." In general, the courts have ruled that a just and reasonable return must 

be "commensurate with returns on investments in other enterprises having 

corresponding risks.• 

For example, in Hoboken, New Jersey, "a fair return on the equity 

investment in real property shall be considered to be six percent above the maximum 

passbook demand deposit savings on account interest rate available in the municipality." 

Thus, moderate rent control does not necessarily result in across-the-board general 

rent relief for tenants. But, Instead, it works mostly to control extreme or 

erratic rent increases. In other words, moderate rent controls will only provide 

protection against rent gouging and, in general, will not affect those tenants 

whose landlords are earning a fair and reasonable return on investment. 
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Aside from protection against rent gouging, we also concede that moderate 

rent controls also provide incentives for better maintenance. Maintenance must 

be at the same level as before rent controls were enacted. In addition, the rent 

controlled building must be in substantial compliance with the local housing codes. 

If for some reason major housing code violations exist or upkeep has fallen, then 

the rent control board has the power to deny all future rent increases until the 

violations are corrected. 

My argument is simple in that basically in looking at moderate rent 

controls, close to one-half millions dollars has been spent by various real estate 

groups trying to show an empirical causal relationship between rent control and 

a declining rate in construction, a decline in maintenance, and a decline in 

valuation of apartments, relative to non-controlled apartments where the market 

is free and competitive. 

Let me go into the evidence, which I will recite very quickly and then 

we can go into the questions. For the most part, we would generally consider New Jersey 

rent control ordinances moderate. However, as rent control analyst Monica Lett 

points out, "an equitable defined ordinance does not, however, guarantee equity 

in its administration." Indeed, in a few cases rent control boards have not 

acted in the interest of the general public but at the behest of either landlord 

or tenant groups. Thus, the law itself is not problematic but the rent control 

board itself could become problematic. This analysis assumes a nonproblematic 

rent control board. In New Jersey and Massachusetts all the evidence seems to 

indicate that short term moderate rent controls have not caused a decline in 

construction, maintenance or valuation of controlled apartments relative to non

controlled units. 

Basically, for the most part we feel that the studies commissioned 

by the real estate industry have been very useful in that they have not been able 

to show an empirical causal relationship, or, that is to say, we have not seen 

any empirical evidence in New Jersey to demonstrate that these moderate rent 

controls have led to a general decline in the quality or quantity of the housing 

stock. 

Data from three different sources show that short term moderate rent 

controls have no net effect on new construction of multiple-family construction. 

Gruen's redent account, which was commissioned by the California Housing Council 

and various builders groups in New Jersey found that there was no significant 

shift in apartment construction from rent controlled cities to non-rent controlled 

cities. Urban Planning Aid reports that after tne enactment of controls in four 
Massachusetts cities, multi-family construction in rent controlled cities actually 
increased. My own analysis of 26 rent controlled and 37 non-rent controlled 

cities in New Jersey found that the existence of moderate rent control had no net 

impact on construction. We looked for various variables which we thought might 

affect the relationship. 

According to interviews with builders that I made in August and 

September, builders are continuing to build in rent controlled cities for two 

reasons. First, it is difficult for the builder to leave a community which 

he is already familiar with. Understanding of future developments, knowledge 

of business trends, planned externalities, such as parks, schools, churches, and 

other builders' plans are essential to a builder's success. Such knowledge can 

only come from a long and direct involvement in the community. 
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Second, the nature of moderate rent control also contribut~s to a 

builder's decision to stay and build in the community. Naturally, the exemption 

of all new construction might eventually fall under rent controls, the guarantee 

of a "reasonable return on profit" is also crucial to a builder's decision to 

stay and build in rent controlled areas. As one builder put it, "Rent controls 

don't bother me, I'm not a gouger, just a guy trying to make an honest buck." 

Statistics also show that maintenance has not declined in cities 

where moderate rent controls have been enacted. Sternlieb's study, which, again, 

was commissioned by real estate groups, found that in Fort Lee, New Jersey and 

in Boston, Massachusetts, over a three year period, maintenance expenditures 

have remained about constant since the enactment of rent controls. However, 

this has the shortcoming of only being a three-year study. We looked at another 

study of Brookline, Massachusetts of over 2,000 rent controlled apartment units, 

done by Joseph Eckert at Curry College, Massachusetts. He found that the 

percentage of the rent dollar going into maintenance has not declined since the 

enactment of rent control six years ago and, moreover, he found that capital 

improvements in the City of Brookline, with a moderate rent control formula, 

actually increased. 

On the basis of data from Massachusetts and New Jersey, it seems that 

moderate rent control has not caused a reduction in the amount of money going 

into maintenance and in certain cases maintenance has increased. The reason for 

this, according to those rent control board members and analysts interviewed 

concerning that law, is that the law allows for landlords to pass the full cost 

of repairs and improvements on to the tenant. Moreover, almost all the ordinances 

in New Jersey and Massachusetts mandate that landlords must retain the same level 

of services and maintenance that existed before the enactment of moderate rent 

controls. 

Evidence also indicates - and this is very important to follow - that 

controlled rental property has continued to appreciate in value and this rise in 

value has been about parallel to cities where the market is free and competitive. 

A report by the Massachusetts Department of Corporations and Taxation found that 

rent control had no systematic affect on property valuation. That is, the study 
that was alleged to be done by me was not done by me, it was done by the Massachusetts 

Department of Corporations and Taxation and that is their own conclusion: That 

rent control had no systematic affect on property valuations. 

Similarly, a study by the City of Brookline Revenue and Rent Control 

Study Comnittee reported that the gross rent multiplier has remained about the 

same since the enactment of rent control. Moreover, economist Joseph Eckert's - of 

Curry College - study of Brookline, Massachusetts over a six year period found that 

rent control had not caused the burden of taxes to be shifted from landlords to 

homeowners. Lastly, my own study of 26 rent controlled and 37 non-rent controlled 

cities in New Jersey,using multiple regression techniques for suburban location, 

population increases, median rent, percent tenant, percent black, tax rate, 

tax rate increases, construction, and demolitions found that the rise in value of 

rent controlled apartments was about the same as in non-controlled apartments 

where the market was free and competitive. 

Under moderate rent control the valuation of rental property will 

continue to increase at about the same pace as other non-rent-controlled apartments. 

Moderate rent controlls are typically introduced where the market mechanism has been 



impeded from functioning correctly and consequently landlords have taken advantage 

of a tight housing situation by charging exhorbitant rents. With the introduction 

of moderate rent controls, the increase in the valuation of the rental stock has 

been slowed only to the approximate level at what the market would bear under 

normal conditions. It could also be argued, however, that the time period studied 

is too short to accurately determine whether controlled properties, over this 

four-year period, are declining in relation to non-controlled apartments. 

And, lastly, the actual administrative costs of moderate rent control 

depends upon the formula used to adjust rents and the number of appeals requested 

by landlords or tenants. In general, there are two basic formulas to adjust 

rents - the Cambridge and New Jersey approaches. The Cambridge approach requires 

a large formalized administrative system with building-by-building review. The 

Cambridge approach costs about $13.00 a unit. The New Jersey approach allows 

rent to go up annually according to a fixed percentage ranging from 2.5% to 

7%. Such a formula has the advantage of being easier to administer and, moreover, 

the only time boards deal with a specific building is when they get a complaint 

from either a landlord or a tenant. The cost of such controls average to be about 

$1.37 per unit. The actual per unit cost of rent control is also a function of 

the number of appeals made by landlords and tenants to the rent control board. 

Naturally, the more appeals the more expensive rent control will be. 

Thank you. I will take questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you for your testimony. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Oh, yes - also, besides me being a consultant to the 

Department of Housing, I have also included an article by Chester Hartman, called 

the "Big Squeeze", which just carne out today in the latest issue of "Politics 

Today", which was formerly "Skeptic Magazine." He has taught at the University 

of California, Berkeley, Harvard, and Yale. He was an Associate in the National 

Housing Law Project at the University of California and he is the author of 

several books on housing and social policy and he reviews all of my research. {see p. lx) 

I also want to point out that the people I worked with on my study 

one of the was Michael Tiets, who, as you know, wrote the 1970 Rand Report on 

New York, which is basically negative. 

Now, I will take questions. This, of course, is a very brief and short 

summary of my work. I encourage the Committee to spend about one hour reading 

my brief review of the literature, which is included in this article. I will also 

be corning out with a number of academic publications specifically discussing my 

regression analysis in which we have used a number of models. In fact, in terms 

of looking at the appreciation of property, we used four different models to 

see if we could find, using different independent variables and different model 

specifications, a significant effect of rent control and we could not find that. 

Also, I will be revising the report to add some other information 

to it as well. I am also writing a couple of other articles on it. Of course, 

my Ph.D. is a five year study of rent controls, which I will be starting this 

summer on property valuation. I think that will be described more because, as 

you know, I think in 1977 all property in New Jersey was reassessed and we will 

get a more accurate determination of rent controls' effect on rent controlled 

property relative to non-rent controlled property. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Would you repeat that last sentence? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: My study currently is a four-year study and now we 



are going to look for evidence over a five-year study period. We know that most 

New Jersey cities now have undergone reassessment of all property and I think that 

will be a more telling story. 

The point is, using rigorous statistical techniques, neither financed 

by landlord or tenant groups, both in Charles Eckert's study- which bothers to look 

at the valuation of apartments only- and my study, we cannot find any empirical 

evidence, as of yet, over a short period of time, that these moderate rent controls 

in New Jersey have had a bad effect. Now, of course, we are assuming again a non

problematic rent control board that allows for costs to be passed along to the 

landlords. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: You made reference to your regression analysis being 

published soon -- how soon will that material be available? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Well, it has been sent to a journal - or will be sent 

a journal soon and we expect to get it published in about six months. But, as 

soon as I get the okay, I will be able to release it to this group and let you 

see it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: What time span are we talking about? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Oh, one month. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: You heard Mr. Matthews criticize your methods and 

say in effect that trying to have the equivalent of a control for comparison 

or looking for these comparisons - is invalid and therefore should not be used. 

Could you address yourself to his criticism - not my effort to summarize it? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Basically, his first criticism is using the 

Massachusetts Department of Corporations and Taxation figures and trying to 

argue that rent control properties are continually depreciating. I think that 

the fact of the matter is, and what we are trying to argue, 15 reports have been 

done on moderate rent controls - a lot that haven't been brought to your attention. 

They have been unable to find any statistical relationship showing a decline in 

the valuation of property. Now, many people might want to interpret this differently 

in terms of this chart from the Massachusetts Department of Corporations and 

Taxation. The point of the matter is, it still does not show, even when he re

calculates those figures, that there has been a decline in the property valuation 

and, besides that,again,we don't really think too much of that study anyway. It 

is only 16 apartment units. 

What we are trying to look for is evidence which will indicate a shift 

or a decline. In fact, the way we set up the methodology, we did expect to find

under our hypothesis, because of all the research- that we should find a decline 

in apartment construction. In fact, what we were looking at originally was, we 

were reading reports in New Jersey that there was actually a halting of construction -

a complete halt. In Fort Lee, for example, it is important to make the differentiation 

between rising values and actually a decline in values. One report that we read 

said that there would actually be a decline in the apartment valuation in Fort 

Lee, New Jersey from 1972 to 1980 of 46% - actual decline. And, as our report 

notes, we looked at those apartments and we have seen that those apartments have 

continually appreciated in value. 

In terms of his criticism about regression analysis-

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: May I interrupt? At what rate, do you recall? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Well, again, it is a poor sample. I mean it is only 

11 units that the economist looked at and he predicted that the valuation of these 

properties would go down from their present level to a 46% decline by 1980. By 
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1977, it was supposed to be a 26% decline. We looked at these same apartments. 

We went to the tax assessors office. It should be pointed out that a number of 

these units are are under appeal. But, nevertheless, we found that the values 

continued to appreciate an average of 81%. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: You are talking about assessed value? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes, assessed valuation. Now, in terms of the 

regression analysis, that is just another way of trying to sort out the various 

factors that lead to either a decline or an increase in the valuation or taxable 

output of apartments. And, there are a number of factors. What regression 

analysis attempts to do is control for all those relevant factors that might 

affect the valuation of those apartments and then to search the rent control 

variable and see its net impact. 

The charts I haven't included in this study, which will be included 

in the next study, are, we show just on basic tables, that the property valuations 

have increased at the same percentage as in non-rent-controlled cities. But, the 

more important part is that when you control for all the relevant variables, you 

still find no net impact on rent controlled cities. But, of course, we are talking 

about just a four-year period. 

Now, of course, beyond just the short period of time that we are 

looking at, we can hypothesize that perhaps only moderate rent control, 

again, reduces those units - or slows down those units - which have been subject 

to rent gouging. We find that the valuation of the apartments continues 

to rise, but it is not going to rise at the same rate as before rent controls 

were enacted because generally, again, we found a tight housing market which 

permitted skyrocketing rates. 

It is my hypothesis - and we are going to test this out again; this 

has not been confirmed by any empirical data - that before rent controls were 

enacted in these 26 cities that we looked at, I think you would see that the 

valuation of these apartments was actually increasing more than the non-rent

controlled cities -- maybe five,maybe 10 percent more. But, since the enactment 

of these moderate rent controls, we found that this valuation has been slowed down 

to about parallel to the non-rent-controlled cities. And, the non-rent-controlled 

cities might be a proxy of where the market is working freely and competitively. 

That is,perhaps, where we see rent control being enacted; where you have economic 

conditions which push tenants to push for rent control because of exhorbitant 

rent increases. And,where you don't have rent control in New Jersey, this indicates 

that economic conditions have not pushed up rents to a point where tenants have 

been mobilized and have asked for rent controls. But, again, we are investigating 

this because, again, the relationship is rather an interesting one and is rather 

telling. 

The other possible explanation is that you might have a trade-off 

effect of, whereas under a non-problematic, moderate rent control type system, 

you can have a situation where we no longer have rent gouging going on but the 

inefficient operators are now raising their rents at efficient rates. That is a 

possibility too. There are about four possible explanations. I guess the point 

is though, we cannot empirically verify, when we look at apartment valuations 

themselves, an actual decline in rent-control cities relevant to non-rent-control. 

cities. That is important. 

I guess another study has been mentioned and we dismiss it, which looks 
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at the total taxable base. In my study, that we have done for the Department of 

Housing, we found that the total taxable base in these rent-controlled cities 

and non-rent-controlled cities has gone up identically - at a 25% level. The 

reason I say that is because a popular study o~ten quoted, cited, and also 

discussed in my report,by Charles Laverty, says that the actual total property 

assessed value in the City of Cambridge went down $4 million and he blames this 

on rent control. But, in talking to either Sandra Graham or the administrative 

assistants in the City of Cambridge, we found that actually they believe the 

result was because of one of two reasons: One was that 95 industries had left~ 

two, the University of Harvard and M.I.T. have continually been buying up property 

since 1972 and been taking the property off the tax rolls. And, those are two 

important reasons. 
In our study of New Jersey and the rent controlled 

cities, we did find three cities that had a total assessed value that actually 

declined. We talked to those three cities - to the tax assessors - and the 

tax assessors in each of those three controlled cities were asked to explain the 

reason for the decline and not one of them attributed the decrease to the 

existence of rent controls. But, no clear picture of the primary cause of the 

the erosion of the cities' tax base emerged in Jersey City or Paterson, or 

Orange City. But, instead, the tax assessors usually blamed it on causes ranging 

from requests by industries for reduced valuations, coupled with threats to leave 

the jurisdictions if such requests were not granted neighborhood transition and 

public housing. That is discussed on page 32. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you. I think you answered that question. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I have just two or three more questions. One, when 

you have rent gouging, can this create an artificially-inflated increase in the 

value of those premises? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: We believe so. That is one of the premises of our 

findings - that rent controls in New Jersey have only reduced the amount of 

that percentage of tenants subject in a community to extreme rent increases. 

That is only brought down to normal market rates. If you use rents as an indicator 

of valuation of apartments, then that would be true. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: You have referred a couple of times to the possibility 

of what you term problematic local boards. Do you have any recommendations for 

dealing with that problem, or possible problem, as you describe it? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: I think it would be premature at this point. Again, 

we are saying that in certain cases we have read - historical cases as well -

you can get a rent control board--

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Excuse me. I am having difficulty hearing you. 

I don't know whether you are talking too low, too rapidly, or just not distinctly 

enough - or whether it is something with my ears. But, it is a strain to hear you. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Okay. We have generally found that there have been 

certain cases in the history of rent control where you can get a sympathetic 

board, one which is sympathetic to landlord interest. In other words, you can get 

a rent control board that is basically very sYTpathetic to the interest of real 

estate. In fact, I just testified in Sacramento on a mobile home park board. 

There was a study done and they found that under the present system, which was 

supported by both mobile homeowners and by tenants, that between 1970 and 1975 
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they had actually used that formula for calculating rent increases - that the 

rent increases would have been greater than the actual rents in existence without 

rent controls. Then again you can get what we call restrictive, or moving away 

from moderate,rent controls into a sort of more restrictive rent control where 

you can get a pro-tenant rent control board, which can deny needed rent increases 

for the landlords and perhaps lead to a general rent relief for tenants • As a 

result, this could cause property valuations to decline more than when the market 

was free and competitive. There, indeed, in that particular case with what we 

call a problematic rent control board, you could actually have valuations going 

down relative to where the market is free and competitive, or what the market 

would bear under normal conditions. I think that is more of an inititive judgment 

on my part. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you. That concludes my questions. Do you have 

any questions, Assemblyman Edwards? 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I have to swallow. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Oh, I wish I was eathing what you are eating. I am 

so hungry. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I have a number of questions. Fort Lee interests 

me because Fort Lee is probably the largest municipality with the longest history 

in New Jersey of rent control. I notice your table on page 35. That indicates 

changes in assessed values as determined by the assessors in question. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Do you know the method they used to calculate, 

of the three available methods for assessing in New Jersey? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes. I don't really feel good about talking about 

Fort Lee in general, but basically he used - this could probably be contested - the 

reproduction cost method. According to an interview with me, he said it was 

difficult to use an income capitalization approach because he couldn't get figures 

from landlords that he could verify from a certified public accountant. In fact, 

if you want me to, I can read some statements from a certified public accountant 

trying to see whether these expense accounts by landlords could be verified. In 

sum, what the certified public accountant says is that it is impossible. These 

figures don't relate to the operating experience of other apartments where we 

can verify these expenses. 

The other cost, of course, it sales and he said he couldn't look at 

sales because there hadn't been any recent sales of apartments. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: The reproduction costs, with inflation, would 

automatically show increases that would have no relevance, really, to the market

place, is that correct/ I mean, without rent leveling - no rent leveling - the 

marketplace itself as to the availability of sale of apartment buildings, using 

the reproduction method, would not necessarily be valid for income producing property. 

I think that is the argument that has been brought forward by the property owner. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes, I had the sense that the tax assessor was saying, 

"Look, this is the only verifiable information that I have. I would like to use 

the income method." 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I am not asking about the assessors. I know 

if they don't have the income figures, they can't use the income method of 

determining value. I clearly understand that. But, with reference to the impact 

of the increase or decrease in the value of the property, if bricks cost 50% more 
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in 1977 than they did in 1972, then his values, as stated in this chart on page 

35, would so reflect, which have no bearing at all on whether or not we have 

rent leveling or the market factors. There could be slums that are being created. 

You could have a building that should really be demolished and it could have been 

worth at one time $1,000 and with this reproduction cost in square footage, it would be 

$30,000 now, but that would not be a reflection on the value of that building: it 

would be a reflection on the increased cost of materials and labor to construct 

that building. That was my only point. So, we are not really dealing with an 

analysis of values here or impact of rent leveling, we are dealing with it in the 

abstract of cost and labor and materials. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes. I think the main point of this is that, again, 

we are looking at an argument which suggested that these buildings had actually 

declined in valuation in '77- 25%,according to a major study financed by real 

estate interests. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Yes, I understand that. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: And we just called up the tax assessor and asked 

what he was assessing the values at and he also warned us, of course, that they 

are under tax appeals and that this increase could vary. I think the main point, 

again, is to show that the value itself of these 11 apartments - which isn't a very 

good sample and we can criticize ourselves for that-- But, again, this report in 

itself is a review and critique of the literature. In fact, again, we feel that 

the only real kind of evidence you can look at is when you look at a large sample, 

such as Eckert looked at- 2,000 units. You can verify the expenses and costs 

and if you look at it over a suitable period of time.as a control for relevant 

variables and use a rather rigorous statistical and methodological procedure, this 

will insure an accurate and unbiased methodological outcome. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Yes. You know, you made reference to the chart 

in particular and I have been involved in some tax appeal work and I know that 

the particular method you are using just doesn't apply to a market situation dealing 

with income-producing properties. I just wanted to be sure that we were dealing 

with reproduction cost and not an income cost. 

MR. BILDERBLOOM: Right. This is a reflection of reproduction costs, 

according to the tax assessor. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: The second question that I have is, you have 

consistently referred to a moderate rent control. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes, moderate rent control with a non-problematic 

rent control board. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Using those adjectives and applying them to 

A-504, how do you see the impact and what specific recommendations do you have 

with reference to A-540, as it presently constituted? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: I have not been authorized by the Department of 

Housing to comment on that specifically. I have only been authorized to comment 

specifically on my work in terms of the experience of New Jersey over the short 

period of time and it would be inappropriate for me to comment on that. I'm 

sorry. But, if you want to send a request to California, I will be happy to 

fly out here again. Maybe I can see the Statue of Liberty this time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: So, there are no specific suggestions you would 

have with reference to what a moderate A-504 would be? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: No, these are more or less theoretical definitions 
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that we are using. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: What did you say? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Theoretical definitions. In other words, we are 

applying this concept and seeing whether this particular kind of rent control 

system is having these adverse effects, as has been alleged by the real estate 

industry. Their facts show that after a three-year period there have been declines 

in maintenance, declines in apartment construction, and declines - actual declines -

in the value of apartments. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Let me ask you something, hypothetically. Mr. 

Klein, in his testimony earlier - and I think you heard that - alluded to the 

possibility of it being more favorable to have a statewide rent control procedure, 

as opposed to locally-determined rent control procedure. How do you feel about 

that, vis-a-vis your moderate rent control definition? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Can I rephrase your question to make sure I under-

stand it? 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Well, I am really looking for your reaction to 

Mr. Klein's proposal on statewide rent control as opposed to --you heard him. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Okay. Could you restate that so I can make sure 

I clearly understand it? 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Well, he proposed, in his statement, various 

methods by which we should adopt legislation that would control the rent control 

boards of various municipalities and set up minimum criteria by which an 

ordinance could be drafted in order to standardize it throughout the State. 

Do you find that a preferable method of arriving at this moderate rent control, 

as opposed to the method that is presently being used in New Jersey? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: No, I don't think it would be appropriate. I think 

you can take from my work some certain conclusions and draw conclusions for your

self. But, I think it would be inappropriate right now for me to comment on 

whether State regulation - State guidelines - are appropriate. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Well, I am not saying they are appropriate. I 

am talking hypothetically about the entire State being controlled vis-a-vis local 

municipalities. Is that a preferable method of rent control? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: We haven't studied that actual impact. We have only 

studied locally administered rent controls in New Jersey. It would be simply 

hypothetical and I really want to stick to what I know - the statistics and the 

arguments there. I am sorry. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Assemblyman Girgenti. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Yes. You have done a study of New Jersey. In 

the places you were, would we be categorized, according to you, as having moderate 

rent control in all cases? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: What areas are we not, or are we restrictive, 

in your opinion? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Well, I would have to do - again - a study of that. 

Part of redoing my study would be to reclassify the 26 cities I looked at and try 

to develop criteria as to what cities are stricter and which are moderate and see, 

again, if we find a relationship. I have to do a study on that again to analyzf' 

every rent controlled city,its laws, and its impact and then try to draw some 

conclusions from that. We are looking at sort of the second wave of rent controlled 



cities in New Jersey that adopted it on or around the period of January, 1973, 

without looking at the first wave of cities such as Fort Lee, New Jersey, which 

we could generally consider, in a sense, less than moderate. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: All right, one of my questions, is would you 

consider Fort Lee moderate or restrictive? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM; Well, I think there is kind of a fuzzy point there. 

I haven't really-- The only thing I have done is call up the Tax Assessor and I 

talked to him about how much the apartment valuations had gone up. But, my feeling 

is that it has not necessarily been the average form of New Jersey rent control 

and you would find it more or less on the sidelines, in terms of it not really 

being representative of the general form of rent control that is normally enacted 

in New Jersey. So, we sort of have a mean and then we have differences and some 

are more liberal, as I note in my report. We have some cities which give an 8% 

rent increase allowable and some cities allow 2 1/2%. I guess the extreme form 

would be Fort Lee. But, I think other people will talk about Fort Lee and I 

am not that familiar with it by just looking at a sample of 26 cities. This was 

more or less the second wave of cities that enacted it and one of the cities 

wasn't Fort Lee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I just want to ask you to try and make your 

responses a little more brief, if you would. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Time is rushing on. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: What is the criteria that you use? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Oh, it is very simple. We took every city that 

enacted rent control in New Jersey from October 1972 to April of 1973, so it would 

be as close as January 1st of 1973, and then we wanted to see the effect of housing, 

starting from January 1st, 1973 through December of 1975. We are now extending that 

study from January 1st, 1973 to December of 1977. So, in other words, we found 

that the rent population in these cities was generally about 33%. We found that 

the lowest rent population in these cities that we chose was, I think, 12% and 

the population of all these cities, except for 2, was all over 13,000. So, we 

had a sample of rent controlled cities with populations of all over 12,000 and 

a rental population of as least 13% or more. 

Then, in our non-rent-controlled sample we chose every city in New 

Jersey that had a population of over 13,000 and had a renter population of over 

13% and did not have rent control between 1973 and 1975. So, it is a very simple 

method. In other words, we chose all cit~s that had a population of over 13,000 

and a tenant population of more than 14%. It is a self-selective sample then, 

under that criteria. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Going back to Assemblyman Klein's testimony, 

in his original presentation I believe part of it stated that the trend - such 

as Fort Lee - is that we are losing these ratables and this type of situation seems 

to be a contradiction of what you are saying here. The Builders' Association and 

I assume other groups feel that they no longer want to build in these cities 

because of this problem. According to your - I just read it briefly - presentation 

you are saying that people are saying they are willing to build and want to build 

in these areas. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: They can live with it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Is this what you are saying? According to your 
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statement, builders continue to build in rent controlled cities for two reasons. 

When you say that, what kind of a survey was this? Was this done by two people 

or was this--? 

MR. GILDERBLQOM: We surveyed -- it was a qualitative interview, which 

means we just simply surveyed people and asked for their opinions and we called 

up builders who were building in rent controlled cities. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Well, was there a wide survey? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Well, we choose SO people in the county - in Bergen 

County. People applied for building permits, small units and large units -- we 

called them up and asked they why they were building in a rent controlled city. 

And, we took another sample of non-rent controlled cities --"Why are you building 

there"? And, these are the reasons that came up for their decision. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Well, were there any opinions on the other 

side of the scale? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: On this? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: On the other side of the spectrum. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: People building in non-rent controlled cities? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Right. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: We asked a very open-ended question so we wouldn't 

bias it - we wouldn't say, "Is rent control hurting you?" We said, "Why did you 

decide to build in this city?" And, not one of them mentioned, "Well, we are 

trying to get away from rent control," or, "We built in this city because we 

knew rent control would never be enacted." There were other reasons. Again, 

basically to be successful, according to these builders - according to my parents -

you have to live in the community and you have to know what is happening: you have 

to be involved in business clubs and associations and you have to know where the 

next plant is going to be built, or the next park is going to be built in order 

to be successful. Generally, it is an involvement in the community and it is 

very difficult for a builder to simply pack up his bags and move to another city 

that he is unfamiliar with. He doesn't know where the next business trends are 

or where the next park is going to be built, or what is generally happening 

politically in that community. 

a profit. 

bags. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: I would also say it is not conducive to making 

If he is not going to go anywhere, I think that he will pack up his 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: The other point is--

MR. GILDERBLOOM: And that's -- We state that in the report: That a 

restrictive form of rent control is not conducive to a builder building there and 

it will lead to a general decline in construction. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Are you saying that Fort Lee is restrictive? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: I would say that it is on -- you know, you take a 

pendulum and it is on this-- You know, like here are most of the rent control 

ordinances and Fort Lee is sort of over here in terms of it being restrictive. 

So, I would say it would not generally be the classic example of - or representative 

of - the typical rent control ordinance. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: It is not the ideal. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Well, it is not necessarily a typical ordinance. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: It is on the restrictive side of the ones that 

you checked? 
MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes. It would generally be considered more restrictive 

than the mean or the average type of rent control ordinance. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: All right. You were here for the presentation 

that Mr. Matthews made before. What are your reactions to his statement that the 

tax base is dwindling and this will mean more of a situation for the homeowners 

who are left there and who will have to pay an increased tax burden? What have 

you found? You know, have you found the opposite of this? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Well, he is talking about a hypothetical case 

and he has no empirical evidence. That is what we were talking about -- where are 

the facts? Where is the data? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Well, I believe Mr. Klein pointed out Fort 

Lee. The problem has developed. You talk about Parsippany-Troy Hills - there 

is a trend setting in. These are concrete cases. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Do you have anything on the other side of the 

spectrum, or do you have any reaction to that? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Well, we generally found that when we looked at these 

rent controlled cities, in terms of their taxable output and their valuation, that 

over a short period of time - four years is all the data we had available - these 

buildings continued to increase at a parallel rate to non-controlled cities where 

the market is free and competitive. In other words, you have a situation where 

before rent controls were enacted - this was my hypothesis when we tested it out -

that probably in these rent controlled cities you found that valuations were -

in these 26 cities ~ probably increasing more than in those non-rent-controlled 

cities we looked at - those 36 or 37 cities we looked at. With the introduction 

of moderate rent controls we found that -- in other words, the slope was going 

up like this and the non-rent-controlled cities were like this. Now, with the 

introduction of moderate rent controls, you found that the valuation had been 

slowed down but only parallel with what the market would bear under normal con

ditions. This is also backed up, of course, by Eckert's study, which did an 

exhaustive study of Brookline over a six-year period and found that there was 

no tax shift from landlords to homeowners. He did a computer simulation model 

and he found given that these values had been slowed down somewhat, what 

would this be in relationship if the market was free and competitive, or operating 

under normal conditions?- he found that these valuations, again, would be about 

parallel. 

So, what I am saying is, the basic point here is moderate rent 

controls will slow down the valuation of apartments but only relative to non

controlled areas where the market mechanism is working. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Whose study was that? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Joseph Eckert. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Can you submit that to our Committee? Is 

there any way of us getting hold of that? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Do you want me to mail it? Yes. I will mail it to 

you. It is a 500-page document and I summarized it in one paragraph. That is 

one of the limitations of my own studies - that we have had to just summarize 

data and not go into the specific methodologies. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Can I ask you another question? Who are you 
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representing at this hearing right now? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Just myself. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Yourself? And, what is your--? The reason 

I am asking this is, number one, we are discussing a particular bill, which is 

A-504. Assemblyman Edwards asked a question and I am asking it too because we 

are here to study the implications of this bill and the problem with it and you 

have given us a lot of theory and ideas that are a hypothetical, or whatever, 

viewpoint. But, I am looking for concrete material that concerns this bill, 

A-504; how it is going to affect the overall picture. You really can't respond 

to that. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Right. I have only been asked to talk about dealing 

with the arguments that these controls in New Jersey - the typical type of 

rent control in New Jersey - have led to a decline in construction, or a halt. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: I would suggest - and I am not even criticizing 

Dale, or whoever sent out this type of information - that we are certainly interested 

in background but we would like you to react to the bill that we are dealing with 

too now. You know, we are going around in circles. You are giving us facts. 

The other group has given us facts. That is the way the process works. But, I 

would like to have something on A-504. 

Mr. Klein came in and spoke about his reaction to the bill: what he 

thought it would do. He made a few recommendations in terms of if we had to 

have a state rent control law. But, I would like to have something from you 

in terms of how you would react to this bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Let me just explain something, if I may, in terms 

of procedure. This witness was requested to testify here today by Dale Davis 

for the Committee, at the request of the New Jersey Tenants Organization. They 

felt that his testimony would be helpful to us. In terms of his role, he could 

only come here at the request of the Committee. So, that is why the request was 

made. 

This witness is not parallel to Assemblyman Klein, as presenting the 

capsule, or summary, or overview of the position of the New Jersey Tenants. He 

is testifying, perhaps, a little bit out of sequence. Certainly, he is not in 

similar sequence to the Coalition of the New Jersey Builders, property owners, 

and realtors because of a time deadline. But, I assume that we will get comperable 

testimony. 

Although I did stress at the beginning of the hearing the importance 

of specifics, I couldn't single out this witness for comments of this sort anymore 

than Doctor Matthews, whose testimony was somewhat parallel, except in the 

conclusions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: At whose expense is he here? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: The Foundation for National Progress, which is a 

non-profit organization. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Well, let me assure you -- and, Byron, I know 

you realize it, I--

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Just one moment. Do you wish to make that a 

practice - of requesting that of all the witnesses? 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: No, I was just--

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Because I think if we are going to get into that, 

we ought to have that answer from Mr. Matthews and from each of the others. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I think they stated who they were. I was just 



curious as to who he was here for and who was paying his expenses. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well--

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Because he didn't seem to represent any specific 

group. I wasn't aware that he had been requested by the Committee or by the 

Committee staff to testify here. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, I just explained that. Although he is here 

at the request of the Committee, there was no effort made, whatsoever, to disguise 

that he is a part of the presentation by the New Jersey Tenants. That was made 

speicifically clear in the beginning. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: That' s all I wanted to know. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Right. That was how he was-

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: No criticism intended. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Again, we take no advocacy postion. It is common, 

at least in California, that I will often testify to just give out evidence and 

not necessarily comment on the specific bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I see. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: He doesn't work for them, but apparently they felt 

his testimony would be helpful to us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I understand. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: I understand that. We wanted to hear it. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Well, actually, I didn't know I was coming out here 

until Sunday - until I got a call from the Department of Housing saying, "You are 

going out to New Jersey; pack your bags." 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Well, we want to hear testimony from all sides 

of the issue. We are not trying to shut off any kind of debate.· My question was-

And I think the Chairman explained that you did not have the introduction which 

we did have on the other side. I was looking for more specific input on Bill A-504. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: I really have no more questions. I thank you for 

your cooperation. I do see contradictions in what you have said here today, as 

compared to what has been said by other people already. I don't know- and I am 

not going to get critical of your report - in certain portions how accurate it is. 

I mean, I think you should have been more specific in terms of builder's reactions 

and so forth. I really don't see that much here that is concrete. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, I would hope for the most part that the 

Committee members refocus on asking questions and getting information because the 

time situation is bad. Later on we can comment on our views of the testimony. 

Your comments were very brief, but I just don't want that to open up a whole new 

area of dialogue on the part of the Committee at this time. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: I think what is important, if I can respond to that, 

is that I worked on this -- I have been working on this area for two years and 

we tried to compile every report done by both the real estate industry, tenants 

groups, and also by acp.de!Jl;i.9ii'ln::;on the effect of New Jersey's and Machusetts' 

second generation, or moderate type rent. contrpls. All the erop~ri~al evidence 

that we have been able to gather is included in there and we think that the 

empirical evidence therein stated tells the story and, in fact, the statistics 

there and the data that was given actually wrote the report for us. In other 

words, the statistics dictated our conclusions and when we find studies done 

by three different groups looking at whether housing starts have gone down and 
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they show no apparent relationship, it is important to state that. Again, the 
' important finding is, thereareyet to be any statistics which demonstrate,causatively 

or empirically, a relationship. There are lots of hypotheses and theories. In 

fact, my conclusions are just limited to challenging, or contending with, those who 

argue that short-term moderate rent controls have led to these adverse effects. 

I think if you read the report, it is very reasonable and it is very 

logical in terms of what we are agruing, but included are some of your criticisms 

as well. We argue for more studies. We argue to look at New Jersey over a longer 

period of time and to do other things to make distinctions in terms of the different 

types of rent controls in New Jersey - as we have generally had it formed under 

one classification. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: But, you studies do include New Jersey. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: They do include, also, areas that aren't rent 

controlled and they cover quite a number of variables. 

question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: I have one more question, if I may? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Oh, one moment, Assemblyman Girgenti has another 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: I don't mean to be critical of your studies 

because I have not read them yet. It was just presented to us this morning. 

Maybe it was just in the presentation, but there has been a lack of clarity in 

certain areas. Perhaps it is partly my fault but I have not read your work, so 

I am not being critical of any of the work you have done. All I am saying is 

that there are contradictions between what you have said and what other groups 

have said. My job, as well as the other Assemblymen here, is, we have to make 

a decision and we are looking for input. I appreciate your appearing before 

us. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: It was fun to fly out here. I think a lot of the 

contradictions raised - I point out three or four studies and there is another 

study that raises a different issue - are because those studies are critiqued in 

my study and we raise questions about their validity - methodologically or 

statistically. I think that is important. If you had asked a question on 

a specific study, I think I could have dealt with that as well. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, I think neither you nor Doctor Matthews has 

made any effort to conceal the fact that your conclusions are at variance with 

each other. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes. My conclusion is that--

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I think that is quite clear to the Committee and we 

will study that material. 

Now, I have a couple of more questions but I do want to urge you to 

reply very, very briefly because I am concerned about the time situation, as you 

know. Someone else has a very tight situation too. 

Aside from the dialogue with the builders, have you, on the basis of 

any of your work, determined whether what you term moderate rent control retards 

construction, or stops construction? Have you done any analytical studies to 

that effect? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: In terms of whether in certain specific cities? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Yes. I mean, like for instance, one could examine 

what is happening in -- I am not proposing to do a study, but one could compare 



the construction that occurs in Philadelphia with the construction in Fort Lee in 

the same period of time and maybe get some idea of whether the difference in 
construction rates is due to rent control, or maybe there are other major economic 

factors that are affecting the Northeast, or whatever. I am not here to design 
a study but I am asking you if you, in fact, have conducted any to reach a conclusion 

on this subject, other than just interviewing builders? 
MR. GILDERBLOOM: We looked at empirical data over a three-year period 

to measure, first, whether there was an increase or a decline in rent control versus 

non-rent controlled cities. Then we controlled for a number of variables, ecological 

variables, such as percent tenant, population increases, tax rate -- I would say 

about 10 variables. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Right. And, what were your conclusions? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: We found no empirical evidence to indicate that rent 

control had any net impact on construction. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Is that a study that would be available to be sent 

to us? 
MR. GILDERBLOOM: Some of the data is already included in the study 

I have handed out to you in this yellow folder. Another study is by Gruen and Gruen,. It 

looks at 7 counties and breaks it up in terms of rent control and non-rent ~ontrol. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Okay. That we have in its entirely. On the question-

! don't want to spend a lot of time, I just want to get your conclusions. If there 

is data in support of it, you can send it to us. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I am getting very nervous about the time situation 

facing Dr. Kristof. 

MR. KLEIN: For your information, Mr. Chairman, as a result of the 

delay Dr. Kristof has been forced to leave. So, he will not be able to testify. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: All right. I am very sorry to hear that. 

MR. KLEIN: I tell you that simply for your timing purposes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you very much. 

Also, the Committee has heard testimony that rent ··levefing, or rent 

control, subsidizes the middle class. We have also heard testimony, or conclusions, 
that it forces an exodus of the working class. I am lumping these three questions 
together in the interest of time. Dr. Kristof notwithstanding, I don't want to 

have other witnesses lose out on time. And, also, we heard similar concerns 

expressed about abandonment. Have you conducted studies that would have a bearing 
on these alleged problems? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: It is a big question but I will reply as briefly 
as possible. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Please, very brief. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: A number of studies, of course, have argued that 

even moderate rent control leads to abandonment, or demolitions. However, we 

found, again, no empirical evidence to support that claim and if abandonment were 

occuring in New Jersey as a result of it, the first evidence of that would be 

declining maintenance and we have not seen, in the studies commissioned by both 

the real estate industry and by Joseph Eckert, a decline in maintenance after 

three or six years of rent control. 

Second is the idea that even if you look at New York with the 

restrictive rent control which our Department of Housing is strongly in disfavor 
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with, because we do admit it is a very poor law, we cite from the National Urban 

League which found that New York ranked fifth behind four other non-rent controlled 

cities in rates of abandonment. We cite a number of other studies, a recent one 

was in Newsweek, 1977, which showed that there is no relationship in New York between 

abandonment and rent control. We also looked at demolitions in New Jersey to see 

if it was a possible indicator of abandonment. I don't really think that is a 

very good indicator. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: All right. All that is in the material that you 

have submitted to us? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Right. And the other important question is-

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Because of time, I would rather you would just tell 

me it is in the report. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: If you don't mind. Unless there is something you 

want to tell me that isn't in the report. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: There is one case too about whether rent controls 

will hurt the working class. There is a parallel or hypothetical argument which 

argues that with rising housing costs, that could push, actually, industry to 

leave a community because the work force could no longer afford to live there and 

is forced to look for other locations, such as the Sun Belt, where housing is 

cheaper and the work force will not push demands upon the industry for higher 

wages. One of the interesting things about Cambridge is, according to a number 

of labor historians I talk to, the idea that housing cost pushed -- or, in a sense, 

was one of the reasons why industry left , because the labor force could no 

longer afford to live there. 

In Santa Barbara, where I live - as you know, if you read the recent 

Wall Street Journal article - industry is also leaving there because of the high 

cost of housing. The work force needed to support that industry could no longer 

afford to live there. So, there is that converse argument that speculative or 

exorbitant rent increases can actually force the working force out of a neighborhood. 

Then it should be investigated. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: And you have evidence here that that is what happened 

in Cambridge? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes, according to a number of sources, but this is yet 

to be tested out. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Oh. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: But, I think it is an interesting thing to pursue and 

research. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: One last question I wanted to ask you: In Mr. 

Klein's testimony, he cited certain authorities that stated that vacancy decontrol 

served no purpose. I have also heard lines of reasoning and arguments that --

Let me restate that. Having rent controls on vacant apartments serves no purpose, 

and, therefore, this was an argument for vacancy decontrol. 

I have heard converse arguments that claim that eliminating the controls 

insofar as vacant units is concerned and permitting vacancy decontrol because the 

turnover soon results in significant additional rent increases, ends up with some 

of the same problems that rent control was trying to stop in the first place, with 

rentals well in excess of that necessary to cover expense and make a resonable 

profit - something approaching gouging. What is your view, if any, on vacancy 



decontrol? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: No comment. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Okay. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: That was a short one. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Very good. I won't press the point. 

Mr. Edwards, you had a question? 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I have a yes or no question, Mr. Chairman. 

You previously indicated that the studies that have been run in New 

Jersey and elsewhere have resulted in basically hypothesis and unsupportable -

empirically unsupportable - documentation and that we are dealing with hypothesis 

by most people, including yourself,in dealing with most of these questions, is 

that correct? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: And then applying those hypotheses and testing them 

empirically. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Yes, I understand. But, that was the basis of 

what was said before? 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Yes, I guess you could say that. That is, we are 

looking at the evidence. We have seen the theories and now we are looking for -

you know, in order to have a theory you need the evidence. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Yes. Really, I did understand what you were 

saying. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: All right. I want to thank you very much for your 

testimony and for giving us all the information that you brought us today. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Thank you very much. 

MR. KLEIN: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if it would be possible for me to 

ask Mr. Gilderbloom a couple of very brief questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: No. We don't normally do that in our hearings 

and I can see that opening up something that will be far more time consuming 

than just a few questions because everybody is going to want to take advantage 

of that. And, with such able advocates all over the room, we won't even be 

able to finish with our first group of witnesses. 

MR. KLEIN: I assume that there will be no objection, at some point, 

before the hearing is closed for me to comment briefly with respect to his comments? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I hope, time permitting, if we finish with all of 

the witnesses that that will be possible. 

MR. KLEIN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. GILDERBLOOM: Thank you very much for letting me testify. I 

appreciate it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you. I do want to say, in reference to Dr. 

Kristof and in reference to any other -- Oh, very good. I didn't know this was 

here. I was going to say that we would see to it that the record would be open 

for a week to permit any testimony, submitted in writing, to be put in the record 

for anybody who is unable to wait. Please express my regrets to Dr. Kristof. 

That opportunity also exists in terms of witnesses who want to submit material 

rebutting testimony of other witnesses. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: This is a six page statement by Dr. Kristof, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Yes, this is the statement of Dr. Kristof. (see page 3x) 

Who would you prefer to have as your next witness? 

MR. KLEIN: The next witness scheduled after Dr. Kristof was David 
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Raybin, an attorney who conducted the proceedings before Judge Smith in the 

Fort Lee case in which Judge Smith rendered his findings to the Supreme Court. 

Mr. Raybin is here to briefly summarize the findings of Judge Smith with regard 

to the Fort Lee situation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: What is the status with Mr. Kamilewicz? Is he 

present? 

MR. KLEIN: I'm sorry, Mr. Kamilewicz is out of the room, but we 

will take him after Mr. Raybin. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: The reason I asked that is, we have all received 

copies of that decision. I know I have read it and I am wondering whether the 

other members of the Committee have read it. In view of the time situation, I 

don't know whether it is the best priority of time to have a witness testify 

summarizing a decision that we have all received and either read or certainly 

will read. 

MR. KELIN: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Raybin and Mr. Kamilewicz are both 

available to t~stify today. We do intend to have both testify. If the Cqmmittee 

prefers that Mr. Kamilewicz testify first, he will do so but Mr. Raybin will then 

follow. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, the day is going on and as I watch the clock 

I am trying to figure this so that we have an opportunity for the New Jersey 

Tenants to have their witnesses too. So, I think it is important that we focus 

on the most relevant material. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Well, I want to hear these two witnesses, in 

particular. I am interested in the case and the outcome and the background behind 

it. The mere reading of the decision, I don't think summarizes all of the facts 

that are involved. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: What is the testimony of Mr. Kamilewicz? What 

is the thrust of that? 

MR. KLEIN: Mr. Kamilewicz is going to testify about the experience 

with respect to rent control in Cambridge and in Boston, Massachusetts. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, what I would like to do, if you don't mind, 

is to hear Mr. Kamilewicz now. We can hear Mr. Raybin later. Since that is 

testimony on the law, I am not sure that it is so vital that it be in sequence. 

MR. KLEIN: It is not going to be on the law. It is going to be on 

the facts in Fort Lee. I can't think of anybody who could give more insight 

into that factual situation than Mr. Raybin. I might add that Mr. Raybin will 

be relatively brief. So, if there is no serious objection on the part of the 

Committee, may I ask that you indulge us with respect to this since Mr. Raybin 

is ready to proceed at this time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: What were you going to ask, Assemblyman Girgenti? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: I would like to let him make a brief presentation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: How brief is your presentation going to be? 

MR. RAYBIN: I doubt that it will be more than 10 or 12 minutes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: All right, proceed please. 
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D A V I D N. R A V I N: Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my name is 

David Ravin. I am an Attorney at Law of the State of New Jersey and a member of 

the firm of Ravin and Kesselhaut. Our firm was co-counsel in certain litigation 

before the Superior Court. As you know, there were appeals. It went up to the 

Supreme Court, and the Supreme Court remanded this specifically on the question 

of a just and reasonable return. 

Now, at your last public hearing on March l, 1978, my partner, Martin 

Kesselhaut appeared and told you that the decision of Judge Smith was ·imminent. 

As a matter of fact, it carne down the next day, and a copy of that decision was 

forwarded to you. 

We have also furnished to the Committee a copy of the complete transcript of 

that hearing. All witnesses, obviously, were under oath, and there was a wealth of 

testimony with respect to Fort Lee. I have been here this morning. I listened to 

all the witnesses. There were unbelieveable facts brought out with respect to 

Fort Lee as far as the details, which none of these witnesses, both on behalf 

of the property owners and on behalf of the tenants have really addressed themselves 

to. What I would like to do--Youdo know that in 1972, Fort Lee adopted a rent 

control ordinance. In 1974 this was replaced with a flat 2 1/2% increase, plus 

a tax passed through. The 1974 ordinance was sustained by Judge Smith, after a 

plenary trial. In 1976 when the Fort Lee tax rate rose by one-third, Fort Lee 

repealed the tax surcharge provision, thus limiting the landlord to a 2 1/2% increase. 

This ordinance was also sustained by Judge Smith in January of 1977. Then it worked 

its way up the Appellate process and went back for a just and reasonable return 

hearing before Judge Smith. 

The proofs at these hearings before Judge Smith under oath covered the 

values of various buildings involved, the effect of the ordinances on debt, depreciation, 

and profit,and on value,and the impact of rent controls on the Fort Lee community. 

The trial lasted seventeen days, and Judge Smith subsequently filed his findings 

and determinations consisting of 42 pages. This is going to be heard by the Supreme 

Court on May 22nd, which incidentally makes an unbroken string 'of fitteen years that 

I have been in court on my birthday, and they are going to determine whether or 

not the just and reasonable return finding by Judge Smith squares with all of the 

decisions that the Supreme Court has issued. 

Now, Judge Smith found that for the current year, and at that time it was 

1977, apartment assessments amounting to $192 million were on .appeal to the Bergen 

County Board of Taxation, and tax appeals involving additional millions, and stretching 

back to 1973 are on ~ppeal to the State Division of Tax Appeals. He found further 

that the Fort Lee construction boom of the '60's has grounded to a complete halt. 

And no apartments for residential purposes have been built since 1972. I might say 

that what he was referring to was that any apartments that had been started had been 

started prior to the imposition of rent controls. But once rent controls went 

on, there were no more applications for building permits, and in fact, no apartments 

have been built. 

The owners in the Fort Lee case engaged Moses Sternlieb, a certified public 

accountant, who obtained financial information from 35 owners of 7,542 apartment 

units---

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Excuse me, I am very concerned with the time here. Mr. 

Klein. said you were going to discuss this case. At this point all I hear is your 

telling us what the findings were, and just giving us a factual rundown of what 
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occurred there. I thought you would have some discussion on it. Now, I am very 

concerned about our using time well here, and I do not want to spend a lot of 

time now on merely reciting findings of a case that we have all received copies 

of, as important as it is, which we have read, will be re-reading. I would 

appreciate it if you would have some discussion about the case that you want to 

present us with, but please don't just give us a repeat or a condensation of the 
findings of the case. 

MR. RAVIN: Well, I respectfully say to you, Mr. Chairman, that you will 

not find this in the decision, and what I am tel~ing you is the background of the 

decision. When I tell you that there were 7.542 apartment units that responded, 

what I am saying to you is that approximately 85% of the rental units owned by 

the various owners in Fort Lee were covered by the financial reports that were 

rendered in the course of this decision. In other words, I heard testimony this 

morning, the fact that there was no hard evidence, that they were not able to get 

any facts and figures, and what I am saying to you is that the accountant, M. Sternlieb 

and Company, sent out requisitions for reports for the owners in Fort Lee and got this 

mass of---

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Is Mr. Sterlieb not going to be testifying here? 

MR. RAVIN: Mr. Sternlieb--- A representative of Mr. Sternlieb's 

office is going to be here testifying with regard to other facets, not with respect 

to this. There will be no duplication of testimony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: All right, proceed. 

MR. RAVIN: What I am tr)•ing to say is that this information upon which 

this was based was certified audited information. It was prepared on HUD forms, 

and as back-up to verify the information, the accountant looked at financial 

statements, income tax treturns, W-2 forms, mortgage statements, and real estate 

tax bills for the years 1970 through 1976. What there wr.s was a full panoply 

of the financial information of the apartment owners in Fort Lee. There has not 

been any other municipality that's had its apartment owners subjected to the rigorous 

withdrawal of information from their records as happened in this case. 

Now, in 1976, Fort Lee real estate taxes increased 33% over the prior year 

and 50% over 1974, while operating expenses rose 43% from 1973 to 1976. The 2 1/2% 

limitation on rent increases was made even more restrictive by the tax surcharge 
repealer. Judge Smith concluded that while it is not reasonable to anticipate 

future increases in expenses that were found to have been present during the period 

in question, 1970-77, because of the Arab oil embargo e said it would be unrealistic 

to prognosticate annual operating cost increases of only 2 1/2%. He concluded that 

of all the overwhelming and unrefuted evidence demonstrated that there was never 

a factual basis to justify the imposition of the 2 1/2% limitation. There was no 

finding by the municipality: there never was a finding by the municipality: it 

was just a flat imposition of the ordinance,and they might as well have taken 1%: 

they might have taken 4%, but they happened to seize on 2 1/2%. 

In addition to that, the properties that were involved in the reports 

included properties that were in receivership, in bankruptcy, those that had 

applied for HUD preemption, and rent leveling board hardship relief, and he 

concluded that eventually every apartment building, including MED-I, will not 

be able to function without a hardship increase. 

Now, from the copy of the transcript, and the exhibits that were forwarded 

to you, Judge Smith took as one of his models MED-I. This is an apartment house 
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which is deemed extremely successful. It has a full occupancy~ it has a waiting 

list, and the conclusion, the inescapable and inevitable conclusion was that 

based on the rent ordinance at two and a half percent that that apartment, that 

high rise apartment, by 1982 was going to be insolvent. It would not be able to 

meet its debt obligations. 

Now, one of the things that Judge Smith went into was the fact that there 

was no rational basis for predicating a rate of return completely upon mortgage 

terms, and when implied in individual cases, the landlord with the best financing 

was limited to the lowest rate of return. You had a very bizarre situation going 

on in these apartments in Fort Lee, that no matter how good the terms of the 

mortgage were, that the better they were, the lower the increase the rent board 

would be willing to give, and so Judge Smith found that utilizing that type of a 

method that there was no way the apartment owners were going to get a just and 

reasonable return. 

Now, Judge Smith stated, and this is the argument that is going to be made 

to the Supreme Court, that a valid rent control must permit efficient operators to 

earn a reasonable return without resort to hardship exceptions and limit the use of 

hardship to the atypical case, and what he found was that there was no atypical case 

in Fort Lee, that everybody was up on hardship because there was absolutely no 

standard that could be supplied that would work. 

There were witnesses brought in from all over the country, and again, I 

must stress to you that with the exception of one accountant who came in and 

testified about the effects of a tax shelter, there were no witnesses presented 

by the municipality, no witnesses that were presented by the Public, Advocate, and 

as a matter of fact, the Public Advocate wound up stating for the record that 

he thought that two and a half percent was an unfair return. And Judge Smith quoted 

that in his opinion. 

One of the things that I would like to point out to you was that--

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Can you bring your remarks to a conclusion now, because 

twelve or fifteen minutes ---
MR. RAVIN: I am surprised the time ran that fast. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: If you have further remarks, you will have an opportunity 

at the end of the hearing, or if we have any time at the end of today, if by any 

chance we continue tomorrow, you will have an opportunity then, but I would appreciate 
it if you would bring this to a conclusion now, and we will get into the questions 
then too. 

MR. RAVIN: It will take about two minutes. Professor Hughes, who is 

associated with the Rutgers University, testified at. the remand trial, and discussed 

the fiscal and social impact of rent control. I am not going to give you a complete 

analysis, but I do have one exhibit here from Dr. Hughes' report. This chart shows 

the changes in the proportional share of ratable value for the years 1970-1975 and 

from 1975-1977. And if you look at it, at the very bottom, you will see that from 

1970-1975, the apartment share of total valuation increased from 40.87% to 51.77% 

or a growth rate of 26.6%, while at the same time, the residential share of ratables 

declined from 39.30% to 31.49% or a decline of 19.9%. After rent control, when 

apartment construction terminated, the apartment share of the total valuation 

declined from 51.77% in 1975 to 50% in 1977 or a 3.4% decline, and the residential 

sector increased from 31.49% to 32.71% or an increase of 3.9%. 
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There you see dramatically based on facts that the shift is beginning to 

occur, and will 

residential home 

their taxes. It 

gain momentum, 

is destroyed. 

is starting. 

and will continue until the tax base formed by the 

These people will not be able to afford to pay 

It is dramatic. It is there. 

to do is to pull out the essence of my report. I 

have copies available for you, and if you have any questions, I will be happy to 

answer them. 

Now, what I have tried 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: That report that you are giving us contains the chart? 

MR. RAVIN: It doesn't contain the chart. The chart is in the evidence 

which was submitted to your Committee, and this is an extrapulation of that chart. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Can we get a copy of that. I think it is in the 

transcript that the Committee has, but we can't all have copies of that complete 

transcript. It is too large. I think that chart would be of particular interest, 

especially since you referred to it. If you could make a copy of that available 

to us, we would appreciate it. 

MR. RAVIN: Absolutely. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you for your testimony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Are we going to question this witness? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I would like to hold those questions until later, unless--

We are going to run out of time here. The opposition has had about three hours, and 

the support has had about one, and the day is going to go by without having had an 

opportunity for balance here. I am getting very concerned about that. 

MR. RAVIN: Mr. Chairman, I have to leave. I am sorry. I have been here 

ever since ten o'clock this morning. And I will not be able to wait around until 

the end of the day. I have to be in court tomorrow. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Can your question be very brief? 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Well, I can sit here and question Mr. Ravin for 

a long time, because I happen to think that this particular area of this particular 

case is the reason we are sitting here, and the details of that case, I think, are 

material with reference to the outcome. Mr. Chairman, I see no way, myself, 

that we are going to be able to, as a Committee, complete hearings and get the 

data that we need this afternoon. At best we have another hour, an hour and a 

half. I am not as interested today in balancing the testimony as I am in getting 

all that I can get from all sides, so that I can properly evaluate this, and I 

would look forward to another day of hearings, or two days of hearings, if necessary, 

in order to arrive at a full set of information available to myself. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I appreciate that, but I have come to the conclusion that there 

is importance to having a fair balance on the initial day of presentation, and 

I intend to see to it that that is provided. Now, I did not wish to have this 

testimony at this time. I could have insisted as the Chairman's prerogative. I 

have tried to be flexible. At this point the opposition has had three times the 

amount of time to testify that the other side has, the support, and there was an 

assurance given on the shortness of this testimony, so I would like to request that 

either the questions be very short, or that we continue this later on in the course 

of the hearing. If there isn't an opportunity at the end of today, then tomorrow. 

But, everyone's convenience is involved, and it isn't just a question of convenience 

of the witnesses on one side. There are severe transportation problems and 

scheduling on both sides. But I think it is important that we have a fair 

balance, and as a matter of fact, hearings held here normally do have a very fair 
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balance. It is a very unusual thing to try to hear a bunch of witnesses on one 

side in a group. I wanted to make an effort to do it today because it would 

enhance the cohesiveness, but I can't do that at the expense of fairness, and 

I am sure that, Mr. Klein, if you were put in a situation where you would be waiting 

for such a long period of time, you would want to be heard on the initial date 

too. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Mr. Chairman, I guess it is the lawyer in me. I like 

to hear the plaintiff's and the defendant's side in some sequence, because to take 

it out of sequence, I think, destroys the continuity of it, not just the testimony 

we are hearing now, but also the tenants. I think it destroys the continuity of what 

they want to present also. I was willing to take a couple witnesses out of line, 

so that we could facilitate them for matters of their own convenience in returning, 

but it is difficult for me to get a grasp, or attempt to get a grasp without having 

some kind of continuity of presentation on both sides, and I can't agree with you 

on that. That is nothi~g against the tenants, because I would feel that same way 

if they were sitting here right now. I feel that there should be a continuity 

to their presentation, otherwise you tend to lose it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: What you are objecting to is the procedure that is 

normally followed on all Committees in both houses here. It is an extraordinary 

thing to have all the witnesses continue from one side before the others are heard, 

and I only entertaine~ the idea initially on a tentative basis in the belief that 

there would be a fuli opportunity for both sides to be heard by the end of this 

day. It is apparent to me now that we are at a juncture where, if we continue, we 

will not be able to provide that balance of fairness this day, and I intend to see 

to it that that is provided, as Chairman, and I would appreciate it if you would 

allow the Chairman that prerogative. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: At this point, Mr. Chairman, I agree, I want to hear 

Mr. Ravin in the future again, and I would like to have an opportunity, but I agree 

that we should give the tenants an opportunity because we have listened throughout 

the day to one side. I certainly want to hear more, so perhaps we can schedule 

a hearing on another day when he can be available. But I think we should hear 

some of the tenants too, because they have come down here. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, we have the opportunity to continue over to 

tomorrow, and if we are not able to comclude today, we will do that. This chamber 

has been reserved for that purpose, and the Committee members have been noticed 

of that for quite some time. 

MR. KLEIN: I just want to underscore what Mr. Ravin had said, and that is, 

he is not available tomorrow. Certainly, it seems to me that the comments of 

Assemblymen Edwards and Girgenti about another day make a great deal of sense, but 

it would seem to me respectfully, it should be another day that is scheduled in 

advance, so the witnesses can make the appropriate arrangements, and that will 

enable the Committee and the Assembly to have a full and complete record from all 

witnesses that may be available to shed light. 

I am sure in view of the importance of the subject, I think he would agree 

also. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I will not agree to cancel tomorrow's continuation day, 

and schedule some date in the future for further delay. This matter has seen 

many delays, and I don't intend to allow for whatever good purpose or motive 

the process to be delayed where that can be avoided. There has been a very full 
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opportunity for your clients to be heard today at great length. It is a very unusual 

thing for clients to be able to testify before a Committee of the legislature, even 

to the length it has occurred already today. That opportunity can be extended until 

tomorrow. We have allowed individual witnesses to testify at great length, and even 

now, when I am calling an interruption of this witness's testimony I am permitting 

further opportunity for testimony later. 

This is a great deal of latitude. I do not intend·to debate the matter 

indefinitely with you. 

MR. KLEIN: It is not my intention to debate that matter, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Very good, because we will go on to the next witness. We 

are not going to debate this indefinitely. I am concerned with the fairness to all 

parties, and I am not going to get into an extended dialogue or colloquy with you 

on this. 

MR. KLEIN: In fairness to this witness, Mr. Chairman, could you either permit 

him to be questioned at full at length right now, or schedule another day other than 

tomorrow. Either of those alternatives is accepted. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I understand that. You have already requested that. 

And I have stated that I do not intend to do that, and I do not intend to have 

this hearing go into a lengthy procedural discussion. I have tried to be as 

courteous as possible, but I do riot intend to surrender this Chairmanship to you, 

Mr. Klein. Other witnesses who are here also may have had to make adjustments in 

their schedule for tomorrow. This chamber has been-reserved for tomorrow for an 

extended period of time, and it has been known that this was a back up possibility. 

It was announced at a committee meeting probably three weeks ago that we were 

having this back up, and the witness has the opportunity of appearing tomorrow. 

He will be questioned at length. I have provided an opportunity if the questions 

were going to be very brief, which was not taken advantage of, and the witness 

also has the opportunity to submit material in writing of whatever length he wishes, 

which can also be in response to any questions that might be communicated to him 

by whatever means. But at this point, I would like to provide an opportunity for 

the New Jersey Tenants Organization, as Assemblyman Girgenti has already pointed 

out, they have not even had an opportunity to present their lead off witness that 

might provide the Committee with the benefit of having a general picture of where 

they stand on this, because we had to take one of their witnesses out of order, 

because of his transportation problem, so without further discussion on this, 

I do want to hear at this time a witness from the New Jersey Tenants Organization, 

and I would appreciate it if you would allow that opportunity. 

Mr. Baslow, do you intend to be the lead off witness? 

D A V I D B A S L 0 W Yes, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, members of the CIP 

Committee, unfortunately, many of our witnesses, including our Counsel, had to 

leave because of appointments they had later in the afternoon, and we will be 

submitting our written documentation, and their comments will be submitted to the 

Committee in writing on the merits of the bill. 

I think what is perhaps most annoying. about the hearing up to this point 

is that no one has touched on the subject matter before you. We all know that the 

reason we are here today is as a result of problems that we are having in the 

communities that have enacted rent legislation, the problems, the legitimate 

problems, that the landlords, the owners of multiple dwellings are having with 

some rent boards, cwith some municipalities, and the legitimate problems the 
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tenants are having with some rent boards and with some municipalities. 

And what we were seeking, and what I think we find in the substance of 

the Assembly Bill 504 is a concept to start to deal with the existing problems 

in some communities in setting forth guidelines so that there is an absolute 

understanding of what a landlord is entitled to as a just and reasonable return • 

We recognize problems do exist in communities such as Fort Lee, and I think the 

appearance of many of the major landlords from that community here today 

indicates that there is a tremendous problem in the community of Fort Lee. There 

are problems in other communities, but perhaps not as great yet, but, nevertheless, 

it is headed in that direction. 

I don't know if all the problems are a result of the local ordinance that 

has been enacted in Fort Lee or in any other community, but I do know that there are 

problems, and we are looking for a way of setting a uniform standard to enable a 

rent board to have guidelines for the first time, to have an understanding of the 

financial data and the reviews,and be able to provide relief to the property owner 

who is efficient, and who needs relief greater than the automatic percentages 

allowed by a municipality, and at the same time protect tenants from rent gouging. 

A-504 as it is introduced in concept has our support, and the concept is 

FNOI, fair net operating income. It is in effect in Cambridge, Massachusetts, 

and very basically our understanding of it is that if a landlord is unable to meet 

increased costs due to the limitation of the automatic increase, he can apply 

to a local rent board for a just and reasonable return or his standard operating 

income by documenting his expenses and the relief provided within the statute will 

allow the rent board to determine and to allow a pass-through of dollar for dollar 

increase cost. That seems reasonable, and it also seems to be the solution 

to the problems that some landlords in this room are faced with today. And, again, 

it is unfortunate that none of them have addressed the issue. 

In reviewing the 60/40 formula, we find that it doesn't reflect the reality 

of the market. One of the witnesses stated earlier this morning - it was quite 

a while ago, so I don't even remember which witness it was -that the average ratio 

of income to expenses was more in the area of about 50%. Based on statistics 

from the National Institute of Real Estate, the 1977 edition, we find that the 

average for different types of units range from high rise luxury buildings to 

garden apartments, range in the area of between 50% and 52% of income used for 

expenses, therefore, we feel that the 60/40 relationship that is currently 

in 504 is unrealistic and should be changed to more reasonably reflect the actual 

market. To suggest that relief is being offered, and yet to have most owners of 

multiple dwellings not be able to gain that relief, doesn't make too much sense 

to us. 

What we are suggesting are amendments to that section to deal with the 

average ratio of a particular building within a community. The average ratio is a 

minimum of three years operating income to expenses, and when there is an increase 

in that ratio, when more money, more of the rent roll, is being used for expenses, 

the landlord should have the ability, if the automatic increase doesn't cover 

him, to apply for a just and reasonable return, or FNOI increase. And, again, 

that increase would be a dollar for dollar increase in cost. We have attempted 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Can you give an example of how that would work? 

MR. BASLOW: Yes, we have attempted to put together in chart form an 

example of the concept that we are talking about. What we have done here is 
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taken an example. And, by the way, we have tested this concept against all the 

hardship applications that have been made in several communities to get a feel for 

it to see what effect it has, and we have found--- and if the owners of several 

multiple dwellings who have submitted hardship applications would review their own 

file, I think they would find that the relief granted by this concept would be 

similar to the relief granted by the courts, if the rent board had denied increase, 

or by the rent boards, and perhaps in some cases, even greater relief than the 

courts have allowed. 

Basically, what we have done here is, we are saying, go back for a three 

year period of time for income. We have taken an example of a building with 

incomeinitially of $250,000. In this particular situation, there was an 

automatic increase of 5% permitted, and we have reflected that 5% increase 

without allowing or considering increased tax surcharges or any other increases 

allowed or eligible for. And that reflects the difference in income from 

$250,000 to $275,600, and we have averaged that out. It comes to $262,700. And 

this is the current year of the application. This is a concept that we are 

suggesting would be one that we could support. We are finding that they are workable, 

reasonable, and necessary operating expenses. We begin with $175,000 and we allow 

that to increase at a straight rate of 8% a year, which is not reality. We find 

that expenses have not increased at a straight rate of 8% per year. And that 

brings us to an average of operations expenses to $189,400. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Excuse me, I don't see where the 8% fits in. 

MR. BASLOW: We have just allowed e}~enses to increase at an annual 8% 

amount, to demonstrate the way this formula would work. We have allowed the rent 

to increase 5% a year and the expenses to increase 8% a year to demonstrate the 

example to you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I see. 

MR. BASLOW: The average ratio of income to expenses is 72.1% in this 

example. In 1978, the average ratio was 76.2%. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Just one moment, please. I will see if we need to 

pause for Assemblyman Girgenti. Let me just see if he is going to be gone for 

a moment or not, because I think---

If it is going to be a brief period, I will pause. Maybe he had to 

make a phone call or something. 

MR. BASLOW: We were explaining that the average ratio in this example works 

out to 72.1%. In 1978, we allowed again the rent to increase by 5% and we come out 

to an average ratio of income to expenses of 76.2%. Now, it should be noted, excluded 

from expenses are amortization and financing costs and depreciation. As 504 

describes, we also have limitations upon income. We think they are reasonable. 

I think some technical changes could be added to them. However, using that 

example of limitations of expenses, this landlord, this property owner, in this 

situation would be able to now apply to the local rent board for an increase or 

an adjustment in his rent known as a just and reasonable or standard operating 

income increase. 

A dollar for dollar increased cost that this owner would be entitled to 

comes to $16,300 which is an increase in operating costs from 1978 for the prior 

year, 1977. So one thing we have here is the entry when the relationship of 

income to expenses increases in the current year over the average three years, and 

the next thing is the type of relief - in this case, it is $16,300 or the dollar 
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for dollar increase for cost in 1978 over 1977. That just again dramatizes the 

concept - the FNOI increase would be the dollar for dollar increase or $16,300. 

Now, what we are suggesting is that since this was total relief of 

increased costs of the year of application to the prior year, that this would then 

preempt the local standard for a twelve-month period. So, in this case 

it allowed a 5% increase, and this provided for a greater than 5% increase; this 

would be the increase permitted and not the local standard. We would suggest that 

this would become part of the base rent, so that this owner would not continuously 

come to the rent board in·the future in order to be able to continue to get the 

same dollars where we have recognized an increase in operating cost. 

That is the concept we are dealing with, and with that concept incorporated 

into 504, we find that an acceptable standard. We also like the language within 

the 504, giving guidelines, again, for the first time to a local rent board, 

as to when to hear the application. The owner, or the tenant,can reasonably 

anticipate or expect when a hearing will take place, when a decision will be 

forthcoming. It incorporates the federal rule 403 which requires on FHA insured 

property that,within thirty days of application, the rent board must hear the 

application and must come to a decision. It is all incorporated within 504, and 

we think, again, with these modifications, 504 is a concept that is acceptable 

to us. The concept is recommended for support by our Board of Directors, 

if it is amended. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Do you have, in ordinary letter size form, those charts 

reproduced for us? 

MR. BASLOW: We will submft it, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Very good, continue please. 

MR. BASLOW: Again, dealing with the merits, I could debate the arguments 

that have been put forth, the appeals that we have heard about, the successful 

tax appeals. Those are all currently being appealed. There are no final decisions. 

But, again, I think as reasonable people, what we are saying is, yes, we recognize 

a problem in some communities, and we are not saying, and we are not willing to 

say - I don't think anyone can demonstrate to us - that problem is a result of 

rent legislation. But we are saying that there is also a problem with rent 

legislation in those communities and in other communities. What we find, and 

I think the Cambridge Rent Board in their experience supports what we find, 

is that if you had a situation like this, most communities, as opposed to having 

an owner come in and open his books year after year after year, administratively 

it would be easier to find a more flexible formula to consider the increased costs. 

But when that municipality does not consider the increased costs, there should be 

a way to grant relief. 

We also believe that once a standard is adopted on a statewide basis, it 

certainly will help mor~gage lenders to understand their financial risk, and be 

able to come back into communities if they have been staying away. That hasn't 

been documented. It has been speculated to, and we are osaying, well, where there 

is smoke, there might be fire, why not deal with the problem. 

The tenants'solution isn't rent control, and we have never suggested that. 

The solution is more housing. Rent control was a result of a critical housing 

shortage. It wasn't the cause of it. And, as long as that shortage is with us, 

we feel that we need to protect tenants from rent gouging. Again, some communities 
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have gone further, and they have attempted to shift profits from multiple dwellings 

and taken out the incentives that have been provided by federal and state legislators. 

What we are saying is that this, perhaps, will restore that shift, will continue to 

allow those incentives to work, and what it does is, it separates the ownership of 

multiple dwellings into two businesses. One business is the investment, the purchase, 

for whatever reason someone gets into real estate, the sale, the appreciation, 

depreciation, is one business, and this is saying that the operation of the 

multiple dwelling is a separate business. And this is the end of it that hurts 

tenants, or that in some situations may be hurting owners, and we are saying that 

this is the area we should address, and that if we attempt to consider the total 

business as one, there is no solution, but when we are able to separate the incentives 

and not deal with the profits provided for the resale of a multiple dwelling, or the 

refinancing of a multiple dwelling, we are then able to begin to deal with a problem 

in a realistic way. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I take it that pause indicates you have concluded your 

initial testimony; is that right? 

MR. BASLOW: Yes, I have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: We heard testimony today about the problem of the 60% 

standard and the many variables that affect housing, be it age, architectural styles, 

such as height, number of floors, number of units, things of that sort, where 

people have testified that makes unworkable the use of the single standard. 

Is it your testimony then that following this formula we have a flexible 

standard that takes into account all these different variables that affect the 

rental housing market? 

MR. BASLOW: Absolutely, because we are going right to a particular operation 

within a particular community, ,and we are basing it, the information, on the 

operation of that particular building, and also mobile home park. So, we are 

saying that although there are unique expenses to a high rise building that might 

not be shared by a mobile home park in the same community, this formula deals with 

that high rise luxury building, and also the mobile home park,because it is the 

figures from those operations and we feel that effectively deals with the problem. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Just one moment. I would like to have a recess for 

ten minutes, and then we can proceed with questions. I am reminded that we haven't 

provided a proper break for the stenographers. 

(Whereupon a recess was taken.) 

AFTER RECESS: 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: The meeting will come to order. Mr. Baslow, will you 

return to the witness seat? Did you have a prepared statement, by the way? 

MR. BASLOW: No, a prepared statement will be prepared and submitted 

along with the rest of the testimony of witnesses that had to leave because of 

the late hour. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Before we proceed, I would like to ask Mr. Davis to see 

to it that there are slips for witnesses who wish to testify and I would like to 

ask any of the witnesses who wish to testify who have not yet had an opportunity 

to testify to fill out a new slip - even if you filled out a slip before, or even 

if you are one of the witnesses associated with one cfthe combined efforts - and I 
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would like you to indicate on that slip how long you intend to take in your testimony. 

And I might mention that one of the factors that will guide me in the order in 

which the witnesses will be taken will be the length of testimony. Those who are 

going to testify briefly all other things being equal - we will try to put on 

ahead of those who want to testify at length. 

We were in the process of asking questions of Mr. Baslow. I wanted to 

ask you, Mr. Baslow, to explain for us the reasons for the various exclusions from 

the formula. You made reference to some of them earlier. If you could identify 

again the exclusions, and the rationale for those exclusions. 

MR. BASLOW: These are exclusions from expenses that you are asking about. 

Well, these are exclusions and limitations. I would just like to comment that 

one of the major problems that we have been faced with by some of our more radical 

economists,who would normally be here testifying on behalf of the bill supported 

by NJTO, is that they felt that this standard was too liberal and gave the owners 

of multiple dwellings too much. 

The limitations to expenses that have been advanced by these economists 

deal with, one, real estate taxes, and it limits it only to the amount actually 

paid and owed during a particular year, so that an owner of a multiple dwelling 

could not delay his payment of taxes and then have a double tax bill within a 

one year period. It would only be the actual real estate taxes for that particular 

year actually paid, and would also allow any amounts set aside for appeals the 

10% that is allowed to be considered paid. 

It also deals with a limitation on repairs and maintenance, and basically 

all expenses, as well as income. They are to be limited to an arm's length 

transaction, or the value of those transactions should be included in the item 

for income or expenses. 

Legal and auditing expenses have been limited to the actua.l costs incurred 

in the operation of the multiple dwelling and not in the litigation of the owner's 

legal rights. We feel that is a reasonable approach, since a tenant doesn't have 

the ability to deduct from rent any litigation costs in connection with exercising 

or testing what their rights are under a particular statute, whether it be a 

pro-tenant or pro-landlord statute. And we feel that there has to be some equity. 

Management fees have been limited to a percentage of gross rent roll. Basically, 

HUD allows a straight 5% of rent roll for management fees. They don't care if it 

is spent, or how it is spent. On the other hand, New York City, under their 

rent control formula,allows a sliding scale which is more restrictive than the 

one proposed under Section E management fees. And we feel, again, it is a reasonable 

approach. We have gone out into the market, and we have found that licensed 

property managers charge in this area, and this is also a little over what they 

normally charge, depending on the rent roll. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Where you make reference to HUD, are you referring to 

any HUD insured property? 

MR. BASLOW: Any HUD inoured property at all, whether it is HUD owned--

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: That is not just subsidized property, any type of 

HUD involvement. 

MR. BASLOW: Correct. HUD limits it to 5% for the rent roll for management 

fees. Again, we feel that is too liberal, and we also feel that the restrictions 

in other communities are too restrictive and we feel that we have struck a 

balance that tests the real market. This is what you can hire a certified 
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property manager for to properly manage the multiple dwelling. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: And is there any restriction in terms of the applicability 

of that 5% by HUD, in terms of the size of the apartment building, how many units, 

or in terms of physical configuration high rise garden apartment or age, or 

any other variables that might affect that? 

MR. BASLOW: Now, there is not. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I see. 

MR. BASLOW: The bill before you also limits advertising expenses to 

only allowing advertising where th~re are no bonafide waiting lists available 

for that multiple dwelling. Insurance is limited to the insurance of the operation 

of the building only. Penalties, fines, and interests for any reason ·should not be 

allowed, and it is as written in the bill that is before you now. The reason for that 

is, an efficient operator would not incur penalties, fines, or any interest other 

than the mortgage interest. We feel that mortgage interest as well as the 

amortization of the mortgage itself, as well as depreciation, should absolutely 

be excluded from expenses. We feel that if we attempt to recognize and also deal 

with ·equity,such as, how do you deal with an owner who has fully paid their mortgage, 

how do you deal with a new owner, how do you deal with an existing owner who has 

to re-finance, we realize that is why the ratios are down to the 50% area, and we 

feel that the 50% left over is sufficient to cover not only these costs, but also 

a cash return on a positive cash flow. 

Did that answer your question? I don't know if there are any other 

limitations that were set forth? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: My attention wandered for a moment. Did you cover the 

ones that relate to debt service? 

MR. BASLOW: Yes, we feel it should not be allowed as a reasonable and 

necessary expense. It would only encourage further financing, and it would be 

at higher interest rates. We would have to examine the arm's length transaction 

between those interest rates and financing arrangements. It is also interesting 

to note that the New Jersey statutes that had been enacted in 1954 are currently 

available to a municipality; they may enact an ordinance under the state statute 

for substandard housing. It goes into the same concept, standard operating income, 

and it reduces it down to 20% of rent roll, and also excludes from it amortization 

and interest. We also find that true in Massachusetts where· it is currently in effect 

in Cambridge, and also in a concept similar to this out of Boston. Those items are 

excluded from expenses, and we feel that it should follow suit. It is reasonable. 

It makes sense to us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Do you have any questions, Assemblyman Girgenti? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: No questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Assemblyman Edwards. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: You mentioned eariier in your testimony that you 

were interested in the viable multi-family construction market in the State of 

New Jersey. It is a real solution to your problems and to most tenants' problems 

a truly competitive market with a sufficient housing stock to make it competitive 

and thus potentially eliminate the necessity for rent control or any kinds of local 

ordinances along those lines. 

Mr. Klein in his presentation this morning presented the prospect of 

uniformly established standards for all municipalities in the State dealing with 
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rent control, rather than let it continue in a piecemeal method as it has, and 

he gave a lot of examples of bases that he would particularly promulgate. There 

are acknowledged problems in municipalities that don't have enough multi-family 

dwellings, so that the individual political clout is sufficient to mandate the 

passage of a rent control ordinance, and there is probably a great deal of rent 

gouging that does go on in multi-family dwellings where there are no particular 

controls or ordinances. It seems as though the philosophy, at least, of Mr. Klein's 

presentation would help resolve that problem. How do you in the New Jersey Tenant's 

Association feel about that proposal and a statewide control or standard? 

MR. BASLOW: We have examined statewide rent controls where they exist 

or where they have existed in the past, and we find that there is no long-range 

or short-range benefit to having a state standard that municipalities can adopt. 

If we are talking about a concept mandating rent control for every multiple 

dwelling in the State of New Jersey, I think we would have to reconsider our 

position. However, we ' have problems that are unique to a particular municipality 

or to a particular region. Somehow I can't believe, and the figures support this, that 

the increase in certain costs in Bergen County are not the same as increased costs 

in Cape May. Increased costs in mobile homes are different than the costsin high 

rise luxury buildings. Older construction has different problems, and we 

feel that it is dealt with at that local level, and it seems to be effective in 

what we have now, and we have 120 municipalities,in the State of New Jersey. And 

those 120 municipalities are the most populated - tenant populated - communities 

in our state, so we feel the majority of tenants are being protected. 

If what you are suggesting is a mandatory statewide rent control law, 

and yet still allow the municipality to determine the automatic increases, we 

would absolutely be able to support that concept. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I only looked at Mr. Klein's statement as he was 

reading it, and he seems to be indicating a system whereby there would be local 

rent control boards, but the standards under which they would operate would be 

established on a statewide basis. And the standards, the general standards, would 

therefore be reasonable. I don't know how familiar you are with planning boards, 
but planning boards review various developmentapplications or problems on an 

individual unique basis, based on standarized guidelines plus a certain amount 

of flexibility at the local level, for ordinance adoption to meet the individual 
needs of that community. 

I - and maybe I am mistaken - seem to gather from Mr. Klein's statement 

that he was promoting a system of that particular nature. I find my questions 

unanswered as to the viability of the multi-family construction market in the 

state under the present status or confused status of rent control or rent 

leveling; I find this bill addressing one aspect of it, which is potentially 

one requirement of rent control to permit gouging. I don't find it addressing 

the real problem. I seem to find the tentativeness out in the market place. I 

have no empirical data to base it one, and from what I gather today neither does 

anybody else - one way or the other. I seem to be more inclined to listen to the 

philosophy of a statewide control. I know that seems to fly in the face of home 

rule and a lot of other very nice cliches, but there are certain things that 

the local municipality can control, and there are certain things they can't. We 

went through a uniform construction code because of some of these problems of 
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local municipalities and the variances between them and the viability of an 

industry. On the one hand, we as the legislature are trying to promote housing 

startings, multi-family in particular, and the Governor is, and the economic 

development administration and various other people. 

I would be interested to hear the input of the New Jersey Tenahts Association, 

vis-a-vis a program as I have just outlined, or if you already have one, or a position, 

I would like to hear it and/or get some documentation with reference to that. 

MR. BASLOW: Well, certainl~ as proponents of rent leveling that currently 

exists in municipalities, I think our decision would have to remain, that unless 

it could be demonstrated that a state mandatory rent control bill would correct 

rent gouqing in every community in this state, and the type of procedures that 

would be permitted under it would allow a municipality to become more restrictive 

if the need for a particular municipality required that it become more restrictive, 

it certainly would have our support. 

However, in no way can it be demonstrated again that what we currently have--

It is not as confusing as some opponents would like us to believe. A community 

has a local standard, and anyone going into that community, whether it be a 

tenant, a developer, an existing owner, mortgage lender, they know that 

community, and they are pretty stable. Again, I think we are reacting to a 

couple of communities that have suffered several amendments as a result of 

massive litigation, and we are not dealing with the overall 118 communities 

that have rent control working, and it is effective and it is protecting tenants, 

and owners aren't filing for hardship adjusting reasonable returns, so we have 

something out there in the community that is working that is involving community 

people. However, again, if it is being suggested that we have a mandatory state 

rent control law that protects every rent payor in the State of New Jersey and 

protects him to at least what they are protected now, if not more, we would absolutely 

support it without any question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Now, Mr. Girgenti has a question, but I have asked him 

to defer it. There are two people here who are facing very critical scheduling 

problems, Mr. Kamilewicz and Mr. Herrick. Mr. Kamilewicz wants ten minutes, and 

Mr. Herrick just two. I also understand that Mr. Fox and Mr. Finlayson have 

indicated that they are willing to cede their time so that Mr. Kamilewicz can 

speak; is that correct? 

MEMBER OF THE AUDIENCE: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: All right, thank you very much. That is very courteous 

of you. Now, between Mr. Herrick and Mr. Kamilewicz, which way shouldwe proceed? 

MR. KLEIN: Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Herrick has the most critical time 

problem, so if we could I think we have agreed that Mr. Herrick would go first. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: All right. I want to thank you very much, Mr. Baslow, 

and we will have some questions for you later. 

MR. KLEIN: There has been reference during the course of this hearing 

already as to whether or not a builder would pick up his )bags and leave if the 

investment climate were not favorable. We would now like to present to you 

Mr. Norton Herrick who is a builder who has built for twenty years in New Jersey 

and is doing just that. 

NORTON H E R R I C K: Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my name 

is Norton Herrick. I have been a developer and investor in New Jersey real estate 

for the past seventeen years. My company is Herrick-Richards Construction Company 



of Morristown, and I am also a resident of Parsippany, New Jersey. I will be as 

brief and as candid as possible. 

I consider myself somewhat of an expert on the subject of rent control, 

because as an apartment owner I have unsuccessfully tried to co-exist with such 

legislation not only in Fort Lee but also in Parsippany. On the specific subject 

of this bill, hardship applications, let me just say that I believe I have logged 

more hours in hardship hearings than any five apartment owners that I know. 

We have heard, and will continue to hear, a lot of statistics here today. 

Unfortunately, my company is one of those statistics. Before rent controls were 

imposed in this State, we had a very active real estate development program. We 

were building apartments and acquiring land for future development. Obviously, 

that activity generated jobs and produced rateables and tax dollars for local 

municipalities. 

We quickly learned that we could not survive economically under rent control. 

What do I mean by economic survival? Each time we start a new job we are gambling. 

Just like the crap shooters soon to be slaving away over their dice in Atlantic City 

we gamble that we have correctly guessed the size, durability, taste, the economic 

and social levels of the market, and also that we can produce the projected buildings 

within the time and cost parameters necessary to make all the previous guesses come 

true. I use the word guess advisedly, for despite all the market research and 

expertise we can bring to bear,the moment of decision is always like stepping off 

the high dive at the swimming pool. And to prove my point, I would like to cite 

the Edsel automobile. 

The point to all this is that only the promise of profit induces us to risk 

our money and reputation. The risks are large, and without the incentive of a 

just profit potential they are not taken. We are forced to go elsewhere to a 

more hospitable climate for risk takers. We have since sold off one apartment 

building and at least six parcels of land throughout the State on which we had 

planned to · ·uild. 

In Fort Lee, we gave up on two parcels even though we had already spent 

more than $75,000 in the planning stages for two more appartment projects which would 

have totalled approximately 800 additional units for the Borough of Fort Lee. 

We still have one luxury building in Fort Lee only because no one wants 

to buy it. I ask you, would you buy a luxury building completed in 1971 which 

has never produced a positive cash flow? We invested close to $2 million in that 

building with absolutely nothing to show for it. In Wharton, which is not a 

rent controlled town, but would obviously be under the threat of rent control, 

we labored for three years in winning approval of a 300 unit garden apartment complex. 

The legal fees and proceedings cost us no less than $100,000. Because of the 

threat of rent control, the only sensible thing for us to do was to amend a plan 

for townhouse condominiums instead. And that is what we did. Townhouse condominiums 

are now being built on this site. 

What I am saying is - and this is not a threat, because it is after the 

fac~ we have already done it - we are doing no business in New Jersey because 

there is just no business to be done. Our residential building program is at 

a halt in this State, and all of our energies and resources are being directed into 

those states with reascnable laws permitting a fair rate of return on our 

investment. 
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To date we have purchased four out of state apartment complexes, and we 

have two more under contract at the moment. New Jersey is my home state. My 

father was a home builder he~e before me. I went to college to study home building 

so I could continue his work. I have been in business here for seventeen years, 

and I am now forced to leave the state that I love because a badly designed political 

solution has been concocted to control one segment of the economy. On the Meet 

the Press program of May 7, 1978, Robert Strause, the President's inflation fighter, 

stressed the fact that wage and price controls are unproductive and will tend to 

stifle the economy if imposed. The same economic reasoning applies to our State 

Government. 

I might also add that our company is in the planning stages of moving 

its offices from New Jersey to either Charlotte, North carolina or Atlanta, 

Georgia. I respectfully ask you to consider the alternatives. On one hand, 

renewed production of apartment housing by the private sector will decide benefits 

of jobs and dollars for the State or rent control which stifles construction, 

deprives people of 

have it both ways. 

adequate housing, and drives investors out of state. 

Thank you. 

You can't 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I want to thank you for your testimony. I hope you catch 

your plane. Are there any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: On your one luxury building that you built in Fort Lee, 

what has been the problem? You said there has never been a cash flow. Is it a 

direct result of---

MR. HERRICK: Well, it is a combination of rent control, fantastic increases 

in the taxes, and utilities. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: This has been occupied, though? 

MR. HERRICK: Yes, it has been oc.cupied since 1971. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you for your testimony. Mr. Kamilewicz. I under-

stand your testimony is going to be no longer than ten minutes. 

MR. KLEIN: Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, Mr. Dexter Kamilewicz is an executive 

with the Greater Boston Real- Estate Board, and he is familiar with the problems 

of rent control in Cambridge and in Boston. 

D E X T E R K A M I L E W I C z: Thank you very much. My name is Dexter 

Kamilewicz. I.am Managing Director of the Rental Housing Association, a division 

of the Greater Boston Real Estate Board. I was previously a project manager in 

the real estate office of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which was 

a major rental housing owner in Cambridge. MIT has since sold off its off-campus 

housing units. I also served as Assistant Director fo-r Housing for MIT and in 

that capacity assisted students seeking off-campus rental housing. I thus saw 

the problem from the perspective of both landlord and tenant. 

I would now like to share with you my experiences and conclusions regarding 

rent control in Cambridge. When it comes .to the discussion of rent control, emotions 

run high. And there is a tendency to disregard readily available facts from 

communities where it has been tri-ed. Cambridge and Boston have had rent control 

since 1970. The facts indicate that rent control has not lived up to its promise -

quite the opposite. Rent control has had an adverse effect on the~e communities. 

The adverse and inequitable impact· of rent control has been felt in several ways. 

Virtually no new housing has been built by the private sector investors since the 
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advent of rent control. There has been reduction of real estate taxes of existing 

rental property and erosion of municipal tax base and a corresponding shift of 

tax burden to the single family home owner. 

There has been a deterioration of rental housing maintenance and general 

maintenance standards coupled with the beginnings of demolition and abandonment. 

I might parenthetically indicate that although I have not seen the study that 

was made in Brookline that indicated that levels of maintenance have remained 
at the same rate prior to rent control, but considering the inflationary spiral, 

that information would indicate that since you can't purchase as much as you could 

before 1970 with today's dollars,that that would indicate a severe lack of 

maintenance being possible under that funding. 

The tenant is paying a small proportion of his income on--
ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Excuse me, could you provide us with that data? 

MR. KAMILEWICZ: No, I cannot. What I am doing is taking the data that 

was presented earlier in that report made in Brookline. According to a previous 

person who was testifying, the maintenance and repair levels had not changed 

during the advent of rent control, and what I am saying is that taking those facts, 

and knowing the fact of the inflationary spiral, it seems to me that if those levels 

are to remain constant rather than increasing, that that must exhibit a decline in 

repair and maintenance. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, since this isn't your own wor~, do you know whether 

that data has or hasn't been corrected for inflation? 

MR. KAMILEWICZ: I don't know. It is not something I introduce. It is a 

response to Mr.Gilderbloom's response about the Eckhardt Study in Brookline. That 

I am not aware of. I haven't seen it. I just make the observation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: All right, thank you. 

MR. KAMILEWICZ: The tenant is paying a smaller portion of his income on 

housing than he did before rent control. However, the home owner is paying a 

far greater portion of his income on housing than in pre-rent control era. 

According to the principal assessor of the City of Cambridge, Mr. Charles 

R. Laverty, Jr., taxes for multi-family buildings represented 22% of gross income 
in 1969. That was before the advent of rent control.- i.e., 22¢ out of every $1 
collected in rent went to real estate taxes. 

Abatement applications rose at a rapid rate and have resulted in over 
$600,000 in abated taxes annually. Reductions in assessments amounted to $4 million 

in 1976-77 alone. Inspite of the development of some non-residential properties 
in recent years, the valuation of these new properties have just replaced 

decreased valuations for multi-family dwelling units. I do have a copy of Mr. 

Laverty's report. I don't know whether it is included in your package, but I 

will leave it for the Committee. Mr. Laverty is the principal assessor for the 

City of Cambridge, and has been for years, and his qualifications are included 

within the report. 

Mr. Laverty also did a comprehensive analysis of property values for 

multi-family buildings in Cambridge,and he concluded that properties in adjacent 

rent control communities have values 40% greater than Cambridge. The experience 

in the City of Boston has been equally disasterous. In fiscal 1976, there was 

a 46% increase in tax abatement applications - over 14,000 applications, mostly 

from the multi-family dwellings. Tax delinquencies for the last quarter of 

fiscal 1977 were greater than 31% of the multi-family inventory. 
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It is further estimated that the city of Boston will be required to reduce 

its property valuations by $22 million due to reduced assessments of rent controlled 

properties that have consistently received abatements over the past three years. 

Considering that real estate taxes account for 70% of the city's income, it is not 

difficult to understand why property taxes which represented about 25% of gross 

before rent control now require 35¢ to 40¢ out of every rent dollar, which is 

an extraordinarily high figure considering that the national rate is about 16%. 

Furthermore, while real estate taxes have risen dramatically in Boston for 

multi-family housing, Boston single family owners have also had to carry the 

burden. 

In 1976, Boston levied a 28% increase in the tax rate, a rate which now 

stands over $250 per $1000 of valuation. Much of this data is enclosed within 

a report that was prepared at the request of the Mayor of the City of Boston by 

staff members of his administration, and I leave that for the Committee. It is 

quite lengthy, but there is a significant amount of data that I do report in my 

testimony. 

Rent control has also impacted heavily upon the private sector investment. 

In Cambridge during the period from 1970 to 1973, less than 9% of the 3,172 units 

were privately financed. In Boston, during the decade of the sixties, 68.6% of 

the 13,679 units constructed were invested in by the private market. From the 

period of 1970 to 1976, this had dropped to 28.5%. In 1976, only 6% of new 

rnulti-farnily housing attracted private investment. During the 1970's about 

6700 units were demolished in Boston. Of those, 6,000 units were under rent 

control. One question that is often asked about rent control in the greater 

Boston area goes something like this: If the construction of new housing is 

exempt from rent control, how can it be argued that rent control has a negative 

impact on new housing? The answer is quite fundamental. In greater Boston, the 

cost of living has increased 84.5% over the last ten years, while rents have 

increased only 67.5%. Under conditions such as these.where market rents significantly 

lag, what is necessary to make new construction possible, combined with the ever 

present threat of extending rent controls to cover new construction, it is nearly 

impossible to convince the private sector to have confidence to make such an 

investment. It is interesting to also note that the City of Boston's report on 

rent control cited the Harbridge House study which indicated that rents in 

Massachusetta'control communities rose 13.4%.frorn 1970 to 1974, while the cost 

of maintaining housing units rose 25%. 

It is also interesting to not.e that during that period of time, according 

to the report of the Mayor of the City of Boston,that.rnedian tenant income rose 

at a rate of, I believe, 21.3% which is in excess of the rent increases. 

While renters in the greater Boston area have benefitted over the last 

ten years, the horne owner has continued to be the subject of reality. The horne 

owner has experienced a 91.2% increase in the cost of operating his horne over the 

last ten years, not including the cost of utilities, which we all know have risen 

quite dramatically during that period of time. It is also interesting to note 

that the average sale of the single family house has risen 128.5% over the same 

period. 

In Massachusetts the landlord is theoretically guaranteed a fair return, 

and I emphasize the word "theoretically." In Cambridge and Boston, regulations 
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are similar to Assembly Bill 504 in that they establish detailed complicated adminstrative 

procedures that a landlord must go through in order to show that he is not getting 

a fair return, and to establish his right to an increase. As a result, rental 

properties caught in an administrative morass have found that their income has 

shrunk rapidly, and in many cases turn to losses. In Cambridge, according to 

figures developed by a member of the Cambridge rent board, rents adjusted bya 

constantly changing variety of general rent adjustment formulae have increased at 

a rate of 58% since rent control began---

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Excuse me a minute, you mean in Cambridge in every instance 

where there is an increase they have to go through an appeal; is that what you 

are saying? 

MR. KAMILEWICZ: No, what I am saying is that what happens in Cambridge is 

that the rent board periodically reviews the cost of living. It decides what that 

cost of living increase has been. It will give a general adjustment, according to 

its own figure, as it passes it on to owners who are required to go through a process 

similar to an individual adjustment, in that they must present data which backs 

up their statements right down to the last penny, in order to qualify for those 

general adjustments. In the case that that adjustment is not seen by the owner 

to be adequate to develop a fair return, as far as he is concerned, he would then 

have to go through an individual adjustment process, which is a fairly likely 

process. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I understand. Let me break in at this point and say that 

you have taken substantially more than fifteen minutes. 

MR. KAMILEWICZ: I am sorry about that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: That is understandable, but we did take into account

one of the things in terms of the sequence here-your expectation that you would 

take ten minutes. I noticed that with few exceptions you have been reading very 

closely the text of what you have submitted here, which we will study carefully 

in any case. May I ask you if you could forego reading verbatim and just add 

what special comments or amplifications you might find it necessary to do. 

MR. KAMILEWICZ: I would be very happy to do that. I think that it is 

worth commenting that under the process which Cambridge does use - and Boston in 

a very similar way - for the process of adjustments, whether they be general or 

whether they be individual adjustments, it is important to know that these are 

based on individual regulations promulgated by the rent board itself, and not 

through the overall ordinance. And in the manipulation of the figures that 

go on - for instance, Mr. Laverty in his report indicated that while the rent 

board's figure showed in a period around 1973 that there ought to be a 6.5% increase 

when in fact the rent board would offer a 30% increase after going through the 

paperwork and the hearings in order to achieve that level. It is also intersting 

to note that the formulae that are used, and the processes that one must go through 

are so terribly complicated that they are very difficult to follow. In the 

greater Boston area there are a significant portion of units which are owned 

by single investors, small investors. I might indicate that the association 

which I respresent from the greater Boston area, two-thirds of my members own 

or manage twelve units or less. Their ability to comprehend the complex regulations 

that are promulgated by the board is very heart rendering, particularly since 

they made investments that they expected would keep them in good stead in the 
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future without having to make extraordinary efforts to justify every single 

move they made. It is difficult enough for the lawyers and the accountants and 

the courts to understand the regulations, so, therefore, there is a lot of 

litigation. 

It also is interesting that a very high percentage of people do not go 

back for an individual adjustment, but instead try to minimize their expenses since 

they cannot - at least in their own judgement and their own perception - develop 

income that is necessary to cover the costs which they believe would keep their 

property up to maintain their asset. I think that is an important thing to point 

out in terms of 504. 

I think I might also indicate that there was a question earlier on vacancy 

de-~ontrol. Boston does have vacancy de-control which carne about after a court 

action where the city of Boston had within its ordinance a vacancy de-control or 

regulation which they did not administer, and the court did require them to 

administer it. It is interesting that the Boston rent control board indicated 

that- and this paper comes out in September of 1977, and this is the Mayor's 

report again - they made a sample of formerly controlled units that were vacancy 

de-controlled. And what they found was that - and this was prior to a general 

adjustment that ranged from 7% to 13% having an average of about 11% general 

adjustment because of the extraordinary tax increase - over 17% were re-rented 

at less than the legal maximum rent under rent control; that over half were 

re-rented at an increase of less than 15%, and the remaining levels were not 

changed, and I think that one of the things that we found after controls were 

lifted, the post World War II controls, that there wasn't the incredible efforts 

to increase rents. The truth of the matter is that in order to make a living you 

have to respond to your customer. Your customer pays the bills, and you can't do 

that sort of a thing in a free market area and get away with it. It becomes 

difficult, however, in a controlled market -as we have heard from testimony of 

the previous speaker - that when you have a situation where no new construction, 

particularly privately financed construction, is going on, you have a situation 

where rent control becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy in that shortages do occur, 

and under any controlled situation which have been tried for years,and unsuccessfully, 

you pay a terrible price for that. 

I also think that it is interesting to note that during the Nixon administration, 

which was referred to,· the wage and price controls did not work. They were 

universally rejected, and people were very, very unhappy with it, and I think 

that in the case of rental property what you have is a situation where it is 

politically terribly easy to focus on the private sector owner of property to 

provide relief that the wider system ought to be providing, and what you have 

is a situation under rent controls where you do not require the society at large 

to fulfill the obligations which they so often present to the public, and that is, 

to provide decent, safe, sanitary housing. So,. it becomes a self-fulfilling 

prophesy in that regard. The shortages will create abuses. There is no question 

about it. But rent control is a very difficult solution, and the literature 

indicates that it really hasn't worked all over the world in that regard. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I want to thank you for your testimony. It did take 

twice as long as you estimated. I am a little concerned about the time of some 

of the others. Let's see what we have in the way of questions. Are there any 

questions? 



Hearing no questions, I do want to thank you very much for your testimony. 

And I hope that you make your transportation. Thank you so much. 

We just have a few witnesses left, most of whom express a willingness to 

be very brief. So I am hopeful that we can finish up here today. Possibly we 

can be out of here by five o'clock. Matt Shapiro. 

M A T T H E W S H A P I R O: My name is Matthew Shapiro. I am the President 

of the Fort Lee Tenants Association, and Vice-President of the New Jersey Tenants 

Organization. My basic purpose is to try to dispel! some of the notions or what 

I would call myths that have been promulgated about the Fort Lee situation. But, 

before I do that, I would just like to comment on one thing that the previous 

speaker said, and that was that when rent controls are eliminated, somehow higher 

rents don't result. In fact, in some cases, lower rents than the maximum permissible 

under the ordinances result. If that is truly the case, then there is nothing 

wrong with rent control. 

But, as to Fort Lee, the idea that everyone who lives in Fort Lee is 

rich is something that has been said time andagain, not only here today, but 

in the newspapers, at public meetings of various sorts. It is simply not true. 

It is not true at all. There is a complete range of incomes in the town of Fort 

Lee. There are many people who are on rent subsidy in Fort Lee. There is a large 

working class element in Fort Lee, middle income, lower middle income, also upper 

middle income, also fairly wealthy. I happen to live in a project that I would say 

varies from low income to middle income, lower middle income, regular middle income. 

There are a lot of people in Fort Lee. It is not simply the high rise wealthy 

community that many people project it as. There are people with very limited 

financial abilities that live there - a lot of them, not just one or two, a lot. 

That is one thing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Mr. Shapiro, I feel very bad to make this point now, but 

I want to try to divide the time that we have left among the few witnesses, so try 

to limit yourself as narrowly as you can and allow time for the others. I know 

it is very frustrating when you have been sitting here all day and your testimony 

is going to be far shorter than many of thosewho have testified to hear a request 

to further condense it, but---

MR. SHAPIRO: I want to go home. I will be very snort. I would also like 

to let you know that the strict regulation in Fort Lee, 2 1/2% is not in effect, 

has never been in effect. The tenants in Fort Lee have, since 1972, been paying 

full consumer price index increases, up until the present day.· When the 2 1/2% 

was enacted, it was immediately restrained. It still is restrained, since November 6th 

of 1974 when a new law was passed. Tenants have not benefitted from it. Many 

tenants have in fact been forced to move because they could not afford the full 

consumer price index increases which, at various times,were a double digit increase. 

So, yes, there has been a shift in Fort Lee, a shift of tenants out of it. 

The lack of new construction in F~t Lee has been attributed to rent control. 

That is a fallacy. Fort Lee for two years had a high rise moratorium, a moratorium 

on building apartment buildings. Fort Lee wishes or has expressed the wish in its 

public policy not to have more residential buildings. That was the reason for the 

moratorium. In fact, this year there was an--- There is no longer a moratorium, 

but this year there was an application to build a high rise apartment building, 

and it was turned down by the planning board. I believe it was turned down twice. 
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There are other factors, and those factors are essentially that Fort Lee is overbuilt 

in terms of residential property, high rise residential property. We don't need 

any more. We do need rateables. We have financial problems, and those problems 

we are trying to solve by getting commercial rateables. There are properties that 

are bankrupt. There is a very large piece of property that is being auctioned, 

and hopefully we will get more money from these properties and try to solve the 

financial problems of Fort Lee. 

concept. 

·appeal7 

I would like to say one thing about the tax appeals and the tax shift 

The four appeals that were granted - which of course are still on 

that is not over - they were for the years 1974 through 1976. In 1974 

there was no 2 1/2%, no strict limit, full CPI increases, no escrow account 

whatsoever, until the end of the year. The law was passed on November 6th. The 

first rent increases that it would cover were December lst leases. Therefore, only 

l/12th of 1974 had any effect on the 2 1/2% even in terms of the escrow account 

that's been established, and yet there was a reduction in taxes for 1974. This 

would tend to indicate that the reasons for these reductions lie more in the 

methods that are being used in the tax assessments than in the rent control 

itself. I have more to say, but I see that the time is short. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I want to thank you very much, and I appreciate your 

briefness, so that others can speak. 

MR. SHAPIRO: I would like two more seconds. The Carriage House,about which 

Mr. Herrick testified,would have gotten an increase under the FNOI formula. He 

would have been eligible. I have the figures right here. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you. Any questions from the Committee? 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Well, Mr. Chairman, there are questions that I think 

we would like to ask a lot of these people; are we going to have a chance to 

get some of these problems addressed further at a subsequent hearing day? 

ASSEMBL~~N BAER: We have just three more witnesses left, most of whom 

will be very brief, so I am doubtful that we will find it necessary to schedule 

another hearing day. I think that any of the witnesses will have opportunity 

to submit material to us in writing. If you have some questions, we will see to 

it that they are forwarded to the witnesses so that they can respond. But I 

think if we were to schedule another hearing day, we would find only a tiny portion 

would be utilized. Whatever information we want from the witnesses can be gotten 

without the great difficulty of having a whole day. So, any questions of this 

witness? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Just one point. On this bill that we are discussing right 

now, A-504, your organization is completely behind it, and you support everythinq 

that is in this bill, or are there any changes that you would recommend? 

MR. SHAPIRO: We support the bill with the amendments suggested by Mr. Baslow 

earlier. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: All right, so with those amendments, that bill is 

acceptable to you. 

MR. SHAPIRO: That is correct. Don't get the idea that it is something 

that we love, something that we are looking for. There is a problem that has 

to be addressed, and this is a solution to the problem. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: One question, and I will ask you because you are 

Vice-President of the organization, your concept in terms of the overall picture 

of rent control is the home rule type of position as opposed to state mandated or 

state leveling? 
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MR. SHAPIRO: Well, that depends on what type of state rent control you 

are talking about. This was the question that was asked of Mr. Baslow earlier. 

Prior testimony suggested state enabling legislation. That is purposeless. There 

is no reason for enabling legislation. Towns have the ability to legislate right 

now. The problem with town ordinances now is not the formulas that they have for 

automatic increases, because those meet the needs of the individual towns. It is 

the lack of uniformity in the approach to just and reasonable return. That is the 

problem and that is why there is a bill addressed to that problem. Were there 

to be a state mandatory law, which would allow towns to have it strict,as they 

have it now, certainly that would be a concept that we would embrace. That is 

a different concept than the one that was proposed by the real estate people. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Thank you. Any other questions of the witness? If not, 

thank you very much, Mr. Shapiro. 

The next witness is Mr. Magee of the Taxpayers Political Action Committee. 

Is Mr. Magee present? I see you have a rather short statement. Is there any 

amplification you would like to make other than this statement? 

EDWARD T. M A G E E: Not at all. But I would like to read it 

because I have given it to the press, and I know that it is in the Jersey Journal 

paper today, and I said that I would appear here, so I assure you it won't take 

me long. I will read fast, as they say. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, let me just check one moment here. Is Mr. Siegle 

still present? 

MR. KLEIN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: And you want an opportunity to speak to us too? Do you 

have a prepared statement? 

MR. KLEIN: Yes, he does. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: And Mr. Palmeri, you want to speak also: is that correct? 

MR. KLEIN: Yes, he does. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: What I would prefer you to do, if you don't mind, is give 

us an opportunity just to quietly read this ourselves, and then I think that is the 

fastest thing, out of courtesy to the others, so that they have a chance, because 

we are looking at that five o'clock deadline, to see if we have any questions. 

(Whereupon Committee read prepared statement of 
Edward T. Magee, which appears on page 9x in the Appendix.) 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: The Committee is finished reading the statement. It is 

a very effectively worded statement. Do you have any further amplification that 

you want to make, or should we go right to questions. 

MR. MAGEE: Right to questions, if you so desire, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I appreciate your courtesy, particularly when you have 

been waiting here all day. Assemblyman Edwards? 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I find the statement self-explanatory. 

MR. MAGEE: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Assemblyman Girgenti. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: This statement is very thorough, as you said, and it 

is self-explanatory, really. It is very clear. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I want to thank you for your testimony, and I want to 

thank you for your special courtesy in helping the Committee out with its limited 

time. 

MR. MAGEE: Assemblyman Baer, thank you for your attention. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Mr. ,Siegel. Mr. Siegel, will you give us an opportunity 

to read your statement, to see if that will expedite things? 

(Whereupon Committee read prepared statement of 
Carl Siegel, which appears on page llx in the Appendix.) 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: May I ask you a question, Mr. Siegel. These figures 

were presented as part of the Fort Lee case? 

C A R L 

submitted. 

S I E G E L: Not in this format, sir. These were taken from the figures 

This is Med Towers I, which has been stated before was---

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: But this is included in the information that was part 

of that case? 

MR. SIEGEL: Yes, all this information was extracted from that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: Well, this is an analysis of A~S04 and its impact on 

Med I. It is not the figures that were presented. It is taking 504 and applying 

those figures. 

MR. SIEGEL: That's correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Oh, I see, yes. Proceed, please. 

MR. SIEGEL: Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, my name is Carl 

Siegel. I am a CPA, and I am manager in the certified public accounting firm 

of M. Sternlieb and Company located in Hackensack, New Jersey. Our firm has 

examined the financial records and the operations of the thirty-five complex 

buildings in the Fort Lee rent case. 

We presented our findings to the Honorable Harvey Smith in the hearings on 

the ordinance which he conducted under the direction of the Supreme Court. Now, 

I have those here, if you don't have them already. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: We each have copies of the decision and the findings. 

MR. SIEGEL: Do you have copies of our work? 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: No, we do not. That is what I asked for. I asked that 

question earlier. I asked Mr. Ravin about that, and he indicated that you would 

be here and be able to submit that to us. 

MR. SIEGEL: I will give that to you. We took Med Towers as a representative 

building as Judge Smith did, and analyzed it based on your number 504 bill, and 

we find that in the six years from 1970,if the rent was to stabilize until the 

expenses reached 60%, that this building would not have any rent increase for those 

six years, and by 1975, it would show a definite cash flow. In 1976, it would have 

a devastating cash flow. 

Also, as you heard, this building is considered one of the better operations 

in Fort Lee. We didn't take a building whose operations were poor. Now, also, this 

building would not qualify for hardship relief under A-504 until 1977. In reviewing 

the other buildings in Fort Lee, there are several that have received hardship 

increases from the Borough, or have had rent control pre-empted by HUD, and one 

of these buildings is Norton Herrick's building which was mentioned before, and 

under A-504, his building would not get any relief. 
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So, in many cases, A-504 is more restrictive than Fort Lee's 2 1/2% 

rent laws. That is about what I wanted to say. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: All right, this is very pertinent information. Not all 

of the testimony here today has been right on target. This is certainly very 

pertinent, and I want to particularly thank you for having prepared this. Obviously, 

this is based on the bill in its present form. 

MR. SIEGEL: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: What would work out with some of the alternate 

formulas proposed today is another matter. Let me see if there are any questions 

from members of the Committee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: Mr. Chairman, at this point, I think that we should 

analyze this and read it and then perhaps get back to him individually with 

questions before we meet again on the bill at all, so that he can give us further 

information. I would like to study this and look it over. We really have a lack 

of time right now. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I would also like to see a submission of the same 

analysis with the proposed amendments maybe submitted to the Committee. 

MR. SIEGEL: Well, if I can get a copy of those proposed amendments, I would 

be certainly happy to do it for you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: If we can get that information to him, I would like 

him to do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: All right, very good. That would be helpful. I want 

to thank you for the pertinentness of this, and for your brevity, two very difficult 

things to combine. 

At this point I just want to ask before I raise a question with Mr. Palmeri. 

Mr. Baslow, have you prepared any type of similar analysis for the workings on the 

alternate formula that you propose for some of the specific buildings? 

MR. BASLOW: Yes, except we used actual figures. I believe the statistical 

data used at the trial was not actual figures, 

all buildings were built at the same time. 

but adjusted figures as if 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Okay, if you would submit that along with .whatever 

explanation goes with it, that would be very helpful. 

Now, at this point I find myself in a dilemma, because we have one other 

witness who has been patiently waiting, Mr. Palmeri, and we have---

MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: There is a difference in the answer that was given 

in his analysis. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Mr. Baslow will be submitting material to us based 

on his analysis, based on his proposed formula today, not based on the formula 

as it exists presently in the bill. As soon as that is submitted to the Committee, 

a copy of it will be available to you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN EDWARDS: I think what I had asked was about the revisions that 

were proposed earlier be given to the witness so that he can do the same analysis 

based on the changes. That was all I asked for. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Very good. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GIRGENTI: I think there was a comment that the figures 

he used were not actual figures. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: At this point I am not going tc re-open the floor to 

Mr. Baslow, even though he got that in his response to my request for material. 

Any of that dialogue can be carried out in material submitted to the Committee 
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following up. Any person has a right to submit material to the Committee in 

rebuttal of other testimony or fresh material. I would like to have the 

material submitted within ct week. If any members of the Committee have questions 

that they want to address to any of the witnesses, directly, so that the witnesses 

will provide written material to the Committee, that will be welcome. Also, if 

you wish to give those questions to Mr. Davis, he will see to it that those 

inquiries are made. 

Mr. Palmeri. I want to ask you, since we are past five o'clock, if 

you would be willing to make your submission in writing. You say you will be very 

brief. Let me just check with the•stenographers here, if they are willing to 

stay. 

All right, we will go ahead. 

ANTHONY P A L M E R I: My name is Anthony Palmeri, and I am a landlord 

and a real estate broker, and a reGltor in Fort Lee, and have been for twelve years. 

I have been selling investment properties for at least twelve years, and I am 

going to dispense v'ith my written statement at this point. What I would like 

to say is that the very essence of the bill leaves out two very vital factors. 

I have prepared a description of the vacancy to control paragraph and a cost of 

living increase. That should be incorporated in the bill. 

In fact, I brought along the zoning ordinance from Richfield Park which 

incorporates all of these three items. I would like to submit to you, Mr. Chairman, 

and the Cornrnit:tee, a written ,Jr a modified bill that I think would work, if I may. 

I will submit these items to you. 

Nm,, there i:; one i tern that is very important, and that is, vacancy decontrol. 

I am a landlord that owns apartment houses from 45 to 50 year old four-story walk ups to 

a luxury 1,igh rise in Hackensack. In Cliffside Park we have a 5% pass through, 

a vacancy decontrol facto:::, and tax pass th=ugh, nnd a via.)le approach to hardship. 

In Cliffside Park there are ..:hree tax appeals in progress which have nothing to do 

with rent control. In Cliffside Park I own a thirty-six family that has no problems 

whatsoever because we have a reasonable modified ren·i: control ordinance. 

In Hackensack I have a building that was purchased for one million four in 

1974, and today it. has a marketable value of one million one,because of restrictive 

rent control. ·, m a professional. I haven't had the time or expertise to prepare 

a hardship increase, on that building. That is all I have to say. 

I would respectfully request that you review my submissions, and I will 

send you a modified copy. 

ASSENBL'I'JV!AN Bl'.ER: All right, I want to thank ~-ou fm: your testimony and 

your brevity and patience. Are there any questions fx:om the Cornrnit.tee? 

ASSEMBLY~lAN GIRGENTI: Again, \fe will read this material, because at 

this point, to rush through it, would not be doing it justice. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I want to thank ;rou very much. I do want to say that 

the Committee will s·tudy these materials very can Fully, plus any supplemental 

material that is provided. There has been some ·;0ry pertinent information submitted, 

although the largest part of the rhetoric :.:oday was dedicated to the question as 

to whether to have rent: control or not, which th.ic bill does not purport to affect. 

ASSEMBLYMAJ~ GIRGENTI: The only point is, Byron, we appreciate the input 

that we got from all 'che individuals and their patience, especially the ones that 

spoke at the end, because we know it was a long wait, and sometimes their 
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expectations were not fulfilled, but we appreciate their patience. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Yes, Mr. Klein. 
MR. KLEIN: May I ask a question of the Chairman? On behalf of Mr. Ravin 

and Dr. Kristof and myself, none of whom had an opportunity to answer any questions 

of the Committee, we offer ourselves to be ready at any time to respond to any 

questions either in writing or verbally. 
Secondly, since there are materials that have not yet been submitted, such 

as Mr. Baslow's analysis of the impact of A-504 on certain properties in Fort Lee, 

may we have, say, ten days after those materials are filed with the Committee to 

respond to them'? 
ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: I am not able at this point to guarantee that the hearing 

record will be kept open that long, because that depends somewhat on some of the 

mechanical matters involved, but in any case, I am sure that it will come to our 

attention, whatever response is made. 
MR. KLEIN: All I am saying, Mr. Chairman, is that it is virtually impossible. 

You ssuggested a one week deadline for anybody-to submit rebuttal material. We 

are perfectly satisfied with that deadline insofar as material which has been 

submitted today, but for the material that is submitted one week from today by 

Mr. Baslow, when you close the record at the end of one week, effectively you shut 

off our opportunity to rebut. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BAER: Well, the material that Mr. Baslow is presenting is on 

a proposed amendment, not on this bill in its present form. At any rate, that 

material will be available to you, whether or not it will be in the printed record, 

I am not certain. I will try to see if that is possible, depending on the 

mechanics. But, as you well know, the record here has a somewhat different role 

than that of a trial where the record is used in a different manner. It will, 

in any case, become a permanent part of the records of the Committee, and 

available for any inspection in any future issue of legislative intent. 
Again, I want to thank you all for your patience, and for the very 

voluminous testimony. We have had a great deal of expertise and information 
presented. I particularly want to thank the stenographers for their patience 

who have worked today under most difficult circumstances, and I apologize to you 

for any imposition to you. Thank you very much. The hearing is adjourned. 

* * * * 

NOTE: The Assembly Commerce, Industry and Professions Committee 
received voluminous reports at the public hearing from many 
interested parties, and has subsequently received other materials 
which have not been printed as a part of this transcript, but 
they are considered to be a part of the hearing record and 
shall be on file with the Legislative Services Agency available 
for public inspection. 
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on Housing and Rents: 

• 'The abandonment process ts 
•· social and economic process : 
•hlch Is both cumo.lative and. 
s~If-generatlng, spreading.:.! 
.through many low-income and ' 

ghetto neighborhoods. Rent 
control, however, can have Ut
tre effect for tt is clear that it is 
tbe oldest, least desirable tene
ment housing which is aban
doned - housing which is un
able to produce substantially 
more income In a free market.'· 

Gilderbloom notes that many 
rent control foes claim if 
causes local tax bases to de
cline. The anti-rent-control 
flyer mailed to Santa. Bar· 
barans says that "When rents 
are controlled, the value of in· 
come-producing property de
clines sharply. In order to make 
up for the severe drop in the tax 
revenues from rental property, 
the property taxes on pnvate 
homes will increase substan· 

·tially ... 

But Gilderbioom says his 
.comparison study or the 26 con
trolled cities and '!'I non-con· 
trolled ones showed "no evi· 
dence to suggest that .rent con
trol causeS a decline in a 'City's 

. mx ·base.. In: fact. controllecl :. 
' Cities . experienced a parallel'" 
-increase in total assessed valu~ . 
compared . to non-controlled 

.:Sities. Between: 1973. and.J976, 
. the total tax base for. controlled 
,..¢ties and non-controlled cities : 
.,had identical increases _otc25J 
.percent;." . · : ;: · · ·. · ! 
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to experiences elsewhere, is im 
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Public Hearing, New Jersey Assembly, BiJl A-504 

My name is Frank S. Kristof. 

I am a Housing Economist by profession with 26 years of experience 

in this field, including 3 1/2 years as a Harket lrnalyst for the Federal 

Housing Administration, 1 1/2 years as a Consultant to the New York State 

Temporary Rent Commission, 4 years as Assistant Chief of the Housing 

Division, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 8 years as Chief Economist of the 
.. 

-New York Housing and Redevelopment Board, and 9 years as the Director of 

Economics and Housing Finance, and now Vice President of the New York 

State Urban Development Corp. Despite my public affairs background, I am 

here in a personal capacity--·vlithout compensation-~at the reguest of 

Professor George Sternlieb, Director for the Center of Urban Policy Re-

search at Rutgers University. Professor Sternlieb thought it would be 

useful if I shared with this committee, my experiences with rent control_ 

in New York City relative to the Assembly Bill A-·504 now before you. 

After 35 years of rent control, the rent controlled housing stock of 

New York City is in a shambles. In the 13 years since 1965, the· City has 

lost through abandonment about 260,000 apartments--enough to house the 

entire population of Boston, Mass. and leave a comfortable rental vacancy 

rate of nine percent. The direct loss to the City of New York in the 

form of presently delinquent taxes or taxes written off in the past five_ 

years because the buildings now are gone, exceeds $1.5 billion dollars. 

This has made a major contribution to New York's present fiscal crisis. 

I note this is an end result and not something tha1: occurs overnight. The 

groundwork for it was laid, however, in the rent control system of the 

post-World War II years 1947-1965. The abandonment process actually be

gan seriously in 1965. 
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But let me shift to basics. rfuat is the function of rent control? 

,ince there is a proposal before the Assembly, and it has a high cost, 

ostensibly to the property-owner, but actually to the whole community 

as we will later note, it must, or should, perform a social function. 

What is the social purpose of holding down the cost of· housing to occu

pant tenants? Because they are needy, low-income families? Not exactly, 

in a community such as Fort Lee, the range of tenant incomes in rent

controlled housing ranges from roughly $10,000 to $150,000 a year--and 

there are very few at the $10,000 end of the scale. Englewood·, Lodi, 

Hasbrouck Heights, Leonia, Fair Lawn? Everyone of these are essentially 

middle or upper income communities. 

And precisely what do rent controls accomplish? Here I will use 

New York City as my example. For one thing, it enormously increases the 

demand for housing because the price is held down. And how do we know 

this? Very simple--the vacancy rate in New York City was at one percent 

level in 1950 and remained there until after some 500,000 white middle~ 

class families moved out of the City and threw their apartments on the 

market between 1947 and 1965, and the City and State agencies built 

about 200,000 low-income and middle-income apartments at the same time. 

Only then, in 1965, did the vacancy rate finally move above 2 percent. 

In the meantime, the City received an enormous inflow of rural low-income 

Black and Puerto Rican families seeking employment in a city where rents 

were known to be low. 

When, in 1969, New York placed its post-1947 construction under 

rent stabilization, private multi-family housing came to a virtual stand

still, very much as has been experienced in Fort Lee and other communities 

under rent control. The great bulk of New Jersey's rental housing, about 

95 percent, is privately financed, full tax paying housing. And if you 
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~ seeking to put an end to the further construction of such housing in 

' ~ chis state--you have found the secret to doing so--this bill before you 
l f effectively will achieve this result. 

r .. 
Aside from this, let it be very clear what else you will accomplish by 

this bill. You will be shifting the burden of housing costr.; from renters

very slowly but very steadily, onto the backs of horne owners, commercial 

and industrial taxpayers. As existing controlled housing becomes less 

profitable, certiorari proceedings will reduce the assessed values of 

this rental housing and tax rates will be forced up on all real property 

taxpayers to make up for the tax losses on rental housing. 

And when you are in the process of ach.ieving very questionable 

results, consider who you are benefiting. A. fair contingent of low-

income tenants and a considerably larger number of middle- and upper-

income tenants. If it is low-income tenants you are seeking to protect, 

rent control is a blunderbuss way of accomplishing such a result. 

But let us turn to another line of logic connected \'lith rent control 

in New Jersey--a desire to prevent apartment owners from making what 

local community councils regard as "excessive" profits. This is largely 

a myth. With the costs of operating apartments reaching the most in-

flationary levels in the history of this country, it does not take much 

to bleed the profits from rental housing. Turning to the data in the 

Fort Lee case, note the data of the Mediterranean Towers example: 
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1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 

Increase in 
Operatin<;I Costs 

18 percent 
7 percent 

14 percent 

Permitted 
Rent Increase 

2 1/2 percent 
2 1/2 percent 
2 1/2 percent 

Source: Harry B. Helmsley, et al.vs. Borough of Fort Lee, et al. 
Findinds and Determinations, March 1, 1978, p.ll. 

It would take very few more years of operating results like those 

shown above to turn this very profitable enterprise into a loser. 

In this context, I quote Professor Leo Grebler then of Columbia 

University who made some observations in 1952 about the first abandoned 

buildings in New York City--the Lower East Side of the 1920's and 1930's: 

"It has often been observed that a basic problem in urban land 

use is the slowness with which the quantity and quality of hq~~ng 

and other urban improvements respond to changes in living standards, 

technology, location of urban activities, transportation facilities, 

and the host of other dynamic factors that influence land use In 

a nutshell, the problem is that of fixed real estate inventories 

versus moving people and establishments \tlho use these inventories .. 

This is back of many i.f not all maladjustments in urban form and 

structure; it is also back of the hazards of real estate invest-

ments which, because of their fixity and durability, are mercilessly 
1 

exposed to the effects of dynamic change." 

There are about eight or nine thousand owners of some 23t000 

buildings containin 260,000 apartments that have been abandoned in New York • 

City in the last thirteen years who have discovered that rental housing is 

a highly risk-laden business. Each of these owners lost what he thought 

was an inheritance to pass on to his children. Instead they found their 

investments wiped out. I find it a hollow mockery to see how cavalierly 

1. Leo Grebler, Housing Market Behavior in a Declining Area, 1952 
Columbia University Press, New York, N.Y., p.l4. 
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~1 governments in New Jersey assume that this buisness is one whose 

~cess profits are fair game to be transferred to their largely reasonbly 

well-off tenants. 

Let us be blunt about this. Rent control as conceived and carried 

out in New Jersey is not a measure to protect the poor--it is essentially 

a middle-class rip-off of the most unpopular victim in our society--the 

landlord. Let me point out that the same thing is true of rent control in 

New York City. If it were not essentially middle~class who \vere bene

ficiaries of this program, the poor would have seen this legislation 

vanish many years ago. The proof is in the pudding. I have many times 

proposed to the rent control officials of the City that they institute 

a means test, to confine rent control benefits to families who really 

need it, by instituting a requirement that the rent paid for an apart- · 

ment equal at least 25 percent of the tenant's income. This is a mandatory· 

requirement for all federally subsidized low- ancl moderate-rent: housing. 

Why should not tenants in privately subsidized housing not meet this test? 

The horror with which this proposal was dismissed made me feel as if I 

had sold my mother to ·the devil for 50 cents. 

In 1969, :the Rand Corporation estimated that the difference between 

the economic rents and controlled rents of some 1.2 million housing units 

under rent control in the City, was about $800 million or $650. per 

family. Using this technique, I estimate that between 1943 and 1976 a 

total income transfer (subsidy) of $20 billion was made to tenants from 

landlords, mortgage lenders, the City (in lost real estate taxes) and 

in repairs and improvements ~ot made on the properties. And as in the 

case in New Jersey, this subsidy went to all tenants whether millionaires 

or welfare recipients. 

I once again point out, an income transfer of this magnitude cannot 
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Jme entirely from the owners of rental property; it is supported by the 

whole community, which has to pick up the tax burdens shifted from rental 

structures to home owners and business properties. The community must 

suffer the loss of real estate values, the lack of proper maintenance and 

repair of controlled units, the cessation of new apartment construction, 

·. ··-· -~d finally a rental housing shortage of serious magnitude that never 

-:· .. had been contemplated by the authors of legislation such as the proposed 

bill before you. This is a high price to pay to maintain the standard 
.·.'· 

. ·: .. ',~of living of mos.tly middle-income tenants in your communities. 
::·.:.-. 
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TAXPAYERS POLITICAL ACTION COM/vi/TTEE 
TAX PAC 

P.O. BOX 175 KEARNY, N.J. 07032 

Edward T. Magee 
241 Union St., Jersey City, N. J. 
201-434-1690; 627-1424; 991-1613 

Members of the New Jersey Legislature: 

May 9, 1978 

ZOI•Gll-1533 

I speak in the name of citizens of New Jersey who are opposed 
to the enactment of the NEW JERSEY JUST AND REASONABLE RATE OF RETURN 
ON RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY ACT OF 1977. I am chairman of the Taxpayers 
Political Action Committee, a statewide organization, and president 
of the West Side Ward Republican Club of Jersey City·, whose members 
I represent. 

There are many who believe that our country became the greatest 
nation in history because of certain fundamental institutions on which 
it was founded, namely, limited government, private property, the free 
market and the underlying moral imperatives. I believe this was best 
expressed ~y Thomas Jefferson, the founder of the Democratic Party, 
when he observed, "that government is best which governs least." 

Nevertheless, while almost from the beginning the government 
began to grow in size and scope, the country did move forward to the 
point where it became a world power and offered to people from every 
part of the globe an opportunity to come and live in its freedom, 
prosperity and opportunities. 

We can get sor:1e idea of the enormous growth of government when we 
reflect that around the time of the Civil War it required only five 
cents out of every dollar to support government at all three levels. 
We are told that today it takes 42 cents. Stated another way this 
means that in the middle of the 19th century people worked 19 days 
for themselves and the 20th day to pay for the cost of government. 
Today we work 2 days out of every 5 for government. And President 
Gerald Ford said in his "State of the Union" message in 1975 that if 
the present trend continues, it will require 50 cents out of each dol
lar to .pay for government. 
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Now if the quality of life in our day were good, or even satis
factory, we might justify the tax contribution we are making by saying 
that worthwhile things cost money. Unfortunately however, the exact 
opposite is the case, and there is little reason to anticipate any 
improvement in the near future. 

In our own state, while our population has increased a little 
more than 60 per cent in the 32 years since World War II, annual 
state spending has gone up over 4,500 per cent--more than 70 times 
as much. Apparently the growth of government does not necessarily 
usher in "the good life." 

Now along comes A504 which proposes to lead to more regulations, 
agencies and governmental supervision and thereby interfere further 
with one of the fundamental institutions referred to above, namely, 
the free market. Worse than that, however, is the fact that ex
perience shows rent control legislation to be counter-productive. 
In the long run it actually hurts the tenants, the very people it 
purports to help. \'!hen the owners of property cennot make a profit 
on their investment, they abandon it. 

New York City, Jersey City and Newark are a few examples of what 
happens next. The properties are then vandalized, the community soon 
takes on the appearance of a bombed-out war-torn city, the tax base is 
eroded and a heavier tax burden is placed on the home owners, the 
rent payers and the businesses which remain. No wonder everyone who 
csn moves out of such stricken municipalities. 

To the advocates of rent control I pose one question: How is it 
that on its way to greatness, this country for 175 years did not have 
rent control? The answer is that obviously such legislation was not 
a necessary ingredient of our progress. 

Members of the committee, I urge you to advise the Senate and 
the General Assembly to vote against A504. 
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.:;: lldlill' is C:lrl Sh·hL·l, Cl',\ and ram a ~lanager in tlH· Ct•rtifivd l"lhill' 

c:c.,_nltirL· linn ot Stf'rnlieb and Cumpany located in l!acken~ack, C:n: .ll'rse\'. 

Our linn has examined the finLinci.tl records .:md thL· operation~ of a 

l<Wnbv r u t tltv Fur t LL'l' apartm~·~Jt pr< ·p~.·rti.L·S. 

Wv pn·svr1tvd our findings t11 11-.HJ. Harvey Smith in the llvar ings nn t!~t· 

Fort Ln· ordinance Hhich he conducted under the direction of the Supn·m( 

Court. We now hand our findings to you. 

\~c !:ave now LIIIalyzcd these findings for a highrise building to detcrf:'lir<t 

rtU\·! this propl'rty Hould fare under the so-ca llcd hardship standards of A-504. 

Tlw results of the analysis arC' St•t forth in the vmrksheet we now present to 

tlw conrrnittt::e. 

T!Ierc•fc·n·, if A-504 had become lav/ sc·veral years ago, the prupertil'S \vl 

studic•d w,1uld have gL•neral1y produced cash flow deficits in at least two 

J·c·:Jrs; th;It is, the <lctual cash expcnditun•s excecdL•d rental income. Yet, 

nut h'ithstanding that fact, these same properties would not even have qualif;ccl 

for "h;rrdsh ip" relief under A-504. 

Also, in reviewing the other buildings in Fort Lee, there are several that 

have received hardship increases from the Borough, or have had rent control 

prc•-cmpted by HUD. These same buildings also would not qualify for harc!ship 

relief under A-504. 
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THREE A.'IU:AS THAT MUST BE INCLUDED IN Al'.'Y PROPOSED REliTAL 
CONTROL BILL· 

A. VACANCY DECOlf.rROL: 

.tm.y d~-1ell:i.ng unit as described by this statute which shall 
become vacant shall be decontrolled from the mquirements 
of this statute and local ordinance, and thereafter shall 
not be suLject to the requirements of the statute or 
ordinance until re-rental at which time said dwelling unit 
shall fall once again under the requirements of this 
statute or local ordinance. 

B. COST OF LIVING INCREASE: 

A cost of living rent increase as follows: 
At the expiration of a lease or termination of lease of 
periodic tenant, no landlord may request or receive a 
percentag~ increase in rent which is greater than the 
p~rcentagc increase in the Consumer Price Index for the 
past calendar year prior to the termination of the lease. 

. ········----------

For the periodic tenant, whose lease shall be less than one 
year, said tenant shall not suffer or be caused to pay increase 
in any ficcal year, which exceeds the percentage increase of 
the Consumer Price Index for the past calendar year prior to the 
termination of the existing lease. 

Where a tenant provides their own heat, no landlord may 
request or receive a percentage increase in rent which is 
greater than three quarters (3/4) of the percentage of the 
Consumer Price Index for the past calendar year, prior to the 
termination of the lease. 

No more than one increase shall be permitted within any twelve 
month period. 

C. HARDSHIP INCREASE: 

A iust and reasonable return; 

a.) Market value to be established (taking into 
consideration market rental). 

b.) An 11% net return on net cash flow prior to debt 
service after all reasonable operational expenses 
are documented and deducted following H.U.D. 
criteria for the various types of structures. 
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ac,,:'d Qf Comrnlo;";iOOl(\ ot lh~ 
\.' I.IVQ·~ vi ;: oov;.·fu,id f>nrlo!. n";. fi.)IIOIN1> · 

~·.::C'"j' ION \ i'f\.11 ~fdhln l 
oFr,;o..tt"iiONS '-"' c'lml"'nd~d And 
\U~·;»;"-rili;OI;;.<~ to f..:"llt.l l.o~ f~II,Jwlo: 

(I) .. \l,H~n('t Q,~(Onlfol'' 

nlUO:". ;l(o'f ~'.'."":.-i•;n~ tJr\11. ~~ dPfii"'~O 
by til•• OrCinunc...-. w~lcfl shall 
h·.H.om• v."Jc.;.nt, ~tu-.11 b~ ch.•controll~d 
tri"IIT'I th~ rct.tJir.:omt"'nh of '11it. 
........ .., .... :~..:::• ~ ... ~ ,..,-:re:~~.': r,:-• .:.•i 001 

b(' "v··:cct :o thv t'~.;vlre:n~na nl thl\ 
.. ,,.,li'•~·•·Cr J'J11r=1n~ to u-.e Cl7ubll~h
.n.~nt of (G-:.f ol tlvtn-1 rt>nf lncrc.l~~::. 
''~"''""'>::."n 1;Jo I.JrHlloro on.:s tt-nont. o\ 
.,oll ;otrh In ihv Oroinonc.t . .J2"0vld_!1... 
ttwro i"'- ,o cvl(.on~::: a1 1\..:..tc-:.?Ml"O' or 
117-,7~.~-~--:;~:.~~.d~ bi ti\~ \u .... diord1 

,(,:-~-. ;-(:·,~.:.11 i.~q:.r.f·or .:;fOIJil of t )nont:. ..... 
,n--.,,·,-c;·.~ .. ·.;-v::~u-partnn.Tir 
ll.:cutnl·' v,;c.1nt 1,~ ,..,,v~Hord s.holl 
tun-.,llrG In C:v.JII::utq on 6 oro~..;_r form 
i,,..,;rri~.:.rci ~'f .fh'l' ;:\t~r.f _!.,o::llhH111on 
B·~~ro ~~~~~!mount ot !n~ rrnt cnt~rQcH1 
1nn r.~w tonO\nl. traf' ouollcah co;~y of 
·Nh~cn :.:")iJ)i i:>i ch·oln by the RQnT 
·,a.·.ui:lu .. uvn Uo11rC1 10 tnr T•• 

"';j"'•'::>r. 

,.I ::.-: _., .-. ',·,,· .: ',( 

t~nl -(;"'llo(•~t:ci f,·, ,., i'<~W f..or,,,,"!l uroOrl 
IJr'l(<)t\1'¥ l.t•(u,'):rr·· i+i (ur'(;,-.:, v.-dtlo/) 
111 1r1 1 (1>1) d,y.:. 'J' H1.'• twn.:.M uc 

, .. , :lr,r. {Ill (,.•!ordii~Jit ,,, v,r (jl,· I 

ll.,ril.llr~•;. '''·"''' rwl ;•-.· \u~'jr-t I lu !!.•· 
\lf(Jin.J\1.. r.;r pur.-)o•,.)~ 01 rvnt 

''" • u,l•(lfl~; lr"lt• flwtt: .. n\,j tJ:"oit. ~hull :J~:~ 
l" vh 1rJd''" ffo"• '''(\"' ir.~J u-;.~· ,)I th.J 
r• ,p/1-·i..ol'"' ol v,,, "'" ,· ;,"(.\Jol:lvi tor 

... ;. i. 1\ o;, t :< ~ ~· r..; ';',..., •. \ 

fl\~f jl:~\~( ~~:2J',.;"~.¥1'i11~:~~; 1;1.] ~,i>.I.J:i•"',~ 
N\litfli.,:l-o.iiUr--. TO T::::NA;o...T\ 

\.:;:(11·)11 'J ((J';l o; .._1\.'1~.~. o-\.:1\; I 
t~cn:o..;:A~i7·b ""f"~u-, orr.v.~ .. ·J 1\) 
f'fii~O •• toll ow;. . 

h)llow·. 

E:.~.o~l,· .. hrn.:nr ol rcr.~;.. t...;t 
w::;.;.il blv:H.ilord ,:,i._: :~;~ .. ;-.~ ii"'l t,J.,.~;Ir.o 
!-f)i1CC ;n1d ctw .. •Uinv~. fol wld.:h ;:-,;~oct 
i> t.~;>iiC:llblc ~r,.Jil l'l;!r..:.-.t:.:r ~.._. 
\h:t~rmint"d by tlw prov:~.lcn~. o: ;.)1~ 
\)rUinn."!Ct..' AI UH• t'>.;);r,1!,.;,il O! V 
1..-. .. 1\0, or ttl 1hr. l~rrnin.·,tion ol :. 1~:.:.1!' 
ot o ~c(I0\1•~ lt!nO•"''I. roo l;tn0jvr,1 rnvv 
rc\lutl-:.1 or rtlcniv.~ 1'1 perc~i\:.-.-;c •n 
Cft.:.)':.J ,n r~nl wh1rr. 1 ... l,;ft.."t\h•r ln:.n 
tr.l:l' purccntooc- tni r~j·.~·· In liic 
(on\vmer Prlco lr.C:JX tvr ttl(' p,,,l 
r .llond.H y,.,.,, 11ri•.'\r 1n 11•"' t~r 
,,,,r-.,)r,on tlf fh,• l~.l!>C F-or" :wr,ov;r 
t~n,·ulf wh,l:OO{' l,.o!.c \r-.~1; ll(' tov. tn,,n 
or.o ll) Y"'''. o,.old r~nr.nt '\1"11'11 not 
,vf1t-r ,lr b•! (l•u ... cU to 'iJ~'I any rrnl 
1ncr.:.'l .. ~ in .--.ny tl:.ro• y;:;:.; whh.:r. 
,~)o:\."(h'G'\ ti'"'l~ perccn:.J;\.' in.:-re,l~e in 
the Con~umr.-r Pr,c.· !nG•!)( tv:- the 
;:>.-:!.; c;~i~nc;.v ycOJr P• ;or 10 tt.\! Tcr 
m1n.,tion ot the C);.l!t~·-1~ I C.),.?'. \'Jhcr~ 
-" tt:nl1n1, t\ONc~e-r. ~rov•C'·t?\ 1'1;"> own 
nr,,t, no lar.dioro may H•qu,.:~~ or 
rcct~lvt> a percent,;'.,;•:> •ncre<'I':.P in rent 
who en i~ oretller than Three GVi'lr1t:"f!. 
(l.•> ot itle p·.:rct:"nfl.lr;;+! i:"tUNt':.~ in the 
Con~um~r Price lndc-:.r: tor fll..! ;:..:.~t 
c"l~nd.~r yf!ar ;;trior to tl1e t~r· 
mln.:.t,on or tne l••c;J~. (lr.~ fvll 
p~r ccnr av•? inc r e.-,~e or t nr~e 
cwllorters. (l! .. ) of ti"lc ;>erccn:.:.oe in 
rreioSI:' in fht! Con:5urr..:-r Pfi(C tr.<.:~x 
tor 1)",p post colend.nr ¥cnr ~r,.-.il b~ till~ 
~.,mr b\ 1ht~ fuli v~rc~:il,:;a· dlf 
tercn<e or thrf'c qvnrt~r1 CJ··4; of t."le 
~rct:!nft.cc difference in t:le Con 
5>ume-r r'ricP. lndea: fo:- the prlvr 
(Ctitncll\r y'I!;H). NOihii1) CO•ifo.llncd 
herein sh..,ll prohibit u writfeil lc,lse 
tor lonQt'f I han o one (l > yvar P\.'flod, 
whiCt'l h•~~o5oe mJY provlooJ tvr t~e 
bnnuvl •ncrement ~rmit1ed bV thi!t 
OrdinMiCe 

,..,;o mon~ thl\n onE' renJ incrL".l!'.e 
~na:i bt p~rml1i~:?d Vlllhl;'\ an·1 twcf"'e 
\121 mC"tllh p~riOO. s,:-.vu:d a l.lrodlord 
l'IC"ct n~o>r to '"i!'.c nis rent .liter 1t 

twelve (lJ) month period from hos 
lt~\1 r .,;~ft. hP. mny <10 ,_o In ,'lO'f month 
for tt'lo Onlftnce of tl'\e r.c)(t twt"•Vr < 11) 
month\ lt1e purpo~t- oj Uti' 
pl'lf~tgr~~oph lt:t. to ~rmH 1h<' 1/\ncllorctlo 
otifi"Cf ool to rl\1!-e his rl'r.h tor elt~"e" 
( 11) monlh'\ or less, ond ~:11: maintain 
his IC'Co)l b.-.~e rt1nt posBion. H a 
lanc11ora is to pres.~r~e hi~ rl.;ht 'o tne 
mu'lt;imum rent tr:IOV;('d tor 3i'1Y 
cnl~n(i~r ,t.,_r o· ''•.-:.,: '{t.>ft:. ~.c ,·nu~T 
rai!oe fne rent •o lhd~ m.:.ximum 
c:JvrlnQ that year. unrt in so do:no. the 
l,ndiord would be! en~iticd to jvture 
lncr(',o;.s~s. in the !t"ml! c.:;iandar 
monfn 1n t'-hCh ~ub::.~~v::ont 'tc.:Yr. 

Any prococOing to rt!Vicw ony 
run1111 incrtln<t mu'lt :::,6 commencod 
witnln on" ( l) yo at' of lhP. 1\.J}[~ t-f 
ft"Cflv.! dot,. tt\orcof b'f the l~nonl. 
For pvrpot.o ... ot 1he com::JUtut,on or 
wh~tf tntt ttllowrd rent ,t-,ouio bo for 
tn.~ ordinance. the R.;,n; Siu:Joli:ction 
eoorct ,r,oil or.:y to rcc;,uircd 
to t.;;~ke lnio COilltdo~rol~ivn ~l'l" h1c.~.a 
for the ront.lll un:t or tile rent cil;r\~:d 
to tM ,lfi.Jr tcn.,nt whh:h '-'CCIJ.l•~~ f1'i1J 
owalllng un::. • 

J\Ol ),lfhil\11\1 \i'tll..ill\; <• (()'\f COl 
Hvlnv incrl','l'J~ ~h,,ll nvl.:y :n~ lt..'nnnt 
'O·t n1(';,n~ ft..'Citllr('(~ Vy o1j.J.JIIC<t01c 
... taiute~ ()r orG~ol.li"'ICl''J. ot ruil'\ of th~ 
K~i~~ Sl,roil;z.~•;on Jouro. oi tt •• ~ 
co.l(vl.-.lion-s. involved in <Om:1ut~no 
th.:o 1J1o:n.·u~e in accoruvnc;:: w.ltt thl! 
nllow;:.hlt~ ;:.ercl·nl.l'Jr:' tncrt..•rl' ... <' .1~ 

p('rmi:t,•r: l>·r lhl' orc;.r,uncc. whi(h 
n~~l;(•' '"'dl t,,• ~ivt•n 1n rn.~ cao,t• vi ,l 
t.·n.·,,,, who i'it'l~" i.~;t~t> tvr d ;;..~rtod ol 
OM' Yt"lif Of fllOir', ,lt •t•,'\:,f 60 C,,·,'l~ 
t'l.~ICtrr 1111• ,~,.,).rttti,)t"' ul Ilk IOto".;oi' 

t~f 10("(1'"''' ~nO lor i1 lt•rtu.nt Wo10 n,,) .I 
trn,,n,· '{ iur ,,~\, t;,,..n ,, , ... ,!n·} '...;~ o:r.·• 

\11 '(t',lf, ,,: ,, • .,.._, .. ~ O•'J'/~ tftololre tl'l.~ 

,....._.>irr.lit•ll ot ;th.~ 1do'l(,n(y Ol lo'\t! II\ 
(r~,v~l· lr-1,'\ot h, .. I\ "~("~"l...lf•Q, w."l•t.h In 
f,r\'1 ev,~nl \ho111 '"'' o.~ t,.rc,,,o!'f 1h,Jf\ 
lt1,,i ,'lli•W ... t'd t1 1 HilS oro,n.:ance. lo, 
< v,.; 1 Cii In,• noT!dci,fiJn Clr .. ~i renl 
iocrc,l'i.C~ IQ f,,e ll•n,;nts Shull 0<! !'l.tnt 
.,,,u lJ~ lr"',)tlt' ,, p:.rt ot tn.• r<'cord::. of 
il1t• Kt·nl S;,"lollil.lltO:'\ U.o,,rd Any 
VtVIi,1ion oi t•·,,:, ":.'!Citvn wilo ;>ro~ibit 
,1ny l,,r.c:ord 1.-o.-n m;J~inv '-·~{'of til~ 
p:-ov•o:.ion-s. of V.lc.1ncy Decontroi tor 
n-.~ ~wt"ll,r.~ .nvoived 

sr:c·,-,o~ ~: Tn,\t sub~~ctlun 

(}) of S+:.·C1ion il RENI 
SThulliZATIOI> i:\OAR.:> '' h~reil'f 
am~ndt'd to rl•.:.d vs co;iow~-

'1) rt .. ? ~OIIc.win~J f,~.:!S !.of~! 
est.:;.bltstlo.:'d ;td.'/c1i,lle To the Trec:.~vr~r 
of Rid-;~etlcld ?ark by tt\e ;>arfy or 
parties ~c.:o:tin·;; n~ilcf or rvli,lys: 

1. Rt:>c;ut'~; (wrlrt~nl for ruling 
wltnout ileurin•.;; ~5 VO 

1. Rc-.:;ue~t (writt~n tor rulln\l 
wiih oral h~~ring before the Board; 
~\0.00 

3. In fht• event a t~oant 
rcr:v~sh an oral t1earlnt;J af1er the 
initiu! ret.:;u('~t for a rulino;~ wH{Iout 
h~urino. tr.crt" ~h.lii be .;an t~dd•1ionc)• 
rharue of ':. iU.CO. 

_._ T cn~nt'!. who are Senior 
Cit,zens (ml.".:,ninu r>l"t!oOfl!. o,,.~r HH! 
a~~ of 62 y~c~r~) !1-ht'tli be c.h.u;;;cd.; 
Sl.OO 

.,_ A;>plic<ttion 1or iO<fl"ft~l" In 
permitted rentAl per ow .. lllnu unit. 
~IHO 

In tnl" rvr-nt 1hol ~ mulllple
dwrlllnc h11-:. 1n €')1.(f"\" ot t,.n unih. 
\he fee! tor oacH11Ctnill unih over ten 
,holl b~. ;Nr unit ~\0.0\1. 

6. A;>;>lic;~1i01l tor incre.)~tt 

under tll..:o t'lurG;:"lip svrcharve per 
dwellln'J unil, ~lS.CO. 

in til:! ,Jv,;,,; iot-! ~ .e .-mOJitlp!e 
dw~:H:1o; h.:.;. ill r4·1(CV"'\I 01 t<:-n unit~. 
r;ae ~~ :or ~..:;ui•:..)nat ~,~,,ilr. ov~r t~n 
!lh '" oe. ~-:!r unli if ~he rullno is 
nr~JJ .. lfive. The Rent S1.:obillu;tion 
&oe.rd mov t.hort~c tor re.tsondble 
co~t\ of iml't"S.1i0(11iGn; •10 00 . 

1. Ap;>l,cc.lion for an tn<ffd'!te 
vndur th'' c."";pitol lmprovernunt l:.nd 
:l.CrV1re .-.urctluro;:c by~ l.or.d:ord '5ot•hll 
bo ~ 10.00 vP To The flr~t $2.WO 00 and 
on'J h,'.lit of a no pcrcoent C i) l'lt1rlltion 
for e)(;Jcndlturt~ In \.l)t:CC'U of 
~2.C~ 0\l F ali no f.:>_,) p.1id by IGn 
dloros for rentu.l surcnoq~c for 
tbPit.ll lmprov•ment'\ "'e to be 
,dU;.•d to tne cost ot the C/\;)ifoi.tl 1m 
;JrCJV.}I .. "~nt .)tid mby b.: ,1morTited 
ov~r the i"r n• t:'\e tm;:»rOvemcnts, 

-\:>·~~Q_j_~ll\ 10 
t lrt'\i~'l H,J 1nf.Jfin~J'lJon lO TTt~ 

Ia) Any Gw~llirl!l unll, u 
d<tJinqd bY II\ I) ordin•ncg, wl\1;:1'1 'Mil 
bf'omtt vocenl u a .. lin;.d In 11\e 

s==c fiO,... 5: Tnat s~ction lS 
REGISTRATlOr.lshcrcby om~ncf'O 
1u oda tr .• following p.ar~l)roph: 

-------~.:-.;..:..~·.=---
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; vr1 1 lft/.·11··' ,; c•i f,". ,. ,., 
t; .,, I I II>;; t/tld , '\•ofoi~ l1 ,·.( o' ':.'~·· 

,,.(' :o ,,,,, • (•fd\n.,r,\ c, -:.t •• ;:, ;· ,. ~ .n ;,,, ... 
II)U~'( Of ;•._~ II IHIIul•q'o.o, {J( 11 l-

n.J IVtJt,v. in f'lllQ:;1~r .... -,.r•·.'~ '··: 
(Vil:.."l.o' v11v .. pt,\, ''· '" oJt'"ltl ...... ~·· f,,,~ 
P'"'"llu.:o.. lhj• tOih,·.vhl•_; r;.;:,. ,._ 
,, .• ·.· .. t iJ'' " \',''" H\,.,.,. , .• ·' 
\l,~bllli~''''-'·' \lo".tln,,n((' ~1'1 h~o· .,..,.,,- .~ 

Of i~ltJ...,uiH'ot: i'·HJ... 
FV~ INt=OIU-.~.AThJi'>. C0.'ii.".'.• 

he~·.- ~r~'~•>LI;:.-,·.1.: .... ;: ._.(,~~\.;,~, 
2; .. 1'~\A:~ \ i ;::._:~:'; 

tl•DGC f I:::: LD ?;,;, :<. ;~ . .i Yi\.::. 
<~Ui 1 ~ . .;,.-,;~s 

U;:>On t;li·) or~··"~~~·~"·.:l.!' t-!(·~~ ... ,·, 
t"'ftcctivc. a cc;;y "; r;,i·~ o: .... ' . . ~. -: 
~1\.111 be circul,d~~u to ('.-.ch ... r.v:r,r .•. 
who ~h.1;1 iorv:.:.rd tv i .. _ 1: ,·,· 
\l.ttultcnt.uf\ l.:oo-.1r~ w.til!,t ·~j~:y ~'- 1 

<.;.t'/~ • .i (Om;tl•·t~ ~is: UJ.~ii "':-. ~ ... -•. ,;,', 
"nd IH•! '"''l ch~;··':.:..:; '-':-.c•' 1.:; •.. .-.~ • • -.:. 
o\j),lflrnc.·.t (\IJ•l'I;,:H•r (,•"it1 1 ..... r ... ,i 
th/'lfC(.'U "' ,,,.,.,, ~,....: !:"t •:~ .. • i,•f'\o,;,t:., .;·~ 
ol Ml\rCil I, i?T;:, 

,\ny V•ttluli~n ut :,o,· • ... _ ih .~. 
will protolt,il uny l,~n.;i,.'fll •rv;,i 
rt"lltktno:J u•v1 of thl) .-..rlo)vl· ... :.:.-• .;. i\.i~t... , 
to Vo'icc.ncy Oi:c:vntrv~ tV~" .-.;. 

dw~li•no. 

!tCCTION 6: !t;.:V~~h.JiL~·.-·: 
n ic. hc-r··~D'/, ..::_:c.~i:.r\.-..d i.o l., r;:: tr, 

ti'n:ivn 01 ,.,,: ~IJ· fu "'· '-"'"'' 
mis,!otOi'lt~r!. ti--:.:-.t t:•..: ~(C;,.;.,·, ... 
p.v••'lr,'lphs-. -:.cn:encc~. cl.:.u:..:_. .·.;-.~: 
phr.Y .. (.'~ ot 1:1i~ ordll,ur·c~ \'1:.· •• 
~1,JO;Ji...:d t1rc ~cv...:r<.Oi.!; '-'·,; H ,:.-.-• 
p:"'irJJV. ciuv·.e. -:.. ... ·r~tcnc~. f)o.:.:·.: ;, -
or section of fhl!t orcst,;,:wc:co :·.-.:r .. :.'l 
l)dOpfc-d ~t'.JII Ue C::eCiO.f'\.t,; V•i· 
con:.~itutioni.l or OH':~!rwi-:.~ ito'/.~~~~." 
ill~ vuiid iliU?m~r.' Of V:cr.:..:- \.• ~~ 
Court ol com;>:.-t~nt iuri:oOtcilc.n, ::~J.:;. 
uncon:~lt--...~tloi'l.-ollty or l.ivun~:~'/ :;. :; 
nol r.l:c·C1 uny or u·,J! i-:(."1 .:;.j;.~ 
phr.:.~~~. ctavs.c!.. ~.:..:n~.:: . ..:.·:~. 
pcH {}-JrG;>tl'\ and s.ectiGn;. ct t;ll:. "'. 
dinnn<c. 

S...:CTIOI'i 7· AU"iU:.~,;._:-,C 
t<EPl:AL c,: CO:\i=LICi'"lofV v.~· 
Dll'-:A~CCS Any S)nd ~d r..rcir.,10('.:;. 
or pDrt$ thcrMt in cor.fllc: v: ,., .. 
con~l:-.icnt with tlny "' tll~ i-~'·'·~ ,·r.-~ 
prov•!JIOn~ of '''i~ Ord;r,:,.l(-.! .,.-.~ 
ho:.""relly re;1~ol~d to sucn t.•-,.L:a: ~.::.. 
they .1rc 0:...0 in c.onUicf or lncon:.i .. t•·_r.i. 
provided. hOW('V\!f, in.:.t :,-.~ .- .. :.-,:.~.-, 
at 1twi Orc;ir.once sh.•II•"'Oi ~rl'o.; •• "'ii Of 

bilr ltlt!' (OntlnuM'ICC' or ,n-:.l;~u.:'"''' c.: 
nnv pro(•'t"Liino~ tor o~h ;1Cl:: • 
hcrtlfotorp cnmmit:i"C: in viv;"liv.·. t-: 
•'ny f>)(l'\llfl\,1 Uf(liOc7./\(C~Oi j,,,. Vi,i~.·..;..; 
of Rhl·;l,:-otl~lrJ ?i'.fk 

~fC iiON 8: C:Fi't:CTIVc 
OA l E Tneo R~nt Stvblilz .. !,v., ::...:. .. ..-~ 
sh.111 M.JVE" \.vlfhin it~ p.-w . .:r r.~.- ,·:·. :.: 
anti abiilty to enforc~ lni-s v.-c.ir.;.,l:,.; 
lmmcdl;.tely upon po-:.~Y:i-! ... -.a 
publ•cati.Jn Oi i.OC:. of th~ lir~t t.V'/ c,f ~ •. ;:.: 
mcn:n fuLcwlno t:--.~ ;Ju·.· • .,,. .. -: ~.i-.. 

pvt>,•ct.Hfln of 11\is. Ortiii\.JI'H:U. 
Sun <lullelln, Feb. 2, 191; 
Fee: ~7i.20 (;;....)) 
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Background 

AN ANALYSIS IN DECLINING RATES OF APPRECIATION 

OF RENTAL PROPERTY IN MASSACHUSETTS 

Various methods may be employed to measure rates of appreciation 

of real property. Some of these methods are inherently more 

intuitively attractive than others. For example, measuring 

assessed value differences of property will reflect differences 

in market value only to the extent that assessments are an 

. tccurate reflection of market value. One intuitively attractive 

way to measure appreciation rates is to search for properties 

which have sold twice over the time period of interest. If the 

property has remained unchanged during the time interval,then 

the increase (or decrease) in sales prices for the property can 

be assumed to reflect the rate of appreciation for that property 

over the time period between sales. 

The analysis which follows points up two results, which are: 

1) Rent control may cause rental property to cease apprec

iating at historic rates, and 

2) raw statistics can be reported in such a manner as to 

distort the underlying pattern inherent in the data. 

First of all, the analysis which follows is based upon data from 

the Massachusetts Department of Corporation and Taxation and is 

referenced in both the "Harbridge House Report"and the paper 

entitled "The Impact of Moderate Rent Control in the United States: 

A Review and Critique of Existing Literature" by J. Gilderbloom. 

lSx 
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The data employed was referenced by both to support the thesis 

that rent control does not adversely affect rental property apprec

iation rates. As we shall see, a simple analysis of the data 

indicates that the data does not support their thesis,and if 

anything,tends to refute their claim. 

Data 

The entire data set from Table XXI of the Gilderbloom report is 

enclosed as Appendix A to this treatise. The data consists of 

16 rental properties which sold twice. The first sale was before 

rent control, the second occured after rent control. For example, 

the first property sold once in 1968 for $56,000.00 and again in 

1970 for $72,000.00. The average rate of appreciation over this 

two-year period was 14.3% per annum. It is important to realize 

at the outset that while the average rate of appreciation was 

14.3%, it is quite possible that it appreciated at, say, 20% the 

first year and 8.6% the second year (or any other set of numbers 

which sum to an average of 14.3%). 

Viewing each of the 16 sales in this manner it is then 

reasonable to see if a rate of appreciation could be estimated 

for each year of the period which the data spans - from 1967 to 

1974. That is the objective of the following section of this 

analysis. 

Display of average rates of appreciation 

In Table One, below, the entries reflect the average rates of 

appreciation associated with each. o·f the 16 apartment complexes. 

For example, recall the first complex sold for the first time in 

1968 and then again in 1970. Its average rate of appreciation 
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we~!; 14. )<'. !Jt'r annum. Noll' thLll the fin;t row of 'l'<ll>lf~ One has 

two l'nlrics of 14. 3?., one l',Jcl! 111 the l()(,!J and l970 co.lunUls. 'rhus, 
I 

as far as this property is concerned, the average~ rate of apprec-

iation for those years, and only those ~ars, is 14.3%. Similar 

entries have been made in Table One for the other 15 properties. 

Table One 

----- ----------------------------
Average Rates of Appreciation of 16 Sots of Sales (1968-70) 

Sale 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
I 

col. I 
aver. ·1 

I 

1968 

17.6 

6. 9 

5. 1 

2.5 

37.1 

' 0. 2 

,- 2. 2 

10.5 

9.7% 

1969 

14.3% 

17.6 

- 3. 6 

6. 9 

5.1 

5. 8 

1.0 

5.0 

-0.5 

2.5 

37.1 

31. 1 

10.2 

0.2 

-2.2 

10.5 

8. 4% 

19 70 

14. 3% 

17.6 

-3. 6 

6.9 

s . l 
5. 8 

1.0 

5.0 

-0.5 

2. 5 

3 7. 1 

31.1 

10.2 

0.2 

-2.2 

10.5 

8. 4% 

1971 

- '3 • () 

6.9 

5. 8 

5.0 

-0.5 

2.5 

10.2 

0.2 

-2.2 

10.5 

3.5% 

19 72 

5. 8 

5. 0 

-0.5 

2.5 

10.2 

0. 2 

-2.2 

10.5 

3.5% 

1973 

5. 8 

5.0 

-0.5 

0.2 

-2.2 

10.5 

3.6% 

1974 

-0.5 

0.2 

-2.2 

-1.8% 

Note that no sale spans the entire seven year period of interest 

with the exceptions of the 14th and 15th sales. Therefore to 

measure the average rate of appreciation for a given year one must 
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consider only those properties whose sales spanned that year. For 

example, only 8 of the 16 sales took place before 1968 and therefore 

only those 8 sales can ref lel:t the underlying rate of appreciation 

for that year. Those properties whose sales took place after 1968 

will reflect rates of appreciation that exist after 1968. 

When one evaluates the data a pattern is evident such that there 

appears to be a strong relationship between the average rate of 

appreciation of the property and the occurance in time of the 

second sale. In general, the later in time the second sale occurs 

the lower is the average rate of appreciation for the property. 

Estimation of appreciation rates 

A simple, but yet meaningful device for estimation of appreciation 

rates is to average the column entries in Table One. The entries 

in the final row of Table One display the average entry in the 

column immediately above it. For example, in the column headed 

1968 the average of the 8 entries is 9.7%. Thus, an estimate of 

the rate of appreciation for 1968, based on the properties whose 

sales span that year is 9.7%. Continuing, all 16 sales span the 

year 1969 and their average appreciation rate is 8.4%. 

Note that the average rate of appreciation drops from a rather 

stable 8 to 9% for years 1968 to 1970 and drops to a rather stable 

3 to 4% for years 1971 to 1973. ~ote also that the average rate 

of appreciation drops below zero in 1974 to a negative 1.8%. 

At this point I would like to ask the reader to review the 

simple, straightforward and, I think, intuitive nature of the 

analysis that was suggested above. First, an average rate of 
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appreciation was calculated for each property based upon the 

difference between the first and second sales price. Next, the 

rate of appreciation is associated with only those years that are 

spanned by the first and second sales of that property. Finally, 

an average rate of appreciation for each year was calculated by 

average the rates of appreciation for those properties whose sales 

dates spanned the year of interest. 

Results 

,1\s indicated above, rates e>f appreciation abruptly fell from an 

average range of 8 to 9% per annum to a level between 3 and 4% per 

annum and finally turned negative for the last year for which data 

is available. Onr: may ask why rates of appreciation "held up", so 

o sreak, for 1970, a post n~nt control YL'ar. rn response to that 

qulry I would offer the following explanations: 

1) prospective investors were not aware of the full impact 

of rent control on the viability of property ownership 

as an investment. Similarly, sellers were not yet aware 

in 1970 of how ciifucult property management was going to 

be under rent control and did not lower their expectations 

and prices until they had gained some experience with life 

under rent control, or, 

2) most of the appreciation which by our analysis was assoc

iated with the year 1970 really represents higher rates of 

appreciation which existed in the years previous to 1970. 

In other words, it is not at all improbable that the real 
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rates of appreciation for lY68 nnd 1969 woro well above the 

9% level and the rate for 1970 was well b(•low the 8% level. 

Be that as it may, it is rather obvious that the rate of 

appreciation of properties represented by the data provided 

dropped from their historic levels to a rate less than 50% 

of what they had been. 

A comment on the Gilderbloom analysis of the data. 

At this point it may be instructive to see how the same data can 

be used to fabricate an alternative, misleading hypothesis. Consider 

the second to the last column of Appendix A, headed by the phrase 

"Annual Percentage Change In Sales Price". Gilderbloom calculates 

an average annual rate of appreciation by simply adding together 

the rates of appreciation of each of the 16 properties and dividing 

the result by 16 to obtain an average of 10.1%. Note that by doing 

so he has ignored the important fact that some properties have sales 

dates which span a period of time falling mostly before the start of 

rent control,others span a period of time mostly after the start of 

rent control. To calculate one single average (10.1%) and present 

it as being representative of the entire seven year period is naive 

as best, and conveniently deceptive at worst. To clarify this point 

if the reader is at all in doubt in regard the the point of the 

argument just presented, consider the following. 

1) The highest rates of appreciation are associated with properties 

whose second sale occured in 1970, early in the seven year time

span. This was, perhaps, a period of time in which the full 

impact of rent control was, for some, in doubt. 
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2) Since sales spanning a longer time period and stretching 

well into the post-rent control period are associated with 

the lowest (and negative) rates of appreciation it is 

clear that there is some systematic impact of rent control 

on rental unit appreciation. 

Since the time spanned by the sales of each unit is ignored in 

the Gilderbloom study,one obtains an irrelevant statistic which 

does not reflect the underlying rate of appreciation during the 

period nor anything else of worth or interest. 

Conclusion 

It has been shown that average appreciation rates for the 16 

properties referenced in the Gilderbloom report indicate a drastic 

difference between pre- and post-rent control periods. The data 

,,~mployed was documented by a disinterested third party and therefore 

one may assume that it was not selected to support one hypothesis 

or another. In passing, it was noted that the same set of data 

was manipulated by another author in such a manner as to mask the 

underlying rate of appreciation that is so apparent when evaluated 

objectively. Gilderbloom's statement in reference to the data are, 

"Analysis of the data shows an average increase in the sale 
prices of 10.1%, and an average increase in assessment of 
13.1% between the two periods (pre-and post-rent control) 
under study". 

The author hopes that the reader now has a more informed opinion 

of the true structure of the rat<2s of appreciation suggested by 

the data. 
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TAnU: XXI 

~ri'Rt:C:T~TJON lN IW!fl'AL ~r~R1?4F.NT COMP!,FX :;ALES JN ~IAr.f.Af.IIII!OP.IT.; 

flnt SnJf! :lecond 5e1~ l'nnuul l'eo·cenlage l:hengt' 
Jn: 

Year rrlct' ~fl'leeoonent lenr l'r 1 c e llo11eeument :iult! l'r·lcc Anucas111ent 

!CJI~fi $ 51'i,ooo $:>::' ,()lJO 1'.170 $ 12,000 $;>0,000 +I'·. lJ - '·· 5 
~ 1967 2) ,OOIJ u,')OO i'}TO )5,200 9,500 • ,., • f,J • 2.0 

19(,6 (j(, '()(K)" N/11 1911 ~1 ,ooo• N/A - l.G N/A 
X 196'1 51 ,000 17,000 I 9'/ I 6'5,000 23 ,noo • C..9 • o.u X ...... 
'.:J 1 o6 r 11(, ,000 ,,., .n0o )Q/0 1'>1 ,ooo• ')2,001) + 5. I • f •• o N 
;~ )l(,(l ]~> ~ qpp• • ~ ,or )f) 1971 1 (,'), I'•'J• J5. 100 + 5.0 • 1.0 N 

- I'Jt;u ~b.oon r .'lot., i710 ~l(l • ~,()(). 9,'i00 + I ._o +1 ~. 3 :.. 1 c(,Q l,o .~JLl} N ~~ ~·n 3 ~(),0(10 II/~ + 5.0 N/1\ 

< 1<;60 1 )0 ,'Jon <,f1, I•JO 191~ 1 ::'5 .'•'•o• 1 .. ,100 - 0.5 • !o.5 
1967 1,0,000 9 ,f100 \Qf2 ~5 ,ooo• 16,000 + :•. 5 +15.5 
1967 22,000° 'l,lf)O 1970 '•6,500 21 ,000 • 11. l +5). 0 
1966 liG,ooo• 9, )LKJ 1970 107,000° 19,000 + J I. I +)ll.O 
1960 lj'j ,,JDO 111,')0() 1'}12 11,500 1'),000 +10.:? +10 .1 
I')(, 1 1 w·. ncu • I'•O,!loo ] 91'• 1 J;> ,000 l.o,l\oo + 0.:? 0.0 
1961 )• r • I- ~~f) l , t' t~){"! ! c; 7'• 10,ooo 17,500 - ;'.? . "·" 1 ')(·1 21 , 'JOO 1 ,)fJ'.) 19/3 loo,ooo 9,000 +10.'5 • ~. 2 

Total 1,0IC,'JOO ~or ,lono 1 ,;>;> J ,lo05 36.?,100 +10. I +13. 0 

•AosuJO!r>g lhnt l>ooy~r to~ee over or:l-r·'a mortg&Re. 

H/f·=lool nv1d II\Lie. 

~()'JI"("~: I'••P.aadno'lelta tlt>r•nrt~n .. nl of Cory·o1aliona anol Ta•allon 

f"ron:. liB· br ldge llo•1~e llP.po1·t 
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STATE OF CAliFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
921 Tenth Street, Sacramento, CA 95814 
( 916) 445-4775 

March 28, 1978 

To All Interested Persons: 

EDMUND 0. BROWN JR., Gove'"or 

Since July 1976, this Department has employed on·a part-time basis as a 
graduate student assistant, John Gilderbloom of the University of California 
at Santa Barbara, to research the subject of rent control. Mr. Gi1derb1oom's 
first report appeared in September 1976 and was sup pi emented a year 1 a ter in 
September 1977. Since those reports appeared, questions have been raised 
about the methodology employed and the conclusions reached in Mr. Gilderbloom's 
work. 

No less than seven studies have appeared since the Department published 
Mr. Gilderbloom's original reports. As a result, we asked Mr. Gilderbloom 
to undertake a review of those studies with an eye toward re-evaluating his 
original premises and conclusions·. The results of that wor·k conducted over 
the past year are contained in this study on the impact of moderate rent 
control in the United States. 

It is the judgment of the Director of this Department, who was responsible 
for Mr. Gilderbloom's employment, that his work is the most important work in 
the field of rent control to appear in recent years·. As the only researcher 
in this area to apply statistical techniques in the fonn of regression analysis 
of the economic i~pact of rent control, his work provides a new and insightful 
look at the operation of moderate rent control. 

In the conduct of his research, this Department asked for a comprehensive 
review of available research in the area and left it to Mr. Gilderbloom to 
determine the exact nature of his work and the manner in which he conducted 
his research. It is our opinion that the report he has produced represents 
the highest 1evel of scholarly and objective research on this topic. More
over, Mr. Gilderbloom's research was subject to rigorous scrutiny and review 
by a number of respected members of California's academic community who 
supervise Mr. Gilderbloam's graduate work. 

We are, therefore, pleased to be able to add to the literature in this most 
controversial field what we perceive to be a thorough and scholarly contri
bution. 

Sincerely, 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

This report is a revision and update of a draft report issued by the 
Department of Housing and Community Development on September 7, 1976, 
entitled, "Report to Donald E. Burns, Secretary, Business and Transportation 
Agency on the Validity of the Legislative Findings of A.B. 3788 and the 
Economic Impact of Rent Control." After completion of that report, a number 
of new studies appeared (Institute of Real Estate Management, 1976; Gruen 
and Gruen, 1977; Brenner and Franklin, 1977; California Housing Council, 
1977; Coalition for Housing, 1977; Lett, 1976) challenging the conclusions 
of the September 7, 1976, study. This updated report analyzes these studies 
and incorporates them into the original report .. The result of that analysis 
does not change the conclusions reported in the original September 7, 1976, 
report. 

The major findings of this updated report are that no evidence of sta
tistical significance can be found to support the contention that short-
term moderate rent control (see page 2) has led to a reduction in 
conventionally-financed multi-family residential construction, a decline in 
maintenance, an erosion of the tax base, relative to non-controlled cities, 
or an increase in abandonments or demolitions. Those studies analyzed since 
the appearance of the 1976 report are characterized by data rendered suspect 
because of non-representative sampling and use of highly selective statistics. 

This report examines fifteen reports, both pro and con, on the subject 
of~oderate rent control. It examines existing but previously unanalyzed 
data. It offers new data from the records of building code inspectors, tax 
assessors, and planning commissioners. It incorporates interviews with rent 
control administrators, rent control analysts) government housing officials, 
and many others. In ad91tion, multiple regression analysis techniques are 
used in analyzing data.JJ Each section of this report begins with a critique 
and analysis of conventional rent control literature and then proceeds to 
examine data using multiple regression analysis. 

This report, however, should still be viewed with caution; while all 
available data suggests that short-term modern controls have no measurable 
negative impact, this should not be taken to mean that no such relationship 
might exist in the future. The conclusions herein are limited only to the 
short-term impact of rent control. 

Rent Control in America 

Rent control programs in the United States can be classified into two 
broad subgroups: restrictive and moderate}/ t•/orld War I and II and ~ew York 
City rent control programs fall into the restrictive category, while the 
programs of New Jersey, Massachusetts, Washington, D.C., and Miami, Florida 
are generally classified as moderate (Achtenberg, 1976: 10). 
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Restrictive Rent Controls 

Restrictive rent controls seem to have led eventually to serious 
problems such as little or no new construction, declining maintenance, 
declining sales and, arguably, declining rates of return on investment. 
(Friedman and Stigler, 1949; Hayek, 1930,de Jouvenel, 1949; Paish, 1940; 
Rydenfelt, 1972; Samuelson, 1947; Willis, 1940; Seldon, 1972; Pennance, 
1972; Keating, 1976}. World ~~ar I and II rent controls put a virtual freeze 
on rents (Blumberg, et al., 1974). New York City's own rent control program, 
from 1949 to 1970, followed the federal government's termination of controls. 
Prior to reforms in 1969 and 1970, according to Emily Achtenberg (1976: 10), 
New York's rent control program "may have accelerated the process of private 
disinvestment by making it difficult for many owners to earn a reasonable 
return on investment." Lowry and Teitz argue that New York's program 
had prevented landlords from increasing rents sufficiently to meet costs 
(Teitz, 1970; Lowry; 1970, Kristoff, 1977). Lowry (1970: 12) argues, "by 
preventing rents from rising in step with the costs of supplying rental 
housing, it (New York's rent control program) has left owners with few 
alternatives to undermaintenance and reduction of building services." 

Moderate Rent Control 

Moderate rent controls, commonly referred to as second generation 
controls, must be distinguished from restrictive:rent controls {Blumberg, 
et al., 1974). The aim of moderate rent controls is to avoid the problems 
traditionally associated with restrictive rent controls such as declines 
in rate of construction, levels of maintenance, etc. It is the type of rent 
control which courts around the country have ruled must be enacted in order 
to guarantee due process and fairness to property owners. These controls 3, ~ 
are designed more to prevent rent gouging than to give general rent relief.~ 

Rather than holding rent levels relatively constant, moderate rent 
controls attempt to regulate the increase on a year-to-year basis. Such 
controls provide owners with annual rent increases to compensate for increases 
in operating costs and taxes as well as providing incentives for capital 
improvements (Blumberg, 1974: 242; Lett. 1976: 91; Bloomfield, 1973). 
If the allowable rent increase fails to allow for a "reasonable return on 
investment'' or provide for major capita 1 improvements or services, the 1 and
lord may apply for a "hardship increase" in rents. In Washington, D.C., 
a minimal rate of return is defined by law. (Lett, 1976: 109). On the other 
handj' should maintenance or services decline or code violations exist in 
the building, the rent control board can either reduce the amount of rent 
collected or prohibit future rent increases until the problems are corrected. 
In addition, all new construction and other substanti~lly rehabilitated 
housing are excluded from regulation, with the exclusion ranging from ini
tial exclusion to an indefinite exemption (Bloomfield, 1973; Blumberg, 1974: 
242; Lett, 1976: 91). 
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SECTION I I 

THE EFFECT OF RENT CONTROL ON NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION 

A number of studies have argued that moderate rent control leads to 
a decline in conventional multi-family construction (Gruen and Gruen, 1977; 
Brenner and Franklin, 1977; Urban Land Institute, 1976; California Housing 
Council, 1977; Phillips, 1974; Coalition for Housing, 1977; Lett, 1976; 
Sternlieb, 1974, 1975). These studies have relied almost exclusively on the 
empirical evidence in the Sternlieb (1974, 1975) and the Urban Land Insti
tute (1976) reports to support their claims. However, certain deficiencies 
in Sternlieb 1 s and Urban land Institute~s data gathering and analysis put 
into question the validity of other studies which have used their work. 

In Sternlieb's (1974, 1975) Boston and Fort Lee studies, he conducted 
a survey of banks to detenni ne if rent contra 1 s effect bankers 1 1 ending 
practices for both construction and long term financing. Sternlieb (1974: 
90-102: 1975: VIII) reports that 74% of the bankers interviewed in Boston 
and 68% of those interviewed in Fort Lee indicated rent control 11 influenced 11 

loan activity. According to Sternlieb: 

The majority of mortgagors in the sample presently lending 
on oultifamily structures regard rent control as an influ
ential factor in their lending decisions. ~~ny believe that 
rent restrictions coupled with continually rising costs of 
construction and operation produce a high level of mortgage 
risk. Indeed, so prohibitive to investor return is the 
combination of spiralling costs and controlled income that a 
number of commercial bankers are shying away from rent 
controlled areas (Sternlieb, 1975: V!II-12). 

There are, however, a number of methodological problems with Sternlieb's 
approach. First, the sample is too small. Only 22 lending institutions in 
his Fort Lee study and 15 of his Boston study, which were lending for multi
family structures, responded to Sternlieb's questionnaire, therefore making 
statistical inference problematic (Sternlieb, 1974: 94; 1975: VIII-5). 
Second, the reliability of the questionnaire is debatable. The questions 
are ambiguous in that asking merely whether rent control 11 influences 11 

lending practices may mean different things to different lenders (Sternlieb, 
1974: 97; 1975: VIII-4). Indeed, perhaps some bankers are flatly refusing 
to lend in controlled areas; others still may be lending, but only in cer
tain areas for certain types of buildings to particular developers, or on 
different terms (higher interest rates, shorter loan terms); or for other 
loans, consideration may not necessarily depend on the existence of rent 
control, but rather on the kind of rent control program or on the rent 
leveling board membership. Or, perhaps some lenders are refusing loans for 
capital improvements, but pennit mortgages for new construction. Sternlieb 
never makes these distinctions. 

Another approach to determine whether 1 enders were g·i vi ng preference 
to non-controlled areas might have been to examine permits issued for new 
multi-family construction.j} This approach might also test the validity of 
the bankers• statements. 
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The Urban Land Institute attempted this in their study of Washington, 
D.C., but their analysis lacked the proper controls to give it any meaning. 
They reported that, after enactment of controls, multi-family residential 
construction dropped 92.4%. In 1970, 10,667 units were built and in 1974, 
only 814 units were built (Urban Land Institute, 1976: 20). The Urban 
Land Institute, however, failed to control for other important independent 
variables which would influence construction (e.g., availability of 
land, socio-economic factors). Also, the Urban Land Institute 
did not match construction activity in Washington, D.C., with other non
controlled cities during the same period. For example, can the Urban Land 
Institute explain the significant 90%-100% drop in construction from 1970 
to 1974 in such non-controlled cities in New Jersey as Trenton, Camden, 
Vineland, and in California cities such as Anaheim, Torrance, ~~eryville, 
San Bruno, San Mateo, Palo Alto, etc., during the same period,2 or the 
doubling of construction in rent controlled cities of Jersey City, Bayonne 

-City, Edison Town~hip, Dumont Borough, Linden City, and Springfield during 
the same per·i od?..§.l 

Gruen and Gruen•s (1977: 38-39) assertion that there was a decline 
in permits for apartment construction in rent controlled communities relative 
to non-controlled areas is unsupported by their data. Table I indicates . 
that in the seven New Jersey counties with 25% or more of their municipalities 
under rent control, no discernable pattern emerges as to whether builders 
are choosi-ng to build more in non-controlled cities as opposed to controlled 
municipalities. Overall the totals for the seven counties indicate that 
no statistically significant shift (-0.5%) occurred: three counties showed 
declines in percentage of apartment construction in rent controlled cities, 
three counties showed increases in percentage of apartment construction in 
rent controlled cities, and one county indicated no significant difference 
(-01.7%). Beyond this data, Gruen and Gruen•s other statistics fail to 
isolate sufficie~tly the relative impact of rent control compared to other 
relevant factors. Simply cl assi fyi ng counties as either 11 rent con troll ed 11 

(25% or more municipalities have ordinances) or 11 non-rent controlled 11 (one 
11 non-rent controlled county 11 (Mercer) has 23% of its municipalities under 
rent control), and making comaprisons between the tHO categories, might 
reflect many factors other than the existenc~ of rent control. Again, these 
statistics reveal no strong relationship between construction and rent 
contra 1. 

As Table II demonstrates, the amount of apartment construction as 
a percent of state construction, before and after imposition of rent controls, 
has remained about the same in five 11 rent controlled 11 counties, while in 
two 11 rent contro11ed 11 counties (Essex and Middlesex), apartment construction 
has actually increased (Gruen and Gruen, 1977: 37). Overall, the total 
apartment construction in 11 rent controlled 11 counties as a percent of state 
construction increased slightly from average of 5.92% in 1972 to 9.0% in 
1976. On the other hand, the percentage decline of apartments constructed 
between 1972 and 1976 as compared to total units built reveals that three 
out of seven 11 rent cantrall ed 11 counties had increases in apartment construc
tion above the statewide average, while four other counties fell below the 
statewide average. 
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-](,,(, 

nrc 25 (11 I 55'f 5le .0 (, }. ,, 1 (,1111 5:'9 70.0 1'{ .o -I '. () 

f'R~SRiC rc 709 l,r,o 51.9 '{2.0 le()) nle 50.6 <)0.5 (, 
~111.5 

.~ 
nt·c 650 Ill? leO. l ?ll.o ?06 1 le lel. le 9-5 .. ) .. , 1"11 
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From: G~.:.en and Gruen (1977). 
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Construction in Massachusetts 

A 1974 study of rent control in Massachusetts by Urban Planning Aid 
(1974) indicated that new construction in rent controlled areas exceeded 
that in non-rent controlled areas (See Table III). The report found that 
54% more multi-family units were built between 1971 and 1973 than between 
1968 and 1970 in rent controlled communities, while in non-rent controlled 
communities only 39% more multi-family units were built between 1971 and 
1973 than between 1968 and 1970. The building of subsidized housing in 
rent control areas of Massachusetts increased 69% between 1971 and 1973 
compared to 1968 to 1970, while construction of subsidized housing in non
rent controlled areas was below this rate, increasing only 47% between 
1971 and 1973 compared to 1968 to 1970. 

Construction in New Jersey Using Multiple Regression Techniques 

An examination of multi-family residential construction in 63 New Jersey 
cities -- 26 rent controlled cities and 37 non-rent controlled cities --
found no empirical evidence that rent control causes a decline in construction. 

Using descriptions of municipalities compiled by the Division of State 
and Regional Planning in New Jersey, sample cities were classified into three 
categories: urban center, urban-suburban, and suburban. Urban center cities 
are densely populated with extensive development. Urban-suburban cities are 
near urban centers but not as highly developed, with larger residential areas. 
Suburban cities are predominantly single-family residential units within a 
short distance of an urban area. Cities were then further classified into 
two categories: non-rent controlled cities and cities that enacted rent 
contra 1 between September, 1972, and April , 1973 ·• Approximate 1 y 300 cities 
fell within these two categories. It was then dec·ided to eliminate all 
municipalities with populations under 12,940 or with 14% or less of the 
housing stock in rental units (New Jersey Division of State Police: 1973: 
U.S. Department of Commerce 1970). This procedure resulted in the current 
sample of 26 rent controlled cities and 37 non-rent controlled cities. 

Discussion of rates of construction, demolitions, and taxes refer to 
the percentage increase or decrease in permits issued between 1973 and 
1975 (rent control period) in comparison to 1970 to 1972 (non-rent control 
period). Building pennit data as an indicator of construction has been 
used in previous rent control research (California Housing Council, 1977; 
Coalition for Housing, 1977; Urban Land Institute, 1976; Selesnick, 1976). 
This figure excludes all single and two-family homes and publicly-owned 
housing units including all housing units owned by federal, state, and 
local governments, public housing authorities and military bases (New Jersey 
Department of Labor and Industry, 1975). 

If the contention that rent control adversely affects new rental 
housing construction is sound, then a decline in non-public multiple-unit 
construction should be evident in controlled cities compared to non-controlled 
cities. Because of the cyclical nature of the construction industry, it is 
import~nt to note any general declines in construction in both controlled 
and non-controlled cities. One good example of this is the 25% decline in 
single-family home construction for the entire state of New Jersey between 
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the periods 1970 to 1972 and 1973 to 1975. Overall, non-rent controlled 
cities showed a 65% decline in multi-family construction for the period 
1973 to 1975 compared to 1970 to 1972. In rent controlled cities, con
struction decreased 19% (Table IV). 

Looking at construction by ctty type, suburban and urban center cities 
show a general decrease in construction, regardless of rent ~~ntrol, and 
the decline in construction was even greater in non-rent controlled cities 
than in controlled cities. Table V shows that construction of multiple
family dwellings in urban center cities dropped 68% in non-controlled cities, 
while in controlled cities construction fell 35% during the same period. 
In addition, four controlled cities experienced increases in multiple-family 
construction, while only one non-controlled city had an increase in construc
tion during the same period. A similar finding occurred in suburban cities. 
In non-controlled cities, multiple-family construction fell 63%, while in 
controlled cities, multiple-family construction declined 41%. Four of the 
controlled suburban cities h~d increases in construction during 1973 to 1975 
period. (Tab1e VI). In rent controlled urban-suburban cities, the third 
category, total multiple-family construction increased 64:~. while construc
tion in non-controlled urban-suburban cities declined 65%. Three rent 
controlled and three non-controlled cities had increases in construction 
during 1973 to 1975 (Table VII) .. 

Critics, however, might argue that the above two studies fail to 
control for suppressor effects and confound·ing variables. One way of over
~oming this problem is through regression analysis, an approach yet to be 
utilized in recent research examining moderate rent controls. Regression 
analysis attempts to determine the net effect of one particular variable 
while controlling for other variables. In this case the variable rent 
control --controlling for median rent, percent Black, percent tenant, 
municipal population growth,lf city type and city size -- revealed no .8 
statistically significant effect on new multi-family residential constructio~ 
(Gilderbloom, 1978). 

According to interviews, builders continue to build in most rent 
controlled cities for two reasons. First, it is difficult for the builder 
to leave a community with wnich he is already familiar. Understanding of 
future developments, knowledge of business trends, planned externalities 
(parks, schools, churches, etc.) and other builders' plans are essential 
to a builder's success. Such knowledge comes from a long and direct involve
ment in the community. Second, the nature of moderate rent control also 
contributes to a builder's decision to stay and build in the community. 
Naturally, the exemption of all new construction is an inducement to continue 
building. But, since new construction might eventually fall under rent 
controls, the guarantee of a "reasonable return on profit" is also ~~ucial 
to a builder's decision to stay and build in rent controlled areas.2J 
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':'ABLE :v 

:1Er..; JERSEY Is ~lON-?!J3L:c I ~JL7!-L~I7 
F.~HLY RESIDE:iTL.U. :o~:S7Rt:CT!O:i 

G~'ID :'O'!'ALS ~ "', CE.-\::GE 

Rene Conc=oJ. Ci..:i.as l970-i2 :.;73-75 

Urban Can car 4, 941 . 3,202 

Urban-Suburban 1,137 1,362 

Suburban 647 382 

Grand To cal 6. i2S 5,446 

Non-Rent Con!iol Cities 

Urban Center 51136 1,664 

Urban- Subu::ban ass 301' 

Suburban S,557 2,070 

Grand ':'otal 11, s sa .1,:)40 

.. Chansr:e ,. 
-35.2~ 

•63.3 

-41. :J 

-19.0 

-67.6~ 

-64.5 

-53.4 

-ii;,1 

Source: State of New Je=sey, De~art:ent of Labor and Indust=Y. 
Division of Planning and Research 
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SECTION III 

THE EFFECT OF RENT CONTROL ON HOUSING MAINTENANCE 

A number of opponents of rent control have cited Sternlieb as proof that 
maintenance declines under moderate rent controls (Kain, 1975; Lett, 1976) .. 
Sternlieb reasons that if allowable rent increases lag behind rising costs, 
then maintenance and fuel expenditures will be reduced (Sternlieb, 1974: 3). 
In his Boston study, Sternlieb found that rents increased only 6.7%, while 
operating expenses increased 15.2% (Sternlieb, 1974: 28-46). Similarly, in his 
Fort Lee study, Sternlieb found that allowable rents rose only 5.5%, while 
expenses jumped 22% (Sternlieb, 1975: III-11). 

But Sternlieb's estimation of percentage increase in rents and costs appear 
to be questionable in at least two ways (Achtenberg, 1975). First, Sternlieb 
excluded mortgage payments in computing percentage increase in total costs. Such 
costs are usually constant and account for one-third to one-half of a landlord's 
expenses. When these "mortgage'' costs are included in computing total percentage 
increase in costs, the percentage drops sharply from its original figure 
(Achtenberg, 1975; Gilderbloom, 1978). 

Secondly, Sternlieb relied on data supplied, for the most part by real 
estate organizations rather than audited income statements from rent boards. 
Such data might contain exaggerated operating costs and understated rent increases 
(Achtenberg, 1975; Katz, Biber and Lawrence, 1977; Pentifallo, 1977; Gilderbloom, 
1978). For example, a recent Certified Public Accountant's report was unable to 
verify the operating expenses of one of the 11 apartments examined by Sternlieb 
in Fort Lee (Katz, Biber and Lawrence, 1977). Moreover, according to the Tax 
Assessor of Fort Lee, New Jersey, the reported total rents collected by landlords 
are si~nificantly understated compared to the actual rent charged to tenants 
(Pentifallo, 1977: 9). Pentifallo found that landlords understated the amount 
of rent collected by an average of 38%. Had Sternlieb based his conclusions 
on audited income and operating statements available from New Jersey and 
Massachusetts rent boards, they might have been more reliable. 

One way of examining whether or not rent increases are keeping pace with 
rising costs is to determine whether landlords are actually reducing the amount 
of money going into maintenance (Sternlieb, 1974: 3). An examination of Sternlieb's 
own data indicates that this is not the case. In his Boston study (Table VIII), 
Sternlieb's data show that slightly higher percentages of net rent received went 
into building maintenance and services between 1971 and 1973 in the rent controlled 
sample (14.8% in 1971 vs. 16.6% in 1973) than in the non-rent controlled sample 
(14.0% in 1971 vs. 15.0% in 1973). In addition, Sternlieb's study indicates 
almost a parallel increase in the amount going into maintenance in controlled 
buildings compared to non-controlled buildings--19.7% vs. 21.4%, respectively. In 
his Fort Lee study (Table IX), Sternlieb's data indicates that the amount of 
money going into maintenance increased by 21.4% during rent control. In addition, 
the percentage of the rent dollar going into maintenance increased from 22% in 
1972 to 25% in 1974. 
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:'ABLE VIII 

Average ~~nual Operacin~ ~esul:s Sample 

Greacer 3osc~n Area 

~:on-~ene Co:':.:::~l Sa~ :a 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1971-72 

1972-73 

1971-73 

523,052 

S31.:50 

S33,5o4 

11.1~ 

7. i1. 

!.9. i~ 

Average ?ercenc Change 

Increase ~n ~aincenance Coscs as a 
Percencage of ~ec Rent: aeceived 

53,863 

62,4.iS 

5.1~ 

14.41. 

21.41. 

19 71 14. 81. 14. !..1. 

19 72 15. 5"!. 13. 7"T. 

19 73 i6. 51. 15. 01. 

Fro~: !he Real~ties of Rent Control in che Greater Bos:on 
Area, by George Scern1ieb 
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T . .;.3LE IX 

?OR'! LEE. ~:=::.; .:ERSEY 
AVER...;.G::: .!...~:il.iAL OPSMTI;tG :\ESL'l.:S 

:or L: Apar~encs 

l?i2 - :.?n 

2.9i2 254,193 

19 73 264,L..60 

l.974 308,024 

Average ?ercenc Change 

1972-1973 + 4.04 

1973-1974 +15.47 

1972-1974 +21.13 

• 
Operating ~esu1ts as a Percentage 

of ~et Rent ~eceived 

1972 21.67 

1973 21.95 

1974 24.90 

Source: Lett, Monica; Rent Control 1976, Center :or ~r~an 
Policy Research, Rutgers University. 
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Maintenance And Capital Improvements In Massachusetts 

Economist Joseph Eckert (1977) in his recently completed study found that 
maintenance had not declined in rent controlled buildings. He examined audited 
income and operating statements of rent controlled properties in Brookline between 
1970 and 1975. Between 1970 and 1974, the average percentage of the rent dollar 
going into maintenance and repair increased from 4.2% in 1970 to 5.0% in 1974 
(Table X). In the disaggregated form, maintenance in 5 to 12-unit buildings and 
13 to 25-unit buildings declined slightly--3.8% vs. 3.0% and 4.1% vs. 3.6% 
respectively, and increased for 26 to 50-unit buildings and 50 units or more--
2.9% vs. 5.0% and 4.8% vs. 6.0% respectively (Table XI). 

In both the aggregate and disaggregate form, capital improvements increased. 
In the aggregate form (Table X), capital improvements increased 0.6% in· 1970 to 
2.2% in 1974. In the disaggregate form, capital improvements increased from 
1.0% to 3.0% in 5 to 12-unit buildings, from 0% to 3.1% in 13 to 25-unit buildings, 
from 0% to 2.0~ in 26 to 50-unit buildings, and 1.0% to 2.0% in 50 unit or more 
buildings (Table XI). Similarly, Achtenberg (1974: 7) found that permits for 
alterations, additions, and repairs increased in Cambridge by 40%, in Brookline 
bj 24%, in Somerville by 22%, and in Lynn by 69% since the adoption of rent 
controls in these Massachusetts cities. In three of these cities, there has also 
been a rise in the estimated cost of work to be completed. According to Eckert 
( 1977: 322-323)' 

All of the data sets taken together would lead us to conclude that 
landlords were spending about as much for repairs as a percentage 
of rent after six years of rent control as they were in the year 
immediately preceding rent control. 

~·/hy Moderate Rent Control Does Not Appear to Lead to Reduced Maintenance • 
On the basis of data from Massachusetts and New Jersey, it seems that 

moderate rent control has not caused a reduction in the amount of money going into 
maintenance, and in certain cases maintenance has increased. The reason for 
this--according to those rent control board members and analysts interviewed in 
New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Florida--is that the law allows for landlords to 
pass the full cost of repairs and improvements on to the tenant. According to 
Eckert (1977: 324), 

One positive and successful Board policy for encouraging maintenance 
involves a provision for special limited hearings for landlords who 
wish to make major repairs, capital improvements or renovations 
(previously outlined in Chapter 1). These hearings result in the 
landlord's receiving a guarantee from the Rent Board as to the amount 
of additional rent he can charge once the capital improvements are made. 

f~reover, almost all the ordinances in New Jersey and Massachusetts mandate that 
landlords must retain the same level of services and maintenance as that existing 
before the enactment of moderate controls. If, for some reason maintenance 
declines, the tenants can file a complaint with the rent control board. According 
to Eckert, 
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Tenants proving negligence in maintenance can expect a rent reduction 
until the problem is corrected, and in some cases the Board might 
initiate a full building hearing if tenants' complaints seem 
particularly widespread in a particular building. It is probable that 
in this atmosphere landlords simply are not able to cut maintenance or 
capital improvements significantly without .the Board taking action to 
stop this reduction of services. 

According to Shirley Green, Rent Control Director of Newark, New Jersey, if a 
landlord wants to increase his or her rents in excess of maximum allowable 
increase, the property must be without code violations. According to Sylvia Aranow, 
the former Rent Control Chairperson for Fort Lee, before· rent control was enacted, 
it was difficult to get a landlord to fix code violations. 

Before rent controls, landlords could easily overlook bad conditions 
if there was a violation in existence just by ignoring it. Finally, 
the building inspector would get fed up with it and haul him into 
court and the judge would fine him Sl5. Big deal, it didn't correct 
the violations. It was easier to pay that than to go out and pay 
$1,000 to correct what really was the problem to begin with -- lack 
of maintenance. 

Eckert (1977: 324) concludes by arguing that it is these positive and negative 
inducements that cause maintenance.to remain stable. 

Abandonment 

A number of studies have argued that rent control leads to abandonment and 
demolitions (Sternlieb, 1974: 88; Phillips, 1974: 2; Apartment and Office Building 
Associations, 1977). However, no empirical evidence is offered to support the 
claimed correlation. In fact, if abandonment were occurring, the first sign would 
be declining maintenance (Nourse, 1975: 185-90); yet all available data suggests 
this is not the case. Even studies examining the restrictive controls of New York 
have been unable to prove a causal relationship beoveen controls and abandonment. 
For example, a nationwide study of abandonment ranked New York fifth, behind 
four non-rent controlled cities (St. Louis, Cleveland, Chicago, and Hoboken) in 
rates of abandonment (National Urban League, 1971: 1-18). Furthermore, a recent 
study by the Women's City Club of New York concluded that no significant rela
tionship exists between abandonment and rent control; instead, the report claims 
that abandonment results from redlining, vandalism, and failure of tenants to 
pay rents (Newsweek, 1977: 100). According to the Temporary State Commission on 
Housing and Rents in New York: 

The abandonment process is a social and economic process which is· 
both cumulative and self-generating, spreading through many low 
income and ghetto neighborhoods. Rent control, however, can have 
little effect for it is clear that it is the oldest, least 
desirable tenement housing which is abandoned -- housing which is 
unable to produce substantially more income in a free market 
(1974: 82). 
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Demolition And Rent Control 

Phillips (1974: 2) and Frenette (1977) have argued that the demolition of 
existing housing stock increase as a result of rent control. Data collected on 
the number of units demolished in New Jersey between 1970 and 1975 indicates 
total demolitions of units decreased 8% in rent controlled cities and 9% in 
non-rent controlled cities (Table XII). 

In rent controlled urban center cities, demolitions decreased 6%. Six out 
of ten cities show declines in the number of units demolished. In urban center 
non-rent controlled cities, demolitions increased 55% (Table XIII). Demolitions 
in controlled urban-suburban cities show a 30% decrease during the rent control 
period. Only three out of the eight controlled cities demonstrated increases 
in demolitions. In non-controlled urban-suburban cities, demolitions decreased 
48% (Table XIV). In suburban cities, demolitions of residential units decreased 
34% in rent controlled cities; in non-controlled cities demolitions decreased 
34% (Table XV). . 

It is also important to note that the number of demolitions in suburban 
cities, both controlled and non-controlled, is relatively small. A regression 
analysis controlling for, multifamily construction, median rent, percent black, 
percent tenant, municipal population growth, city type and city size, found 
that the varible rent control had no net effect on demolitions of housing unit~/ 
(Gilderbloom, 1978). 

Given this data, the conclusion of three recent reports --Coalition for 
Housing (1977: 28), Lett (1976), and Gruen and Gruen ·(1977 -- that maintenance 
in rent controlled housing has declined is questionable. Lett's (1976: 136) 
study, the most comprehensive of the three, contends on the basis of a reanalysis 
of Sternlieb's data that the "controlled group provided S4 per unit less per 
month in maintenance". Lett's reanalysis is questionable in that she uses two 
different methods of breaking down expenses for controlled and non-controlled 
properties. In her analysis of the 20 non-controlled properties she looked at 
an average of all her units, but in her rent control sample she chose only one 
"typical" apartment on which to base her conclusion. Thus 69 out of the sampled 
70 controlled properties are excluded from analysis. The remaining rent controlled 
property is far from typical in terms of maintenance expenditures. As Sternlieb's 
data already indicates the average increase in the amount of money going into 
maintenance was 19.7% for the seventy properties between 1971-1973; in Lett's 
"typical" rent controlled apart.11ent the amount of money going into maintenance 
increased only 11.5%. 

Coupled with this problem is the fact that her "typical" rent controlled 
apartment collected only $176 a month in rent, while the average monthly rent 
of the non-controlled properties was $232. Lett's comparisons should have been 
based on similar net rents, or by making a comparison of the percentage of the 
rent dollar going into maintenance. Using the latter method, Lett would have 
found that 16.5% of the rent dollar went into maintenance in the controlled 
property, while only 14.2% of the rent dollar went into maintenance in the 
non-controlled properties. 

Given these findings, the Coalition for Housing (1977: 28) claim (based on 
Lett's work) that rent control has resulted in the "rapid deterioration of 
existing housing stock and poorer living conditions for tenants" is without 
foundation. Lastly, the argument by Gruen and Gruen (1977: 80) that "many 
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New Jersey rent control ordinances will work to discourage maintenance and rehab
ilitation expenditures in some neighborhoods .. has no empirical basis. According 
to Gruen and Gruen (1977: 77); 

We were not able to collect sufficient data on housing quality 
and/or landlord expenditures to comprehensively measure the type 
and degree of housing quality change that has taken place since 
the imposition of rent control ordinances. 
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SECTION IV 

TAXES AND VALUATION OF PROPERTY 

Many claim that rent control causes the local tax base to decline. 
Both the construction of new rental housing and the condition of the exist
ing stock determine the size and health of a city's rental property tax base. 

The notion of an eroding tax base is plausible only to the extent that 
the alleged adverse effects of rent control upon new construction and main
tenance are accepted. Sternlieb and others have argued that declining 
construction and maintenance in cities makes the erosion of the tax base 
11 imminent 11 (Sternlieb, 1975: VII-23}. However, the foregoing sections 
demonstrate that moderate rent control has not adversely effected new 
construction and maintenance. Therefore, in the absence of any other 
generally accepted correlation between controls and ill effects, the claim 
that rent control causes an erosion of the tax base should be reexamined. 

Furthermore, the practice of drawing a correlation between rent control 
and the total tax base is subject to question. Rent controlled properties 
are not sufficiently isolated from other types of non-controlled properties 
(industrial, commercial, single family, vacant, etc.), to establish the 
claimed negative correlation. For example, apartments in New Je~sev make. uo 
only a small proportion (6%} of the total property tax base (Gruen and Gruen, 
1977: 60). 

Changes in Total Tax Base 

Both Laverty (Cambridge Tax Assessor) (1976) and Sternlieb (1974) have 
argued that the total tax base has either become stagnant or declined in a 
number of Massachusetts cities with rent control. Always cited is Cambridge, 
where the tax base declined from $280 million in 1970 to $276 million in 1974 
(Sternlieb, 1974; Laverty, 1976). Also cited are Lynn and Somerville, but 
it should be pointed out that the tax base in both of these cities began 
declining two years previous to the enactment of rent control. On the other 
hand, the total tax base of Brookltne and Boston has increased steadily since 
enactment of rent controls. 

Assuming for research purposes, a correlation between rent control and 
the total tax base, this report compares the tax base of 26 controlled and 
37 non-controlled cities in New Jersey. The data offers no evidence to 
suggest that rent control causes a decline in a city's tax base. In fact, 
controlled cities experienced a parallel increase in total assessed value 
compared to non-controlled cities. · 

Between 1973 and 1976, the total tax base for controlled cities and 
non-controlled cities had identical increases of 25% (Table XVI). In 
controlled urban center cities the tax base increased 27%, and in non-controlled 
cities the tax base increased 25% (Table XVII}. In urban-suburban cities, 
controlled cities• property value increased 9%, while non-controlled cities• 
property value rose 31% (Table XVIII). In controlled suburban cities, the 
assessed value of property increased 1 29%, while in non-controlled suburban 
cities the assessed value of property increased 21% (Table XIX). 
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TAI.II.E XVlll 
URBAN-SUBURbAN: TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE 

(In Thousund:;) 

% Change 
UrLun-SubuJ"I;an 19"10 19"1J • '{u-'(l 121.!!__ 

% Clm11gc 
. ''( j-'(li 

Hent Control 

1-'tli r Luwn Bora. 
Elmwood Park · 
Uu111out Boa·o. 
Cl1ffa1du Paa·k Boro. 
l'ulha•h•u Pnrk Uoro. 

v .. rontt 
lllghlund Purk Uoa·o. 
Rood 1., '1\rv. 

'J'otal 

Totttl less Cliff
side Park Boro. 

Non Reut Conh·ol 

Coll1nawood lloro. 
llculdonf1elJ Boro. 
Moutcldr 
Keurny 'l'own 
Cau·tc:n:t. Bora. 

lluvt.hornu Uoa·o. 
Ph1111t>&burg 'l'owu 
Roselle Pttrk Uoro. 

Saddle llcook ·rwp. 
IIUldde 
l'enmuauk.en 'l\r1•, 

'l'otul 

Sourc<O: 

261l,J53 :n:!,56o ... 1.50 ;!'('{. 'j(.;• ~ 1.1n 
11~,91t1 153,691 ... ·n.n I~~~ ,11 L~ -~ 0.11'( 
150,855 152,564 ... 1.13 1511, I Ill -~ l.Ot> 

9'•,98o 163,531 ... '/2.1'( ;~·.~s.:·'J~ -t~ll.li~ 

13,239 11~,H4 ... 56.'( j I I U ,ut;;: ~ 2.116 

10it,566 154 ,llllb -t lall.Ob )t; I ,O'JII ~ II.() j 

61,092 122,692 ... ~ l. 55 L•:•,•)jl, -t O,Oj 
121,9o6 124 ,'(16 .. 2.]1 t~t,,o~·u .. 1.0'( 

1,009,952 1,25!1,596 .. 24,'/2 1 • j(.'(. 'j'Jll ... IJ .5'( 

914 ,9'{2 1,096 ,0(;'( .. 19.79 1 , I 11, •'''J'j .. ] .6ti 

'{) ,622 lOit ,1101 .. 45.36 1011,~;~(. ... j.h6 
78,6'j2 11tJ,I•J1 .. 1.12.42 1 1,·(, lOll .. 2.'(0 

262,4119 262,'(95 .. 0.12 l,(,l). •)'('( H)i.OI 
JH ,6-i6 ]111,29'{ ... '(.:iii jill) ,II fl - 0.::5 
155,'('14 199,'('(1 .. 26.24 2.0:! .o~~, -~ 1.1111 

151,659 <!15;(65 ... '•2.~0 ;~~!I _' . .ill•> .. 2.6'..1 
61,991& 101,1•01 .. 63.56 JOi,'.iH • ~·.}I, . 

6],}30 lltl,93li -tl2~.12 )II) ,:!'(I .. 0.1!'( 

12Y,l:.!6 14,004 -t· 9.01 149, )loU -t 6.01> 
76,116 151,614 1101.114 121 ,lJ]':J 1109.2) 

112,81) 244,396 -t-116.64 507, !.14) H07.8:J 

1,501,751 2,069,861 . -t 17.111 2, 70), oo·s ... :J0.69 

New Jc:n;c:y lleJIUI'lJa.:nl or Ltlboa· utld lutlu:.ilJ'Y lllvi:.l<~l .... l'ltollltillt~ 

und Ut:bcu.a·chi U.:i. Utpta.rlu.cul of l!ollutu.:t·,:c. t!lJU:.il.l'&h:l.it'u lt•:p,H·L. 

% Ct1r.uee 
''(U-''IG 

.. ·; .lu 
-~ jl1, ]II 

.. ~~. ~!0 

-t I {.t;. (.U 

~ () 1 • ;•o 

-t )II . 0 j 

.. 'J 1 .i.o 
j ,110 

-t j~.IIJ 

-t :! I . '(II 

-t )U.I>'J 

-t ll'(. ]II 
-t t; 1. ;'I 
.. '(. ll 
-t jO.ll~ 

i- l1t>. II 
-t I)'( • ull 
.. 1:' 1.0'( 

~ J5.b4 
1Jl2.]) 
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Three controlled cities and three non-controlled cities had declines 
in the tax base. Tax assessors tn each of those three controlled cities 
were asked to explain the reasons for the decline, and not one of them 
attributed the decrease to the existence of rent controls. No clear picture 
of a primary cause of the erosion of a city's tax base emerged. Instead, 
each city had its own set of causes ranging from requests by industries 
for reduced valuations coupled with threats to leave the jurisdiction if such 
requests were not granted, to nei'ghbornood transition, public housing, "white 
flight, 11 redevelopment, tax loopholes, and redllning. 

The following explains declines in tax ratab1es in the three rent 
controlled New Jersey cities which evidenced a reduced tax base. 

Jersey City 

Margaret Jeffers, Tax Assessor for Jersey City, stated that rent leveling 
had 11 nO impact 11 on the total ratables and that total. property values went 
down because of property acquired by the Jersey City Redevelopment Agency and 
the City of Jersey. Also, a recent influx of "disharmonious groups" contributed 
to slight decrease in property values. Overall, she claimed the true value 
of property not to be dropping, but instead to be going up. 

Paterson 

The City of Paterson had a small drop of 1.75% in total ratables from 
1972 to 1973. According to Jim Krieger, Senior Assessing Clerk for Paterson, 
the value of rental housing has stabilized over the years and the assessed 
valuation of single-family homes has continued to increase. Krieger believes 
that there have been four main reasons for the decline in ratab1es: (1) much 
of the taxable property has become·exempt because it has been acquired by 
Paterson Redevelopment Agency; (2) buildings have been demolished; (3) there 
have been increases in the amount of exempt property such as charitable 
institutions and churches; and (4) there have been large reductions in 
assessed valuation of property demanded by both businesses and industries. 
T~us, Krieger contends that the ra tables have gone down because the number 
of exempt properties has increased and the tax assessors have been forced to 
lower the assessed value of certain industrial property. In general, however, 
taxable property has increased in value. 

Orange City 

In Orange City the total assessed value declined because of "reductions 
granted by the State on commercial and industrial property .. according to 
John Cuccollo, Chief Tax Assessor. For example, when Litton Industries 
closed its plant, the assessed value fell from $850,000 to $350,000. Cuccollo 
reports that sales prices of residential units climbed 40% between 1973 and 
1976 and that values are "maintaining their pace.•• 

Taxable Output of Apartments 

Two studies which have examined the impact of moderate rent controls 
solely on the valuation of apartments concluded that the burden of taxes 
did not shift from multi-family apartments to single family housing (Eckert, 
1977; Gilderbloom, 1978). 
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Brookline, Massachusetts 

Eckert•s study attempts to assess the impact of rent control on the 
value of multi-family property in the City of Brookline. He notes that since 
rent control took effect, the net valuation of multi-units declined from 
$92,691,900 in 1970 to $86,343,700 in 1976 (Eckert, 1977: 327). Furthermore, 
the amount of taxes paid by single-family homes increased from 37.2% in 1970 
to 41.23% in 1976 (Eckert, 1977: 340). While arguing that this was caused 
by the .. permanent 1 ass from the multi-unit property tax base from conversions 
and abatements, .. Eckert significantly adds, 11 (t)his has been offset by the 
gain to the single family class from condominiums .. (Eckert, 1977: 356). 
In other words, by converting rental units into condominiums, the taxable 
value of these converted buildings increased from $5,337,544 to $11,066,176. 
As a result of conversion, these properties were taken out of the rental 
property category and reclassified into the single-family category. Moreover, 
the reduced assessments, because of abatements, is .. about what would be 
expected ... if the market was free and competitive .. (Eckert, 1977: 344). 
As· a result, the amount of properties classified under single-family residen
tial category increased, but the burden of taxes did not shift from landlords 
to homeowners. 

New Jersey 

But is Brookline unique compared to other municipalities with moderate 
rent control? A recent study of 26 New Jersey towns with rent control and 
37 without rent control over a four year period found that Moderate 
rent controls have not caused the total taxable value of controlled 
rental property to decline relative to non-rent controlled apartments 
(Gilderbloom, 1978). A regression analysis-- controlling for tax rate 
increase, city type, percent tenant, median rent, multi-family residential 
construction, city size, number of demolitions and municipal population growth 
found that the variable rent control had no net effect on total taxable 
output of rental property in controlled cities in comparison to non-controlled 
cities.JJJ In addition, it was found that there was no statistically signi
ficant relationship between rent control and increase in the tax rate. This 
finding could be subject to a wide variety of interpretations. One plausible 
explanation is that moderate rent controls do not necessarily reduce rents 
below the market, but instead bring them in line with rent in non-controlled 
cities. Or another interpretation is that moderate rent controls regulate 
only the proportion of the housing stock that is subject to erradic or 
extreme rent increases. Yet another interpretation is that the time period 
studied is too short to accurately determine whether controlled properties 
are declining in relation to non-controlled apartments. 

Appreciation of Property 

Contrary to Sternlieb's claim that the value of apartment buildings he 
examined in Fort Lee, New Jersey, would fall in value, the assessed valuation 
of these properties has risen sharply. Table XX demonstrates that all 
eleven apartments which he examined have risen in value ranging from 37% to 
222% --with a mean increase of 81%.J1J This trend runs contrary to Sternlieb•s 
prediction that the assessed valuation of these buildings would fall 49.2% 
between 1974 and 1980. 
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A similar rise in apartment values has been reported by the Massachusetts 
Department of Corporations and Taxation which examined a sample of re·ntal 
properties in the City of Cambridge which were sold between 1967 and 1968 
(pre-rent control) and resold between 1970 and 1974 (post control enactment) 
(Table XXI). The data was collected but never analyzed because, according 
to the Assistant to the Chief of the Bureau of Local Assessment, ..... rent 
control appeared to have no systematic effect upon sale prices . . ... Analysis 
of the data shows an average increase in sale prices of 10.1%, and an average 
increase in assessment of 13.1%, between the two periods under study. · 

Another study of the City of Brookline by the Revenue and Rent Control 
Study Committee (1974) which compiled sales prices and gross rental incomes 
of rent controlled buildings showed that the gross rent multiplier has remained 
stable since the commencement of rent control. 
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TAilLF. XXI 

1\PI'I!Jo:CTATJOif llf m:NTI\1, APJ\Il'l'HtFI' COf.!PLEX SAJ.ES TN MMlr.ACIIIIflf:J"J'~: 

Flrnt. SnJe Second Sole 1\nnunl l'en,('n tn.ge ChtlllW~ 

In: 

Year Price luwr. snment Ycor l'rlcc Asnesmnent. f:nlf! I'd e" An~;eusment 

1966 $ 56,000 $22,000 1970 $ 72,000 $20,000 + Jlo, l% - '•-5 
196'( 23,000 6,500 1970 35,200 9,500 1('/,6% •· ;•. 0 
1966 ~6,ooo• N/A 19'71 J,1,ooo• N/A - !.6 N/11 
196'( 51,000 11,000 19'( I 65 ,ooo 2],000 • G.9 + fl.O 
196'( 116,000 lo;:> ,000 1'1(0 151,00011 52,000 • ~. 1 + h,O 
J')6fl 12 3 ,ooo• .n,nno 1911 J65,J'•5" 35,100 + 5.fl • 1.0 
1')60 26,ooo '(,'jO() 1970 ?6,500 11 9,500 + I .0 H).J 

~~ 
~\0 

1960 J,o. ooo N/A 19'(3 50,000 ti/A + 5.0 N/A 
19611 1.)0,000 50 ;roo . ~ n•• 125 ·'•'•o• 1'•,100 - 0.5 + '·· 5 
196'( I10 ,000 9,000 19'(2 '•5 ,ooo• 16,000 + 'J I" H').') .. ) 

1967 22,000 11 0.100 1910 '•6,500 21,000 ~ Tl. I ~5].0 

1960 66,ooo• 9,500 1970 107,00011 19,000 • 31 . I ·~;o.o 

1960 55,000 10,500 19'(2 '(1 ,500 15,000 HO.? 1}0, ., 
196'( 130 ,ooo• loo,Ooo 1971, 132 ,ooo t,o ,Ooo + 0 a ~l 0.0 
1967 '•5 ,000 13,000 197" JO,ooo H ,500 .., ,, 

- <t_ •L + lo,') 
1967 21,'300 1,?00 19'( 3 J,o,ooo 9,000 +IO.'j • ~ .2 

Total 1. ,cno. 5oo ;!IH ,looo 1,22],1185 362,100 +Ill. I ~-I 3.0 

*Aasurnlng thnt buyer tnke9 over R<"ller'n mortg11ge. 

N/A=Not nvntlnhle. 

Sourrc: Hnssrwhuset. tr, llepnrtment of Corpontt ions anrl Tnxnt ion 

F'rom: llnd>rl clp;c !lou~" llepot·l 



FOOTNOTES 

llr want to thank Michael Teitz, Matt Edel, Roger Friedland, Sandy 
Jencks, Bill Bielby, Rich Appelbaum, and Lynna Rossi for their suggestions 
and guidance in doing the regression analysis. With the exception of Joseph 
Eckert, regression analysis is an approach yet to be utilized in recent 
research examining moderate rent control. Regression analysis allows for 
the control of inter-correlation, estimates the linearity of a relationship, 
studies for interaction effects, and provides indications of the relative 
effect of independent variables on the dependent variable. According to 
Kim and Kohout (1970: 321-322): 

Suppose, for example, that a researcher is interested in pre
dicting political tolerance (the dependent variable) from 
Education, Occupation, and Inc·ome (the independent variables), 
all .of which have been measured at least on interval scales for 
a sample of respondents. Through multiple regression techniques 
the researcher could obtain a prediction equation that indicates 
how scores on the independent variables could be weighted and 
summed to obtain the best possible prediction of Political 
Tolerance for the sample. The researcher would also obtain 
statistics that indicate how _accurate the prediction equation 
is and hew much of the variation in Political Tolerance is 
accounted for by the joint liner influences of Education, 
Occupation, and Income. The researcher may also wish, in this 
connection, to "simplify" the prediction equation by deleting 
independent variables that do not add substantially to predict 
accuracy, once certain other independent variables are included. 
For instance, if the contribution of Income to explaining varia
tion in Political Tolerance is trivial when used in combination 
with Education and Occupation, the researcher may decide to 
delete Income from the predictors. The main focus of the analysis 
is, however, the evaluation and measurement of overall dependence 
of a variable on a set of other values. 

Instead of focusing on prediction of the dependent variable 
and its overall dependence on a set of independent variables, 
the researcher may concentrate on the examination of the 
relationship beeween the dependent variable and a particular 
independent variable. For example, the researcher may wish to 
examine the influence of Education on Tolerance. However, a 
simple regression of Tolerance on Education will not provide an 
appropriate answer because the level of Education is confounded 
with Occupation and Income, that is, the more educated one 
is, the more likely one is to have a higher status occupation 
and higher income. Occupation and income levels may themselves 
affect tolerance. Therefore, the researcher would want to examine 
the impact of Education while controling for variation in Occupa
tion and Income, and would use multiple regression to get a variety 
of "partial coefficients." Emphasis in this case is on the 
examination of particular relationships within a multivariate 
context. 

~Webster's Seventh New 
"Observing reasonable limits 
1 imited in scope or effect." 

Collegiate Dictionary defines moderate as: 
avoiding extreme political or social measures 
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»shirley Green, Rent Control Director, Newark, New Jersey says: 
11 Basical1y (moderate) rent control is really a mechanism to assist people who 
are being subjected to exorbitant rents ... n 

11rt can be argued that this data could be misleading because the time 
period was too short and construction was already planned before enactment of 
controls. Unfortunately, data for a longer period of time is still unavailable 
as of this writing. In addition, according to interviews with builders in 
New Jersey, many were aware from one to two years before enactment of rent 
control that rent regulations were pending in their respective cities. 

The assistant director of the Somerset County, New Jersey Planning 
Board c::xplained, "(t)he factors that enter into determination 
toward the production of housing are most heavily related to 
economi.c conditions and the housing and building requirements. 
The fact that Franklin Township has an ordinance which provides 
a modicum of control over rents I do not believe enters into 
consideration of developers." Cite from Gilderbloom: 1976: II-7. 

i~Euilding Permit Data for Non-Controlled Cities Source: U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, Construction Reports, 'Housing Authorized by Building Permits 
and Public Contracts and New Jersey Department of Labor and Industry. 

City 1970 1974 
Trenton 539 0 
Vineland 452 0 
Camden 418 0 
Anaheim 3,987 351 
Torrance 1,006 ~4 
Emeryville 903 0 
San Bruno 1,354 0 
San Mateo County 1.175 0 
Palo Alto 3,939 288 

ElNew- Jersey Department of Labor and Industry building permits issued 
for rent contro11ed cities. Rent control enacted bet\o1een October, 1972, and 
Apri 1 , 1973. 

City 1970 1974 

Dumont 0 36 
Linden City 0 39 
Bayonne 0 50 
Springfield 0 41 
Jersey City 0 531 
East Brunswick 0 45 

Zlsince the vacancy rate is for 1970, it was determined that a more 
accurate indicator of demand would be municipal population growth from 1970 
to 1972. 
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~Controlling for other independent variables, the e~uation accounted 
for over one-third of the explained variation (adjusted R 0.36602). The 
dummy variable rent control (0 for rent controlled cities and 1 for other 
cities) was not statistically significant at the .10 level (F 0.822; d.f. 
8,54; beta -0.12454). Note: a more elaborate discussion of this method 
and data will be discus"S"'eain a forthcoming paper, ;'The Impact of ~oderate 
Re_nt _Contr~i~ ~~~~Jersey", Founaa ti on f6r-Na ti ana 1 Progress. -

~No data can be found in Sternlieb's Boston work that substantiates 
the claim made by both California Housing Council (1977: A) and Coalition 
for Housing (1977: 32) that, 

Sternlieb documented a 67% drop in privately financed housing 
construction in Boston from 1971 to 1973 following imposition 
of rent controls, while in ~assachusetts cities without rent 
controls there was a significant increase in construction. 

r-breover, no empirical support can be found in Phillips' (1974: 9) argument 
that "very little private market rental rate housing is being constructed" 
in four Massachusetts rent controlled communities. Nor is there any evidence 
to validate the statement made by.Coalition for Housing (1977: 32) that, 
"In virtually every case where rent control is imposed, ne.,., multi -unit 
residential construction virtually ceases to exist." Recent compari·sons of 
residential construction in rent controlled and non-rent controlled cities 
in Massachusetts and New Jersey show that construction rates appear to be 
unaffected by moderate rent control. 

lQ;The du~y variable rent control (0 for rent controlled cities and 
1 for other cities) was not statistically significant at the .10 level 
(F 0.917; d. f. 9,53; beta +0.05820). Controlling for other independent 
variables, the regression equation accounted for almost all of the explained 
variation (adjusted R2 0.87839). Note: a more elaborate discussion of this 
method and data will be discussed .,-;:,-a forthcoming paper, "The Impact of 
r,1oderate Rent Control in New Jersey", Foundation for National Progress. 

JlJThe dummy variable rent control (0 for rent controlled cities and 1 for 
other cities) was not statistically significant at the .10 level (F 0.006; 
d.f. 10,52; beta +0.01163). Controlling for other variables the regression 
explained over one-third of the variation in the dependent variable (adjusted 
R2 0.26076). Also of interest, the variable percentage black was not signi
ficant at the .10 level (F 0.025; d.f. 9.53). Note: a more detailed discus-
sion of th i ~ methoj _ang data will be discussed Tria" forthcomi n9 paper, "The __ _ __ . 
Impact of r·1oderate Rent Control in New Jersey", Foundation for National Progress. 

1f!A number of these apartment owners are currently appealing their 
assessments. 
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YOU CAN EAT LESS. QUIT 
BUYING CLOTHES, WALK TO 

WORK AND POSTPONE 
THE DOCTOR. BUT IF 

YOU CAN1 PAY THE RENT, 
YOU'RE OUT ON THE STREEt 

Some 25 million US households -
more than one out of every three -live 
in quarters that someone else owns. 
Renters tend to live in cities; they make 
less money than homeowners. One in 
three tenant households has an annual 
income of under $5,000, and a dispro
portionate number of tenants are mem
bers of racial minorities. (57 percent of 
black households rent, whereas 67 per
cent of white households own.) People 
rent either because they cannot afford to 
buy, can't make a large down payment, 
don't have the credit rating or the steady 
income necessary to meet mortgage 
payments, or because their lifestyles 
lead them to prefer renting. 

Living in a home owned by somebody 
else has its obvious disadvantages. 
Under most state laws landlords are 
quite free to exercise their property 
rights. They choose whom they will ac
cept as tenants; they can evict at the end 
of the lease period (if there is a lease) by 
giving 30 days' notice. Any reason at all 
will suffice (none need be stated); they 
make the decisions about repairs and 
improvements. Most important of all. 
landlords decide how much rent you 
will pay. They're restrained only by 
what some people call "the market"; 
that is, by what the traffic will bear. 

How do market forces affect renters in 
our society? According to the 1975 An
nual Housing Survey (the most recent 
nationwide data available), 10.5 million 
of those 25 million renter households 
were spending 25 percent or more of 
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H~t::: inconH~ fnr hou~.;ing. ti.ti rnillitJn {lf 
thu~n \'it?fl: p0yin~~ :~:1 pt•rct:nt t~r znort·. Jf 
you'rt~ tt rt.liddit·· or upp(•r i111.orut~ 

.hvustl!w!d, !ugh rt>n1 m.·rody lllt'<illS you 
can't takl1 tlH~ \\'in!Pr v;rc:;rtion vou UI!Ct! 
counted nn or you C<~ll'! afford a 1ww 

stereo. ~1orH'Y th,ll went for nurlt!sscn
tial CllllSU!lliJ!ion itl'lllS now got!S to pay 
the r<;ni. !Jut if you'ru in the lowPr in
conw brackPis, tlw mont!Y conws out of 
the kod budget, mPdical care, clothing 
or trun.sportation. High rents make de
cent living parlously difficult. Housing 
costs arc inexorable. They are of a fixed 
nmount, must be paid regularly and, if 
you rlefault, the consequences are im
mediate and harsh. You can always eat 
less, stop buying clothes for awhile, 
walk to work and put off seeing the doc
tor. But if you can't pay the rent, you're 
out on the street. The precariousness 
(even the futility) of life as a tenant is 
well illustrated by a recent Hart Poll 
commissioned by the City of Boston. It 
showed that almost half of the tenant 
population there would be forced to 
move should their monthly rents be in
creased by just $25. 

For low-income persons, the old 
yardstick used by housing economists 
-that one shouid devote 25 percent of 
his income to housing - tends to 
splinter. A more realistic way of looking 
at housing costs has been developed by 
University of Massachusetts professor 
Michael Stone. He took the minimum 
budget for an adequate standard of liv
ing, as calculated by the US Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, then added up all the 
nonshelter expenses in the BLS budget. 
Subtracting the latter from the former he 
found thH difference left over for hous
ing. The results are stariling: A family of 
four earning $7,500 or less can't afford 
anything fur housing if life's other 
necessities are to be provided. At the 
$B,500 income level. the household can 
afford to devote 8 percent of its income 

Chesler Hartman holds a PhD in city 
and regional planning from Harvard 
and has tought at Harvard, Yale and the 
Universitr of Colifornio at Berkeley. 
He wos senior plnnning associote at ti1e 
Nntionol Housing Low Project a! tlw 
Unil'f:rsity of Colijornia. 1\lr. llnrtmnn is 
the outhor of four books. including How:.
ing and Social PoLey (Prentice-Hall, 
1975) and Yerba Buena: Land Grnh and 
Community Resistance in San Francis
co (Glide, 1974). He is the founder of 
the Planners Network, r1 nationni gwup 
of rudicol plonncrs ond community 
orgnni:wrs. 
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to hiHJ~i!l!~; ,Jt ~./l.:lOU, 1·i pt~fCf~nt; at 

Sln.r,()iJ. :~ll pt·rctT>! (hi\' :I! l~wSl~.lJ(II\ 

iHCOii~t: lcvt:i Cii!l tht~ L!Lilly nf in11r 

ri'ali~tit.;dly t•xpcd to :,p.:nd 2~• pl'rc:•:nt 
nf its i11rnnw 011 the p].;;~r. tlwy liVt!. 
!{Prt!f;rs clf!drly are h;~vin); a far worsP 
tinw of it tlt;,n most housing policy ex
pt'rl~; n;n I i 1 t!. In son It' c i ti 1!s the c ru Ill: h is 
particularly terrible. In Boston, for 
example. ULS dat.r indicate that a family 
uf four needs $11,10-1 to achieve a min
imally adr.quatr standard of living, yr.t 
median income fur ~stonians who rent 
is only $7,400, two-thirds of what is 
needed. 

The Meaning of Rent Control 
It's no wonder that the cry is being 

heard for rent control. Very few cities 
yet have it. Nationally, no more than 

Telling people who live 
in East St. Louis that they 
should cherish present 
relations with their 
landlords would be like 
telling slaves not to 
disturb the warm and 
wonderful relationship 
with Ole Massa. 

five percent of renter households are 
covered by any form of rent control, 
reAl or shAm. (The "rent stabilizAtion" 
guidelines found in some localities offer 
next to nothing in protection.) Rent con
trol has to be seen for what it is in eco
nomic terms: the transfer of (potential} 
income from landlords to tenants. The 
magnitude of such income transfer can 
be great. A Rand Corporation study es
timated that for New York City in 1968 
the aggregate transfer amounted to $fl07 
million, or $550 per affected family. 
A 1977 report by the Temporary Com
mission on City Finnnces estimates 
that throughout the 33-yPar life of rent 
control in New York the total income 
transfer has been $20 bi Ilion. Quite ob
viously. landlords don't havr! much 
good tn say ahout this kind of thing. In 
the anguished words of a Berkeley, Cali
fomia. landlord. "The problem with 
rent control is that it interferes with 
profit, and when you interfere with 
profit you are interfering with the 
American way of life." 

Actu:IIly, "interfering with profit" is 
very much a part of American life, as it 
must be in ctny decent society. A land
lord might find it profitable to build an 
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ofliu· tiJ\\'!;r or n ghw factory in a rcsi
d,nti;tlrwighhorhoud, but we have zon
ing lil\\'S to pn:vent it; he might find it 
prqftl<Jh!P not tu mak£~ repairs or not to 
hr:;~t arr iipdl'trnr~nt. but we have housing 
codes t~:ndtng to restrain such avarice. 
So. scH~icty dot:s rightly intervene in the 
pr ofit-:,,:r,king acts of entrcpnnwurs 
\\!wit pub! ic welfare is in jeopardy. The 
qu1:sti"n tn bn askr.d is whether rent 
cunt wl St!rves well such high purposes. 
t\cc01ding to thn Temporary Commis· 
sion on City Finances study, 62 percent 
of the protected families in New York 
City had incomes under $8,000 (1970 
data); an even higher proportion of pro
tected families lived on less than the 
BLS stipulated minimum budget. 

Few, if any, proponents of rent con
trol won ld argue that it is a perfect tool, 
but it does tend to do what it is designed 
to do: reduce the rents of lower-income 
housing consumers by in effect trans
ferring profits from landlords and the 
}P.nding institutions that back them (or 
for whom they front). Rent control poses 
things starkly along class lines, haves 
versus have-nots. 

An obvious problem of most existing 
rent control systems is that not everyone 
who needs help gets it, since not all 
housing is covered, and that some 
peopiP. who do not need help get it any
way. From the landlords' perspective, 
some property owners are not that 
well-off themselves, and in certain cases 
have lower incomes than their tenants. 
But rent control systems can be devised 
And adjusted to eliminate most such de
fects. And imperfections in a system, no 
matter how loudly its flaws are bal
lyhooed by cynical detractors, don't 
necessarily discredit rent control as a 
socially usefd device. Landlords, as a 
class, are far wealthier than tenants as a 
class; whem there is no limit to what 
landlords are able to extract from ten
ants, a tight housing market such as 
exists in almost every US city means no 
relief to the hard-pressed tenant. 

Many of the other alleged drawbacks 
of rent control turn out, upon close 
analysis, to be bugaboos. Recent re
search hy John Gilderhloom, a graduate 
studrnt in sociology at the University of 
California, and Emily Achtenberg, of 
the Creater Boston Community Devel
opment Corporation, has called into 
quest ion the negative conclusions of the 
various rent control studies. It had been 
said, for example, that new housing 
construction is inhibited in areas with 
rent control. I3ut the researchers who· 
(c:on!inu<!d on puge Sol 
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vins. \\'ill c:nntitlllt! If• argut: tltnl solar 
entHgy,otlnasttlw "soft" jliirl of il lt:ad
ing tu small. decentralized powPr 
sourct•s, is not only iru:oflll'<ttiblt! with 
large r:tmlralized power, hut cannot lm 
devclnpr.4i if WP persist in our nvil ways 
and build more pow.,r stations. espe
ciallv tlw nudnar kind. 

In. all his argurrwnts ---- ami he has 
taken on sonw well-known CXJ.mrts- ho 
gets terribly involved in the detaiiP.d 
costs of solar power versus the other 
energy sources, all of which is not really 
relevant, I think. If solar energy is really 
cheaper, it'll win out. And it is winning 
out in many cases today - as I have 
tried to show. 

I disagree with Lovins on his asser
tion that hard and soft energy paths are 
mutually exclusive. Even he admits, 
however, that they "are not technically 
incompatible- reactors and solar col
lectors could in principle coexist." But 
he gets very fuzzy when he tries to prove 
his point. Nuclear power, he claims, 
prevents us "through logistical compe
tition and through cultural and institu-. 
tional incompatibility, from pursuing 
the tasks of a soft path .•. in three ways: 
by starving its components into garbled 
and incoherent fragments; by changing 
social values and perceptions in a way 
that makes the innovations of a soft path 
more painful to envisage; and by evolv
ing institutions, policy actions, and 
political commitments in a way that in
hibits those same innovations." 

I fail to see what all this means. But I 
suspect that he just dislikes nuclear en
ergy. It may not be any safety issue that 
bothers him, or even the disposal of 
wast.1s; probably just the idea of prolif
eration of nuclear weapons - judging 
from his past writings. Never mind that 
countries can acquire or even construct 
nuclear weapons without power reac
tors, and that the fuel reprocessing of 
reactors can be "fixed" so that weapons 
construction isn't feasible. 

It's a little easier for me to figure out 
the chief political apostle for the solar 
movement, Professor Barry Commoner 
of Washington University. In appear
ances on college campuses around the 
country he inveighs against nuclear en
ergy directly, but more particularly 
against the capitalistic system. He ar
gues that the energy crisis is a conse
quence of capitalistic decisions based on 
obtaining maximum profit. He seems to 
be unaware of sound economic argu
ments that profits are necessary to jus
tify investments, and that the attempt to 
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nomic ~yslmn 1:in~s tlw ittcPttli\'P. for 
improvmllt'llts thai <llt: passt·d ;dong lo 
the consumer in tllf~ form of low•~r 
priCt!S. 

llis argunwnl about the cuuse of 
tlw 1mr.rgy crisis has bm:n prnmiJwntly 
displo~v~:d in lht! ,--:£'11' Yod..t:r and 
t!lsm\'hew. lie n:ilt:ro~tPd it in a rncnnl 
interviuw he gaviJ ill tlw University of 
1bxas: 

The only sen~hte option is solar and 
the only way tu !lllrry out a transition 
to solar energy is to ll'!lr~ public funds. 
We could use the power of public 
money to create this industry before 
the equipment is profitable. People 
must realize we have the money to do 
this. Private enterprise will only do it 
when conventional sources of energy 
become too expensive. What I'm really 
talking about is new ways of 
rebuilding the US economy with 
greater social control over the means of 
production. 
I marvel at the simple faith in gov

ernment displayed by folks like Com
moner. Don't they understand the 
mentality of the burgeoning unrespon
sive bureaucracy? After all, Barry, these 
are the people who brought us the 
Atomic Energy Commission, not to 
mention the postal service. And how 
much should taxes be raised in order to 
subsidize energy consumers? 

There are those who believe that 
America's energy industry already has 
more "social controls" than any other. 
not just price regulation but more in
sidious controls. They may well be a 
substantial cause of our energy diffi
culties rather than our salvation. I sub
scribe to this view, and I am skeptical 
about simply spending vast sums of 
public money. Judging from past expe
rience, government is likely to end up 
supporting cumbersome, impractical 
projects, with r:ost-plus contracts going 
to the usual government-orirmtcd 
corporations. 

There was talk among those coor
dinating Sun Day about setting up a 
citizHns' movement, and a powerful 
new political coalition, based on the 
"people's energy source." The cause of 
solar P.nergy will not be advanced if Sun 
Day degerwrates into a vehicle for 
radicalism, as has happened before with 
persons on the ragged fringe of the en
vironmental movement - those who 
clai rned that pollution control is not 
compatible with capitalism and that air 
and wntcr smell sweetPr in a socialist 
economy. 

If Sun Day were to raise the con-
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<q:t: illdtvidll;d t!nlmprt!JHHtr!> to involvn 
t!tPnl:.t·lvPs in solar t:nNgy dt:volop
tnt:nl, arul nwm tinkernrs to dr.vise nnd 
bn i I rl tlu·ir own solutioi1s. then much 
goud c.,1n conw of il. But don't expect 
mi~<l•.:lt·s. • 
--- --- ----------------
TilE BIG SQUEEZE 
(confiruwrl from pugc 42) 

r:mne to that r:onclusion did not attempt 
to expli!in a similar construction falloff 
in nearby areas without rent control. 
Using a sophisticated statistical tech
niqrw known as regression analysis, 
which permits isolation of the effect of a 
singlP Vilriable in a complex situation 
when: many factors are at work simul
taneou.·dy. Gilderbloom compared 26 
rent controlled and 37 uncontrolled 
New Jersey cities and found "no empiri
cal eviJencP. that rent control causes a 
der.line in construction." Achtenberg's 
data on Massachusetts showed that, in 
the two years after institution of rent 
control. t:onstruction increased by 54 
peru~nt over the two previous years. 
The illf rPase was only 39 percent in un
controlled communities. Gilderbloom's 
New )msny data comparing the 1970-
72 illlll 1973-75 periods showed that 
construction of multifamily buildings 
i"n non-rent controlled communities de
clined 65 percent, compared with a 
1 H-p!':rcent decline where rents were 
regulate<.!. 

Arguing with Abandon 
Another spurious claim made by op

ponf!n l.s of controls is that they cause 
hou~i ng maintenance to fall off: If the 
landlorrl doesn't take in enough money, 
he won't keep the place fixed up. A 
further extension of this argument is 
that wnt control eventually leads to 
housing ahandonment. But the argu
ment-; don't account for the fact that 
landlords neglect and abandon build
ings even where there is no rent control. 
In filet, n National Urban League study 
of nll<lll(lonment ranked New York fifth 
l,Phi11d four cities that don't limit rents 
-- St. Louis, Cleveland, Chicago and 
llohokcn. A Women's City Club (NYC) 
study of ahandonment, carried out in 
Hl77, found that "buildings with higher 
wnts wr.re as likely to be abandoned as 
comparable ones with lower rents": 
ancl. "rent control [did not] emerge as a 
reason for abandonment." Even the 
Temporary State Commission on Hous
ing and Ronts in New York City con
cluded, "Rent control ..• can have little 
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dff~( t for it is clt•<H th.d it is tlu~ uldt•st. 
len~t dt·SIIahlt• !t'rwn:"llt huu~ing which 
li!> 1 ilb,uHI<lllt'd ---housing which is llll
ahh• to prudur:c suh . .,tanti,tlly morr~ in

<:omc in n free mark Pl." 
On the maintPnance question. a 1!177 

dortornl dissertiltion by· economist 
Jo~cph Eckert. basr~d nn audited incolllt! 
opPnting Stiltcnwnts of n~nt contwllcd 
propf'rlirs in Brookli1w. t-.lassachusctts, 
showed an actual incwase in the per
centage of the average rrmt dollar going 
into maintenance and repair, from 4.2 
percent in 1970 to 5 percent in 1974. 
Emily Achtenberg 's data for four Boston 
area communities (Cambridge, Lynn, 
Somerville and Brookline} show that 
permits for alterations, additions and 
repuirs increased 22--69 percent after 
adoption of rent controls. 

Another criticism is that rent control 
leads to lower property tax valuations, 
hence to a decline in city revenue and, 
in the case of New York, fiscal crisis. 
Such arguments, of course, hinge on the 
disputed claim that rent control pro
duces declines in maintenance. But 
again, a careful look at actual data 
suggests the answers are far from clear. 
Cambridge, a rent controlled city, suf
fered a $4 million decline in its tax base 
from 1970-74, but the slide began two 
years before rent control was imposed. 
The adjacent cities of Boston and Brook
line, which also have rent control. both 
have experienced steady increases in 
their tax base. Using regression analysis 
on the 26 controlled and 37 noncon
trolled New Jersey cities that he studied, 
John Gilderbloom found an identical 
25-perctnt increase in the tax base of 
each gru~ping. Three rent controlled 
cities did experience a tax base decline 
(Jersey City, Paterson and Orange City). 
The tax assessors in these places were 
interviewed. None of them attributes 
the decline to rent control. Rather, they 
cited property acquisition by tax
exempt agencies (a redevelopment au
thority, charitable institutions, etc.} and 
a policy of reducing assessments so as to 
influence businessHs not to leave town 
for more appealing locales. 

Another charge: Ranks won't give 
mortgage loans in rent controlled areas. 
In the 1984-ish parlance of the housing 
experts, the word for that is "disinvest
ment." Gilderbloom's and Achtenberg's 
critiques cover this one as well. And 
they aren't alone. The Gruen & Gruen 
study of New Jersey (done for the Cali
fornia Housing Council, a sti!lewide 
landlord association) concluded thnt 
su{.h cutbacks by lenders do not occur 
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whl'll "!'<~ss-thl'llll!:il~" <lr!';d]ow!'d, lh.tt 
i~. wlu~n sum" pt U\ j_,i(ln is made lor 
rents tu gc, up as cc,_-;fs i':Xjlf'ril~rtcl'd by 
landlurd~ rise. An import,lllt rc;J~clll for 
pass-thmughs is higher int;m~st pay
ments. Alrno::;t all current fl!lll control 
systnms p1:rrnit such costs to be passed 
on tn lt:nants, and almost all current 
systems exclude llP.\\' construction from 
controls. The suppost!rl drying up of 
mortgage money', umh:r present comli
tions, looks like- a red hPrring. 

Finally, one cc'i'Mronts the incredible 
claim that rent cont1'ol sours relations 
between landlord and tenant. As the 
California Housing Council's Gruen & 
Gruen report puts it: "We value the abil
ity of lnndlords and tenants to be able to 
coow~rate and communicate amicably 
... Our studies lead us to believe that 
the psychological attitudes engendered 
by rent control shatter the presently 
non warlike relations between landlords 
and tenants." Good God, what are they 
talking about? Take a look at East St. 
Louis, Chicago's South Side, San Fran
cisco's Western Addition, Flatbush, any 
urban lower-income neighborhood. 
Telling people who live in East St. Louis 
that they should cherish present rela
tions with their landlords would be like 
telling slaves not to disturb the warm 
and wonderful relationship with Ole 
Massa. 

Fact and FlcHon 
What is one to make of the claims and 

counterclaims, the studies and rebut
tals? The big, expensive studies of rent 
control- by George Sternlieb, Gruen & 
Gruen and other consulting firms -
tend to be commissioned and paicl for by 
landlord groups and others who want to 
attack rent control, and that includes 
some goVf!rnmcnt bodies. They him ex
perts likely to support such predisposi
tions. Not all consultants and academics 
are above a bit of statistical manipula
tion and biased procedures. John Gilder
bloom, in his study, points out crucial 
methodological weaknesses in the 
massive studies undertaken by George 
Sternlieb of Rutgers, the academic: 
white knight of the rent control critics. 
Sternlieh "relied on data supplied for 
the most part by wal estate organiza
tions, rather than . . audited income 
statements from New Jersey and Mas
sachusetts rent boards. ·• Another major 
study, by Monica Lett of Sternlieh's 
Center for Urban Policy Research, cnn
cludP.s U1at maintfmance in rent con
trolled housing hns declined. Fur her 
study she calculated expenses for non-
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contloltn!lunits tJy talo.mg nn averngn 01 
20 prop1·rties. But only onu "typical" 
rr~n t cunt rolled a partnumt from the 70 in 
ht:r t..unple was used as the basis for her 
I'OIH:lu'->ions. Oddly, this "typical" 
npartnwnt had a much lower proportion 
of rent morwy going into maintenance 
th;m the average rout c:ontrolled unit, 
and " S",fi lower monthly rent than the 
noncotltrolled units. Using methodol
ogy lih that, one can easily reach 
the hoped-for conclusions. A recent 
Mnyor's Committee on Rent Control, 
appointf!d to evaluate Boston's system, 
included several known opponents of 
rent control and was chaired by the 
Mayor's special housing adviser, an 
outspoken rent control critic. The com
miltf)e had no rent control advocates 
serving on it. It solicited no testimony or 
counsrd from affected tenants and 
neighborhood groups; it selectively 
used !Jiased data and oversimplified 
analysis; it didn't evaluate or even dis
cuss the benefits ofrent control. Its con
clusions- not supported by data in the 
report itself- were, not surprisingly, 
thnt rent control ought to be dropped, 
except for elderly tenants. 

So many studies damn rent control 
because, for the most part, that's what 
they're designed to do. There's little ob
jective analysis because the subject is so 
loaded, politicized and related to self
interest. Furthermore, the relative polit
ical and economic power of landlords 
and tenants is well illustrated in recent 
maneuvers by property owners. In 
Florida and California, monied interests 
succeeded in persuading the state 
legislatnres to pass "preemption" bills 
forbidding cities from enacting rent 
control measures. The bills failed to be
come law only because of governors' 
vetoes. (Tho California Housing Coun
cil's Sacramento lobbyist currently is a 
central figure in an FBI investigation 
into suspected vote-buying, and the 
legislative bill to ban Jocal rent control 
ordinanr:es is a topic of interest in that 
investigation.) Berkeley's realtors and 
apartment owners raised $143,000 
(two-thirds of which came from other 
parts of the US, and from as far away as 
Taiwan and South Africa) to defeat 
flt~rhley's 1977 rent control initiative. 
Landlords persuaded the New York 
legislnture to impose "vacancy decon
trol" on New York City, resulting in the 
ckcontrol within three years of several 
hundred thousand apartments as ten
ants moved out. And a National Rental 
I lousing Council has just been formed 
to coordinate activities opposing local . 
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1,, 111 ,111111 a \\',t•.ltitq:t•llt h.tst:d attack on 
th•• thrt'.tl of rt'ltl control. In this. tht: 
"t 1,c.d crisis" a11d tlw .tdministration's 
b.t:l-out of New York City play right into 
thl'i r h:t nd s. A rccPn t n rticl n on the 
'\Rl!C in Multi-Housing News noted 
;hat ... 1tternpts have bren made to in
voln· bond rating orgnnizations such as 
\loody's to include rent control ns a fac
tor in establishing lower ratings for 
municipal bonds." In the midst of the 
Uig Apple's fiscal crisis, landlord 
groups nearly persuaded the then Trea
sury secretary, William Simon, to make 
termination of rent control a condition 
for federal aid. Simon did influence 
SPnator Wtlliam Proxmire's Banking, 
llousing and Urhan Affairs Committee 
to stair. in a report it issued that "rent 
wntrol was a major cause of the decline 
in tht~ city's tax base and housing 
sloe~ "(l'ruxmire might mom appropri
.tlely havr~ focused on the activities of 
tlw "golden triangle" of bankers, real 
"·'!alP developers and politicians that 
I.JL~ Newfield and Paul Dubrul de
srrilwd in their account of New York's 
soh story, entitled The A.buse of Power: 
lhP l'crnwnent Government and the 
Foil of New York.) Legislators and 
politicians at the federal, stnte and local 
lcH~Is have tried to zap rent control. 
Son,;: of them are big beneficiaries of 
c:~mpaign contributions from real estate 
interests. The courts likewise have 
thrown monkey wrenches into local 
campaigns and ordinances. Judges 
come from the same class as landlords 
and quite commonly have real estate 
holdings of their own. Tenants clearly 
laLk the power, the money and the or
ganization to matr:h the influence of 
their landlords. 

Thr: "bottom line" is that rent control 
is nreded if poor people are not to be 
squr~r·zed beyond endurance. The worst 
thing about rent control. in my view, is 
that it doesn't go far enough. The major 
components of the n~nt bill- mortgage 
Pnynwnts, property taxes, utility costs, 
fll<~intenance- are not controlled. Most 
su-.:;d]ed rent control ordinances allow 
these costs to be "passed through" from 
lanJlord to tenant. Where this is done 
[as under New York City's "rent stabili-
7.ation" guidelines, which are replacing 
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true rent control there), tenants get little 
real protection (and landlords have 
scant incentive to er:onomize). Rnnts 
often are already too high for lowPr
incomn tenants. Adding to tlw nmt the 
landlord's costs in rising property taxe,.,, 

utility bills and mortgage payments 
(especially where buildings have bcell 
resold at speculative pricus, and rdi
nan:;cd at higher intewst 1ates) can 
make the burden insufferable. If hous
ing costs are to stay within reach of 
lower-income households (and, in
c:easingly, middle-income housdwlds 
too), a more comprehensive atta .. k on 
housing costs, of which rent control is 
but an element, will have to be 
mounted. This must include progmss
ive property tax reform, steps to deal 
with energy and utility prices and, most 
important, an attack on the central ele
ment of housing costs - mortgage 
financing. 

Beyond Rent Control 
Rent control in its present form is not 

a radical measure, for it assumes the 
present housing market almost un
changed, including the notion of a fair 
return for landlords. (Peter Marcuse, 
who heads Columbia University's plan
ning department, has pointed out that 
"fair return" is a somewhat circular 
concept, since it is based on appraised 
value, which in turn is based on 
capitalization of return from the asset. 
"Whatever return existed int~vitably 

comes out as fair, and always will," says 
Marcnse.) Society must begin to t;tko 
housi1;3 problems seriously. As the 
middle class begins to suffer, it un
doubtedly will. The notion that housing 
is a commodity to be bought, sold and 
rented out, primarily for purposes of 
profit making, is wrong. It will become 
increasingly untt'nable, as the profit
taking cycle of rising prices and 
mortgage financing puts housing out of 
the reach of ever larger numbers of 
Americans. Demands for rent cnntrol 
arc just one part of the growing move
ment for state intervention in tlw •·free 
market." "Antispeculation" laws fie
signed to eliminate, through heavy taxa
tion, the fast turnover of IJroperty by 
speculators already exist in V erl!lont 
and the District of Columbia ami <tm a 
major political issue in San Francisco 
and Los Angeles. Laws regulating or 
preventing the conversion of f(·nLtl 

housing into conrlominium!i exist in 
three California jurisdictions- Menlo 
Park, Palo Alto and Marin County--- in 
the District of Culumhia and New York 
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City. Currently, such proposals are 
being considererl in San Francisr:o. 
Demolition of rental housing is n:gu
lated in New York City, and an ordi
nance rr:quiring pri\·atu rerlt~velopms to 
replar:c housing tht-y tt:ar down (under 
the tht:ory that a city has the obligation 
to protect its lower-rent housing slur.k) 
is to be introduced in San Francisco. In 
the well-publicized case of San Francis
co's International Hotel, the city's Hous
ing Authority has brought an eminent 
domain action to acquire an old hotel 
from its new owner, who wants to de
molish it for downtown office use. The 
city would retain it as low-rent housing. 

Many of the so-called problems of 
rent control arise because it is such a 
limited measure, lacking a context of 
related regulations and programs to en
sure that people get decent housing at 
an affordable price. If private real estate 
developers are going to refuse to build 
new housing or to invest in maintaining 
their current holdings because they are 
subject to rent control, the solution is 
nut to throw up one's hands in defeat 
and pay off these extortionists but to 
take steps to produce and maintain 
housing through direct public sector ac
tion. In any case, since privately pro
duced housing is so far beyond the 
reach of people with modest incomes, 
how is the usual run of new construc
tion going to do them much good'? If 
rent control in one city skews supply 
nnd demand factors in adjacent cities, 
the answer is obvious: Extend rent con
trul to entire housing market areas. Rent 
control is not so strange a beast; it works 
well enough in such nonsocialist coun
tries as England, West Germany, France, 
th'e Netherlands and Canada. If land
lords refuse to keep up their properties, 
the answer is strung housing code en
forcement. Municipal governments 
should be empowered to directly repair 
and place liens on such properties or 
evPn take ovt:r their management. 

The.\ralue of rPnt control, apart from 
the progressive income transfers it ef
fectuates, is that it is an immediate, gut 
issue around whrch Jleople can or
ganize. As they work to..improve their 
own housing conditions, their con
sciousness is raised about the workings 
of the housing system; the demands 
they make on the system as a whole are 
sh;trpened. As tenaut activists in New 
York City and elsewherr: now see, the 
issues transcend the individual evil 
landlord (although there are plenty of 
tlwm). Rental housing is all involvPd 
with mortgage lending, land prices and 
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politics at local, state and national 
levels. People begin to see that the no
lion of a "free market" in housing is 
ludicrous. Government programs such 
us FHA, Fannie Mac, urbun renewal and 
highway building have aided the mid
dle class and ruined our cities at the 
expense of the poor. The real housing 
subsidies are not the pittance spent on 
public housing but the income tax sys
tem itself, which provides billions in 
subsidies to the rich via mortgage inter
est and property tax deductions and real 
estate shelters. Merely providing hous
ing subsidies to poor people, in the con
text of the present private market, will 
not work because the lion's share ends 
up in the pockets of landlords and 
lenders. 

Such insights lead to others: Home
owners face many of the same problems 
as renters; their interests fundamentally 
coincide. The same mortgage system, 
regressive property taxes and utility 
ripoffs are making home ownership dif
ficult or impossible for more and more 
Americans. Only one-quarter of the 
country's households can now afford a 
newly constructed house, compared 
with two-thirds in the 1950's. Nation
ally, nearly seven million owner
households are devoting 25 percent or 
more of their income to housing. More 
than three million are paying 35 percent 
or more. On a $40,000 house, with a. 
$30,000 mortgage, at prevailing interest 
rates and terms, mortgage payments 
over 25 years amount to a staggering 
$110,000, of which over $50,000 is inter
est alone. The concept of home owner
ship becomes less and less meaningful; 
a homeowner is in many ways merely 
the bank's tenant {and with introduc
tion of new types of mortgages, which 
call for increasing payments over the 
life of the mortgage rather than fixed 
payments, the para1lels with renting be
come even more striking). 

Rent control is something nearly 
everyone accepted ·at times of emergen
cy, as in World War II. But it is time to 
recognize that America's housing will 
be in a state of emergency until funda- . 
mental changes arc effected, Rent 
control has limitfld utility; there are 
inevitable problems associated with it. 
But in the absEmce of rent control, ten
ants am at the mercy of merciless forces 
known as the housing market. Rent con· 
trol is one way for tenants to fight back, 
to assert their own interests. And that 
umlcl lm the lwginning of a movement 
this country Ilf!ecls, to change the h(JUS

ing system nt its roots. • 
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REA~TOR ® 

NEW JERSEY ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE: 295 PIERSON AVENUE (201) 494-5616 
MAILING ADDRESS: P. 0. BOX 2098, EDISON, N.J. 08817 

STATEMEN1 BY THE NEW JERSEY ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS 

before the 

ASSEMBLY COMMERCE; INDUSTRY AND PRO£tESSlONS COMMlT'I'EE 

on 

ASSEMBLY BILL 504 

"An Act. Concern~ng Rate of Return 
vn Res~dent..~al Rental Property 
and Suppiement~ng T~tle 2A of 
the New Jersey Statutes" 

May 9, 1978 

REAL TOR®- is a registered mark which identifies a professional in 
real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of Ethics as a member of 

7Av th& NATION4.1 AJ:::C:.ni"IATintt.~ nc oc:A• Tl"\ru" 



My name 1..s hobE.Lt: r. J:<e.r:quson, Jr. I res1de at 2388 Linden 

Place, Manasquan 

I am the Execut:lve v1.ce ~res1.dent of the New Jersey Associat1on 

of Realt:o.r:s, a. 15,000 member: t:rade assoc1at1on compr1sed of l1censed 

real estate b.r:oKers and sales persons. 

The Assoclat:lon ma1nt:a1ns off1ces at 295 P1erson Avenue, Ed1son, 

New Jersey. 

The Ottlce.:cs and Leglslatlve Comm1ttee of the New Jersey 

Assoc1at1on ot ~ea.LtOLS have rev1ewed Assembly B1ll 504 and can f1nd 

no redeemlnq tea.tures ~n thls leg1slat1on. Therefore, I have been 

instructed t:o LS~~st:eL wlth t:hls comm1ttee our strong opposition 

to the bl.Ll. 

Assemb.Ly Blll ~04, a.ccord1ng to 1ts tltle, purports to establ1sh 

a "Just: and Reasonable Kate of Return on Res1dential Property" under 

rent control 1 call to your attention that this is not what A-504 

does .... rather A-504 establlshes an unworkable attempt to permit 

hardshlp 1ncreases whlch result due to rent control. 

NJAR teels st~ongly that A-504 1s one of the most dangerous 

p1eces ot leglsla.t:lon to be lntroduced 1n many years. 

The sponsors ot A-504 were motivated to seek to establ1sh a 

hardshlp proced~re because rent control, the real ev1l that should 

be 1nvest1gated by thl~ comm1ttee, has been a d1smal failure and 

A-504 only seLves to "compound the felony". 
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The questlon o~ ~ "Just and reasonable Late of return" on multi-family 

hous1ng lS a complex lssue chat does not lend 1tself to a simplistic 

pol1t1cally OLlented solution as embod1ed 1n A-504. 

You have aLready hea.rd today from expeLt w1.tnesses concerning the 

act1.on of the New JeLsey Supreme CouLL 1n remand1.ng the Fort Lee Rent 

Control Ord1nance to Judge Harvey Smith for "further factual findings 

and recons1.derac1on". 

I have sent. members of the committee a copy of Judge Smith's 

"Find1.ngs and Dete.rm1.nations" and 1 am confident that you have reviewed 

hls deta1.1ed anal}SlS ~f the quest1on of a "fair rate of return" and 

you have determ1.ned A-504 1s attempting to move the milti-family 

hous1ng 1.ndust.ry to the n.r1.nk of f1nancial disaster. 

NJAR uJ:ges r.har. A-504 be held in comnattee until such time as the 

f1nest legal m1.nds 1.n the state and the Supreme Court have had an 

opportun1.ty to d1.gesr. ~udge Smith's f1ndings and issue a decision in 

the EoJ:t Lee case, 

1 have stud1.ed government and am fully aware of the constitutional 

charges r.o t.he t.hJ:ee branches of government and why they have their 

guaranteed .t:esponsl.bllities, howeveJ:, because of the tremendous 

1.mpacr., the Cou.rr.•s decision will have on the c1tizens of New Jersey, 

NJAR urges that t.h1.s comm1ttee hold 1n abeyance any further deliberations 

on A-504 unr.1.l the Court has acted. 1 believe there is sufficient 

precedent here 1n New .JeLsey to add credibility to this request. 

NCAR. Lecogn1zes the leg1.slative prerogative to act, nevertheless, 

we urge that a statesmen-like posture be taken at this time. 
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Rent contra~ wnlle purportedly only touches a mlnorlty of the 

c1t1zens ot our state has, ln reallty, a dangerous s1de effect on 

all or us regardless ot ~hat torm of houslng w~ l1ve 1n or wh1ch 

communltles we res1de, 

l could rec1te a~a1n what you have already heard concern1ng 

property abandonment, banKruptcles, lack of prevent1ve ma1ntenance 

and a lack or conf1dence on the part ot the prlvate sector to bu1ld 

new m1lt1-tam1ly houslng unlts NJAR 1s not go1ng to belabor these 

points; not because they are not .important but because they have been 

adequately covered bl other wltnesses t~day 

Rather, NJAR lntends to ~o1nt out a tact wh1ch 1n our m1nds has not 

rece1ved sutt1~1ent attentlon 

Lad1es and gentlemen, 1n 19~6 1 the Leg1s1ature passed a Gross 

lncome Tax to~ the soLe purpose ot ra1s1ng revenues to lessen the real 

estate tax burden 1n New Jersey. To a degree there has been some 

rel1ei, depend1ng wnere one res1des 1 state now for the record that 

Rent Control and A-j04 w1l1 erode the prom1sed tax rel1ef. 

Su~cesstul tax ap~eals by owners ot mult1-fam1ly hous1ng 1n 

rent contrOLled corr~un1t1es wLl~ torce a sh1ft in real property taxes 

to othe.r to.cms or real estate most notably one fam1ly dwell1ngs. 

ln fort Lsei lt 1s .reported homeowners w1ll face tax 1ncreases of 

between 30 and £±0 percent when the New Jersey Tax Appeal Court 

rat1f1es the t1nd1ngs ot the Bergen County Tax Board. Th1s 1s not 

a flCLlonai or theoret.1cal smoke screen by NJAR but, rather, a statement 

of fact. Propert.x owners 1n commun1t1es that do not have rent 

con~rol ~111 a1~c ra~e hi~ner taxes as Lhelr snare of county taxes 

1.ncrease bE~c.use ot tax .redLi..::::t-.L...Jns .... n other cornmunltJ.es. 
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Real pYOfeLt~ tax money must be ra~sed for munic~pal and county 

servlces and when the tax load, because of rent control ~s sh~fted, 

others are requlred to subsidlze tenants through h~gher taxes. 

The one fam.1.ly owners ~lll not remain a d~s~nterested spectator 

ln the rent control debate when he learns that he faces h1gher real 

p.rope.rt_y taxes 

NJARf therefore, concludes on the theme that rent control and 

A-504 are not ~n the best .1.nterest of all the res~dents of New Jersey 

1.nc1ud.1.ng che t.enants- and we urge A-504 not be .released from committee. 

'I he hea.l. t.:J..c. s tu.r-ther: recommend that a Leg~slative Study Committee 

be const.Ltuted wtuch would re.v1.ew the ent.~re rent control subject and 

issue a tactual rep~rt-

Thank you. 
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May 8, 1978 

TO: MEMBERS OF THE ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, 
INDUSTRY AND PROFESSIONS 

RE: ASSEMBLY BILL 50 4, THE "NEW JERSEY JUST A..l\JD 
REASONABLE RATE OF RETURN ON RESIDENTIAL 
PROPERTY ACT OF 1978." 

At the first public hearings on A-504, the Apartment 
House Council of New Jersey testified that given 30 
days notice, we would bring before this committee top 
experts from across the nation to address, in a com
prehensive and intelligent fashion, the concepts 
embodied in A-504. 

To this end, the Apartment House Council would like 
to report to the committee that we will bring forth 
the following witnesses at the public hearings on 
A-504, scheduled for Tuesday, May 9, 1978: 

1. A general spokesman for our position. 

2. A representative from Madison Wisconsin • 

3. An urbanologist/economist. 

4. A representative from Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

5. A legal expert from the Fort Lee "Just and 
Reasonable Rate of Return" case.· 

6. Accountants from the same Fort Lee case. 

7. A New Jersey property owner . 

Apartment House Council of New Jersey P.O. Box M. Ramada Inn. Route 18 East Brunswick. New Jersey 08816 
An Affiliate of the New Jersey Builders Association (201) 828-6300 
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SAVINGS BANKS' ASSOCIATION OF NEW JERSEY 0 80 MAIN STREET, WEST ORANGE, N.J. 07052 0 201 • 325-3600 

:ESIDENT 

1rray Forbes 
lSi dent 

May 15, 1978 

TO: MEMBERS OF THE ASSEMBLY COMMERCE, INDUSTRY AND PROFESSIONS COMMITTEE 

RE: A 504 

The Savings Banks' Association of New Jersey is non-supportive of 
Assembly Bill 504. We disagree with the concept of promulgating rent control 
measures on a statewide basis with the disregard of circumstances that are 
particular to the geography and the economy of certain areas. The unfavorable 
results of imposing wide range control over divergent areas is quite evident in 
other states. We need look only at New York City as an example of how unrealistic 
controls will deter owners from reinvesting in their properties, causing them to 
become marginal apartment houses and leading to abandonments. The application of 
the 60 percent of gross maximized annual income formula may be compatible with 
luxury-type housing in which the total rental income is substantial; however, 
this formula has little value when applied to properties that aren't able to 
produce substantial income. These properties are very vulnerable to rent control 
limitations, and the introduction of time-consuming, burdensome administrative 
procedures could result in deferred maintenance and property deterioration. 

Also of importance is a question whether mortgage interest will be 
allowed as a reasonable and necessary operating expense under A-504. While 
the Bill details many allowable expenses; such as-- taxes, repairs and 
maintenance, legal and auditing expenses, management fees, etc.-- it is silent 
as to the status of interest on mortgage indebtedness. Similar properties can 
produce different net rents even at the same gross income depending upon the 
underlying mortgages on the properties and their respective interest rates. 
We don't know how interest would affect the determination of fair net operating 
income under A-504. 

In view of the foregoing, it is the position of this Association that 
A-504 is ill-considered and will have an adverse effect on apartment 
housing investment, thereby producing rental housing shortages within the State. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Bernard Alicks 
Executive Vice President 

BA:eu 

FIRST VICE PRESIDENT SECOND VICE PRESIDENT TREASURER EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 

Ariyn D. Ru. Donald C. Sims Earle C. Page, Jr. Bernard Alicks 
President President President 

a Howard Savings Bank The Raritan Savings Bank Union County Savings Bank Burlington Savings Bank COUNSEL 
Hugo M. Pfaltz, Jr. wark, Naw Jersey Raritan, New Jersey Elizabeth, New Jersey Burlington, New Jersey 
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A-504 

STATEMENT OF ROBERT LARSON 

ON BEHALF OF THE MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION 

OF NEW JERSEY ON MAY 9, 1978 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, the 

Mortgage Bankers Association thanks you for the op-

portunity you have provided to make this statement 

on A-504. 

We heard a substantial portion of thetestimony 

presented today in opposition to the bill. We 

generally support this testimony and wish to go on 

record as being opposed to A-504. 
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President 
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P.O. BOX M, RAMADA INN, ROUTE 18, EAST BRUNSWICK, N.J. 08816 (201) 828-8300 

Mr. Dale c. Davis Jr. 
Assembly Commerce, Industry 
and Professions Committee 
The State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 08608 

Dear Dale: 

April 24, 1978 

Today I delivered to your desk the transcripts of the 
consolidated case involving Harry Helmsley, New Jersey 
Realty Company and Americana Associates vs. the Borough 
of Fort Lee, assigned to Superior Court Judge Harvey 
Smith for findings and determinations. 

These are the transcripts that we offered as an exhibit 
for the hearings on A-504 in March, and would like to 
enter as an e~~ibit in the hearings on May 9, 1978. 

Thank you for your continuing cooperation. 

PJM/fv 

1!:177 OFFICERS 

FRANK GAMBONY 
President 

Peter A. Tucci 
lst Vice President 

Thomas A. Paparone 
2nd Vice President 

Blaze R. lonno 
Treasurer 

David Satinover 
Secretary 

August H. Hellwege 
V!c~ Pre~i~en!._ . 

PHILIP J. COCUZZA 
Executive Vice President 

Hutt, Berkow & Hollander 
General Counsel 

Alexander Feinberg 
Counsel Emeritus 

Wolkstein & Co. 

Cocuzza 
Vice President 
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• National Association of Home Builders • Atl~tic Home Builders Association 
of N.J. • Home Builders Association of Cape May County • central Jersey Builders 
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Association of Northwest N.J. • N.J. Shore Builders Association • Home Builders 
Association of Somerset & Morris Counties • Home Builders LeaKUe of South Jersey 
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NE\N 
.JERSEY 
MOBILE HOME 
ASSOCIATION 

340 WEST STATE STREET, IN THE HISTORIC STATEHOUSE DISTRICT. TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08618 • 609 • 393 · NJMA 
-A. E. PETRICK, CAE, EXECUTIVE OIRECTOII 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Re: 

Assemblyman Byron Baer 
Commerce, Industry and Professions Committee 

A. E. Petrick, CAE 
Executive Director 

May 1, 1978 

A504 

This is a follow-up to our testimony on March 1 at the last public hearing on A504, 
the just and reasonable rate of return bill. We testified then in opposition 
because of the devastating and unreasonable effects it would have on mobilehome 
communities. 

If cursory review of the bill brings these objections, it's an indication of the 
deep-seated problems that would be unveiled with in-depth study~ such as you and 
your committee have no doubt done since that public hearing. 

1. You indicated .that the intent of the bill is to provide a yardstick for 
local boards to decide a just and reasonable rate of return. It is not 
intented to prevent local ordinances from allowing increases. But that's 
not how the bill is worded. Mr. Will Roberts of our Association questioned 
whether we must address the bill as written or the bill as interpreted. 

2. The bill indicates that interest on mortgage payments may not be considc1·ed 
part of the costs in the 60/40 calculation of costs vs. profit. That's 
impossible. A house owner can not eliminate the interest cost on his 
mortgage payment when he's figuring his budget. Neither can a business. 

3. The percentage allowed for a manager does not allow mobilehome communities 
even a fraction of the cost of a manager. A 100 site community with a home 
site lease of $100, after they deducted free h,>me site rental for the manager, 
would have a total of $4,225 to pay the manager, secretary, stationery, 
postage, telephone, etc. You personally agreed, Assemblyman Baer, it would 
be impossible to fund all those expenses with that allowance. 

4. The bill was stated to be based on the Cambridge experience. In his brief 
for the Supreme eourt for the Fort Lee rent control case, Judge Smith just 
indicated that the Cambridge experience was not a good one and that it 
resulted in exhorbitant costs for all concerned. 

5. This ·bill will adversely affect the availability of mortgages, The banker· 
can expect that costs will go up- expenses, taxes, overhead, are all on 
a rising scale. If the owner of the property is tied to income that cannot 
go up accordingly, the bank will not lend the money. This would totally 

- more -

···---·-··· ·····----·----~---~· 
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stifle financing of new mobilehome communities and multi-family 
dwellings in New Jersey during a time when such stimulus is desperately 
needed by our economy. 

6. The representative of the Mobile Horne Owners Association, Williilrn Palmer, 
in his testimony on narch 1, agreed that interest should be allowed, on 
that protion of the funds that is actually for financing of the community. 
Mr. Palmer recommended that the owner be allowed interest plus 15% .. 

7. The portion about arms length transactions could be extremely inhibiting. 
A less than arms length transaction could be completely legimate and even 
money saving. Residents should not be denied that savings. 

8. Certification of energy conservation by the Department of Energy could 
create extra expenses and a new layer of bureaucracy. 

9. The bill indicates that no increase would be allowed where the community 
or building does not meet health standards. Is that reasonable? Or 
would it preclude making the repairs? 

10. The figures in this bill are extremely arbitrary. No two businesses are 
alike and it's inconceivable that this over-all bill could or should be 
applied to all. 

NJMA respectfully requests that this bill not be passed as it is unworkable, 
arbitrary and counterproductive to its stated goals. 

Yours truly, 

,r/~ 
Annette E. Petr1ck, CAE 
Executive Director 

AEP: jt 
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CLIFFSIDE PARK TENANTS ASSOCIATION 
POST OFFICE BOX 46 

CLIFFSIDE PARK NEW JERSEY 

Mr. Dale Davis 
Legislative Services 
Commerce, Labor, & Industry Committee 
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Gentlemen: 

May 16, 1978 

Re: Assembly Bill No. 504 
Public Hearing 

Enclosed is my testimony which I would like to be a part of the 
public record. I remain 

JRL:dl 
Enclosure 

cc: New Jersey Tenants Organization 

Very truly yours, 



TESTINONY OF MR. JOHN R. LYKE, PRESIDENT, CLIFFSIDE PARK TENANTS 
ASSOCIATION, MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, NEW JERSEY TENANTS 
ORGANIZATION. 

Mr. Chairman: After being present at the entire public hearing on 
Assembly Bill No. 504, held on May 9, 1978 I feel obligated to submit 
this written testimony addressing, first, the testimony of Mr. Tony 
Palmieri (the last speaker of the day) and secondly, the overall issue 
he raised, that of "vacancy decontrol". 

Vacancy decontrol allows for any increase in rental after an 
apartment becomes vacant. Two years ago, Mr. Palmieri was one of the 
chief sponsors of this measure adopted by the Borough of Cliffside Park, 
NJ. Mr. Palmieri owns a 36 unit building in Cliffside Park that is 
approximately thirty (30) years old. Two years ago, before vacancy 
decontrol was locally adopted, the tenant population in his building was 
stable with tenants paying a moderate rent and the percentage of tenancy 
turnover being very low. Today many of the rents have nearly doubled-even 
discounting the hardship increase of $45-$60 per apartment, which was 
previously granted the landlord - with almost no increase in maintenance 
service, and improvements are at a m1n1mum. Currently, tenants who have 
not moved from Palmieri's building are complaining to government officials 
about the escalating rent roll and the turnstile tenancy due to main
tenance complaints not being processed expeditiously. 

Overall the vacancy decontrol concept undermines the effectiveness 
of any rent ordinance, rewards the "bad" landlord and penalizes the 
"good" landlord, and hurts those tanants who are in the greatest need of 
help. 

Generally, the following reasons given for consideration of vacancy 
decontrol have been given by landlords wherever rent legislation exists 
or is contemplated: 

-Vacancy decontrol will allow landlords to receive higher rents and 
this, in itself, will be a step towards a "free market". 

-Additional rental income from the vacated apartment will cover increases 
~n operating costs. 

-Vacancy decontrol will spur investments in residential property, both 
in renovation of existing housing and new construction. 

-The additional rents will provide incentive to make capital improvements, 
supply better services, increase maintenance. 

-The tide of deterioration of buildings and even abandonment will be 
stemmed by vacancy decontrol. 
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These reasons sound very sane, healthy and even promising, but I am 
sorry to report that they add up to nothing but dreams. 

The effects of vacancy decontrol have been thoroughly examined, 
studies and reported. I refer to in particular to the studies and 
surveys conducted by the New York State Division of Housing and Comm
unity Renewal (HCR), the New York City Housing and Development Admin
istration (HDA), the 1974 Report on Housing and Rents by the well
publicized Stein Commission, and also the report on that subject by 
Professor George Sternlieb of Rutgers. 

The findings of these studies overwhelmingly concur with those of 
the New Jersey Tenants Organization, namely, and in summary, that there 
is no benefit to_ vacancy decon_trol. Among the findings were the follow
ing major points: 

-Excess rents recovered by landlords because of vacancy decontrol were 
not reinvested in capital improvements, but in fact resulted in an 
actual decrease of 30% in renovation. 

-Vacancy decontrol failed to stimulate canital investment either in new 
or renovated buildings, and failed to reduce abandonment. 

-New construction was unaffected by vacancy decontrol. 

-Vacancy decontrol encouraged a disparity in rents. 

-Vacancy decontrol succeeded only in increasing residential units beyond 
those rents necessary to cover increased costs and succeeded in creating 
chaos in the rental market . 

-The HDA study concluded reduced controls led to reduced maintenance. 
The study showed that in 1972 the decontrolled units received less 
expenditure by landlords than regulated units. 

-The policy of returning apartments to the free market fails because 
with vacancy rates hovering around 0, no free market exists. 

-Vacancy decontrol leads to tenant harassment and insecurity. 

And most importantly, studies and our experience have shown that 
vacancy decontrol has placed extreme hardship on the elderly and the 
poor in the form of increased rent and insecurity. 

The impact of vacancy decontrol falls heavily on the elderly who 
must seek new residences because of the shrinking size of their family 
and their reduced economic strength; on the low income and disadvantaged 
tenant who are continually in search of affordable housing; and on the 
newly married who have new financial obligations and little resources to 
devote to rent. Vacancy decontrol penalizes those who need the most 
help. 



On the other side of the coin, vacancy decontrol penalizes the 
"good" landlord while giving a bonus to the "bad" one. If a tenant 
finally finds an apartment that is well maintained and is within the 
tenant's means, the tenant is more likely to stay in that apartment and 
that building will have the smaller turnover rate. But the building 
which is poorly maintained or where the tenants are treated poorly will 
suffer a higher turnover and, because of vacancy decontrol, the owner is 
well rewarded for his lack of concern for the tenants, the building and 
the connnunity. 

All of these findings apply to both vacancy decontrol policies 
which impose no restrictions on re-rental increases and those imposing 
some limits, such as the 25% rent increase limitation in East Orange. 

Based on these facts I implore the legislature to disregard Mr. 
Palmieri's testimony or any other person who is attempting to spread 
this disease known as vacancy decontrol. 

Respectfully submitted, 

.. 
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VERONA TENANTS ORGANIZATION 
PO flax 194 

Joint Committee on A504 
c/o Dale C. Davis Jr. 
Legislative Services 
Room 318, State House 
Trenton, NJ OB625' 

Gentlepeople: 

Veron;J, NJ 070114 

M;1y 15, 1978 

As I was unable to stay last week to testify on A504 
the following is my opinion as a tenant leader and is based on 
discussion with many tenants in and out of my own organization . 

First: Contrary to Mr. Baer's pleading, the hearing was on 
Statewide Rent Control. The reason for this was that even the 
builders and owners realize that the rules should be the same for 
the entire Sate. 

Secondly, A504 is a BAD bill. The owner who has paid off the 
mortgage would be guaranteed a minimum of 40% of the income as profit 
but the owner who has a new mortgage may have an excuse for tears. 

Thirdly: an accountant compared A504 with the Verona Rent Control 
Ordinance and said A504 would be had for us. 

Fourth: the complaints that I receive as Acting President and 
Founder of the Verona Tenants Organization deal with the constantly 
increasing rents and the fight to get repairs. 

Fifth: we need a STRONG Statewide Moderate Rent Control Bill 
that includes Rent Board Rules, Subpena Power for Rent Boards, no increas~: 
if other than minor repairs are needed and remain unrepaired for a 
reasonable time for needed repair, that no increase be allowed if 
Health Laws remain in violation, that all apartments except new 
construction renting for the first time be covered - that includes 
even owner occupied two family homes, that rent goes with the apartment 
and not with the tenant. 

A fair and Reasonable Return should be on income, 6 - 1m~ 
Less than 6?~ would merit review by the Rent Control Board for an increase 
above say the Verona lease formula, CPI increase in the 1st 9 months of 
the yearly lease with a maximum yearly increase of 5.5%. Over 10% 
profit would justify a reduced increase in rent. 

Basically, A504 seemed to have a good handle on allowable expenses. 

Uninhabitability penalties of reduced rent should not be allowed 
as a factor in calculating % profit but the _full rental should be called 
income just as if collected. 

Expenses for repairs that have gone neglected for years and now cost 
more because of escalating damage and cost should be prorated and not all 
taken at one time. 
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Hardship rental increases shall not become a part of the base 
rent when due to non-recurring expenses such as required repairs. 

Our free enterprise system is important but PEOPLE are more 
important. When people must pay 80% and more of their income for 
rent inorder to stay in an area that they have lived in for years, 
something is wrong. 

When assessments are reduced on properties that could not justify 
hardship increases, it means that hugh increases in rents preceded 
Rent Control and the over inflated values are now leveling off. 
Tenants for several years were paying more than their fair share of 
taxes without income tax credit because rents were going up 40 to 50% at 
a time. 

According to a report last week on TV or Radio the CPI including the 
expected for 1978 has gone up 56 % since 1970. That is all items. 
My rent has gone up 83%. It wa~unc~ciable increases that brought on 
Rent Control. My experience is not unique The federal Controls came 
just too late to save NJ renters. 

We know a landlord must make a profit to stay in business but 
people must live in dignity. In solving this tough riddle include all 
the tenants of New Jersey. 

If the people are afraid that they will pay more property tax, 
if rental property pays only its fair share, then remind these people 
that it will cost much more to subsidize tenants or to pay for more 
welfare or SSI. The taxpayer is going to pay. What is equitable? 
Rents should not pay taxes for private homes or vice-versa. Each should 
be realistically assessed. 

Your attempt to solve the problem is most appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

;%1~/),t,:. 
Harriet Dolin 
Acting President VTO 

CC Assemblyman Fortunato 
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